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Chapter 1 – Lucius 

 

I needed a drink. I needed to step back and reevaluate my life. But, mostly, I 

needed a drink. 

“Take me somewhere dark and quiet,” I told my driver. 

“Of course, sir,” he replied, unquestioning as always. I leaned back as he 

switched gears and the car slid smoothly forward onto the street as if its tires were 

touching glass instead of concrete. Closing my eyes, I let my head rest on the seat. My 

neck ached, muscles tight from the stresses of the day. Running a business empire was 

no easy task, especially when I was having questions about my place in the world. 

 

“We’ll be there in 10 minutes, sir,” the driver said. A squat, bald man with blue 

eyes that competed with his head in terms of shine, there was little he couldn’t 

accomplish. Vagueness seemed to be a sort of challenge to him. He might have texted 

an associate under the dashboard, hiding the light from any passing police cars, or 

maybe he meant to drive around until he simply decided on the best place to drop me 

off. Either way, I knew he would not disappoint me. No, I did that to myself. 

“Thank you, Darien,” I murmured.  

“Not a problem, sir. Would you like me to turn on some music?” 

“Not necessary. Thank you..” 

He stopped speaking, catching onto my hint, and I leaned over against the door 

to listen to the sounds of Chicago’s nightlife filtering through the glass. The sound of 



traffic was hollow and pale, as if the darkened sky was the result of a dome across 

which sounds echoed and turned distant. Music pounded from passing cars and nearby 

clubs, the kind where too much bass compensated for a lack of everything else. Voices 

murmured, too low and indistinct to be understood; passersby glided across the 

sidewalks, eager to get off the streets and to their next destination. 

Compared to the cacophony of day, this was silence. I wanted more quiet even 

than this, so I could pay more attention to my own thoughts and figure things out.  

The car slowed and made a graceful turn. Darien stopped the vehicle entirely 

and announced, “We’re here, boss. Dark and Quiet. What do you think?” 

I opened my eyes and saw an ordinary street, lined with buildings whose faces 

were mottled with the light of street lamps and shadows. The car’s headlights sliced a 

gash through the darkness, illuminating a few of the buildings before the pattern of 

orange and mingled gray shadow resumed. Many of them were restaurants and shops, 

closed for the day or open only to cleaning staff and other employees. Only one was 

open to the public, its existence announced solely by the blinking red “open” sign. The 

lights inside were dull and almost silver, like moonlight, revealing so little that I couldn’t 

tell which of the shapes were people and which were furniture. There was no parking 

lot, and though the streets were lined with cars, I didn’t see anyone entering or exiting 

from that particular establishment.  

The name was the Lunar Eclipse, and I thought it was quite fitting, if a bit too 

accurate. It was a name that too directly reflected the image the owners were trying to 

create, causing the whole thing to fall a little flat of the desired effect. 

“It seems a bit New Age-y,” I said.  



“Even less of a chance of being recognized.” 

I should hire a new driver. Darien knows me too well. He takes the mysticism out 

of being mysterious. 

I said as much out loud and Darien laughed. “Should have thought of that before 

you hired a father of four kids. I don’t have time for mysteries. When should I expect you 

again?” 

I frowned, thinking hard. I didn’t imagine I’d want to stay here long, but it didn’t 

matter what I wanted. I was here because I had to be. “Let’s give it an hour. I’ll message 

you after that and tell you what plans I’ve made then. You’ll be nearby?” 

“Always.” 

“All right then. An hour.” 

I climbed out of the car, lacking the patience to let Darien open the door for me 

even though he always insisted on it. Now that there was nothing between myself and 

the night, I felt the cool, soft wind on my face. Sirens wailed somewhere nearby, a 

reminder of the city’s corruption that people such as myself battled against on the daily. 

Darien pulled out of his spot and drove away slowly. I shook my head, watching 

him go. No business thoughts right now, dammit. I walked up to the lunar eclipse. The 

handle of the front door was a circlet of silver, cold and textured against my palm. I 

pulled it open and stepped inside to the sound of deep chimes, which resonated in 

contrast with the music. 

And there was music, but it was as muted in sound as the rest of the place was 

in color. Melodic flute and clarinet notes, long and sustained, warbled in and out of 

hearing, almost akin to meditation music.  



Despite myself, I liked it. 

I went up to the bar, my eyes adjusting along the way. There were more patrons 

than I had originally thought, most of them sitting in quiet companionship with one other 

person. Their drinks were faintly luminescent, a shimmering effervescence coloring the 

liquids. 

The bartender was dressed like what I could only describe as a soulful 

lumberjack. He wore a flannel shirt and jeans, and a beanie covered in spiraling 

symbols. Around his neck dangled a silver scarf and not one, but three necklaces 

adorned with beads and charms and peace signs.  

“Welcome, brother,” the bartender said, nodding to me. “Nice of you to join us 

tonight. Can I interest you in our nightly special?” 

Not being recognized was refreshing. Some of the ever-present tension released 

from my shoulders. “What is it?” I asked. 

“It’s called the Star Sign. It’s our infamous potent blend of whiskey, rum, gin, and 

more rum. Guaranteed to give you enlightenment… or get you drunk so you think it 

does.” He winked. I decided that I liked him. He was absurd, but at least he seemed 

aware of it. “And we can add in some moonlight for you if you’re interested.” 

“Moonlight?” 

“It’s just glow-in-the-dark food coloring. But, it’s neat. You in?” 

I said, “Why not?” 

This was meant to be my first night away from business, a brief period of 

relaxation that I had described as a vacation to my company managers. In reality, it was 



an escape. Why not do something I would never normally do? Why not drink this absurd 

cocktail? Who was going to stop me, or judge me, or advise me to do differently? 

I lingered at the bar to watch my drink be made, and tried not to wince when I 

saw exactly how much “moonlight” went into my drink. That amount of dye couldn’t be 

healthy.  

Eventually, the bartender handed my drink over and I slid money to him across 

the counter. “Keep the change,” I said. 

“Thanks.” 

I took my drink back to an empty booth along the wall and took a drink. It was 

exactly as strong as had been advertised, the warmth exploding in my stomach feeling 

much more like a supernova than a simple star. It wasn’t bad though, I sipped a little 

more and closed my eyes to savor the burn as it went down a little easier than before.  

What am I going to do? 

My father, Malcolm Locke, was an alpha male who never backed down in the 

face of anything. He had trained myself and my brother, Adrian, to take care of the 

company empire he had built so that we could take his place when the time came. By 

the time I was in high school, I could balance business accounts as easily as breathing. 

 But, Father didn’t train me on what to do with my personal doubts. My spine 

prickled, as if I was being watched. I looked up and glanced around the bar, but it was 

impossible to see if anyone was staring at me. Perhaps I was just being paranoid. I 

sipped more of my drink to settle my nerves.  

Several years ago, Father died suddenly after battling colon cancer in secret so 

that his illness wouldn’t interfere with his work. His will divided his assets and his empire 



equally between us. Adrian had a lifestyle opposed to responsibility, but Father had 

always treated us the same and continued to do so even in death. Within weeks, I made 

arrangements to leave my job as a stockbroker and took my place at the head of the 

conglomerate. I hadn’t looked back. 

Except, that was a lie. 

I tightened one of my hands into a fist. My knuckles blazed white in the dim 

interior of the bar. I had looked back a lot over this past year, for reasons I wasn’t 

certain of. I felt as if something was missing, even though everything was proceeding as 

it always had. The company hadn’t changed recently. It was me that changed, although 

for what reason I did not know. Something I was unaware of must have caused it. 

Or perhaps it had been a long time in coming? 

I always worked hard my entire life. I was the intern who stayed late, the college 

kid who went to bed early and never partied. I brought work home with me, pored over 

market trends and business data in lieu of having a social life. I had always been that 

way. So why, now, did I feel as if it wasn’t enough? 

I sighed.  

“That’s a pretty big sigh.” 

I looked up at the speaker and saw a silhouette, featureless and dark, blocking 

out the lights from behind. Then, the speaker moved a little and I saw he was an omega 

and quite young, maybe half my own age.  

“Do you need something?” I asked. 



The omega shook his head. His hair flopped over his face and he batted it aside. 

“I came over to ask you the same thing. Can I buy you a drink? Something tells me you 

might need another one.” 

Another one? 

I glanced down at my glass and saw it was almost empty now. I had been 

drinking more than I thought. Maybe it hadn’t hit me yet, or it wasn’t as strong as I’d 

thought. Or, the dreamlike, hazy quality inside the bar was the beginnings of a buzz and 

not a result of atmosphere alone. 

“Why did you come over here?”  

The omega leaned his head back with surprise. “Like I said, I wanted to buy you 

a drink. You seemed like something was bothering you and I’m the kind of person who 

can’t let that go without at least trying to help. I’m Parker, by the way.” 

Parker held out his hand. 

I studied it for a moment and then reached out to shake it. “I’m… Luke.” I hated 

nicknames, but Lucius was a little bit more recognizable as a name. I still wanted to 

keep my low profile. 

Parker’s hand was strong, and he gave a firm and pleasant handshake. If I’d 

been meeting him for a job interview, I’d have been impressed. Even older generations 

were losing their ability to give a proper greeting. And speaking of greetings, he had 

come up to me.  

If this was a night for doing things I normally wouldn’t… 

“I think I’ll take you up on that drink, Parker,” I said. “Just a beer, though. I don’t 

want to get drunk.” 



“Me, neither,” he said, in a tone of voice that implied he wasn’t being serious. “I’ll 

be back in a second. Don’t go anywhere!” 

I watched as Parker hurried off. He turned around and came back a moment 

later. “Do you want moonlight in it?” 

“Why not?” 

That was going to be my mantra for the night. It wasn’t a bad one.  

Parker went off again and I resumed watching as his hips swayed almost in time 

to the endless in-and-out fluting that wove through the bar. When he passed under the 

lights, silver covered his shoulders and frosted his dark brown hair. Normally, I’d never 

even consider going for a man as young as him -and he hadn’t offered me anything but 

company and a drink anyway- but he certainly was good to look at. My stomach tingled 

with warmth, from the booze, from desire. 

  



Chapter 2 – Parker 

 

I was tired of being a virgin. I was tired of waiting for Mr. Right to come along and 

prove he was everything I’d been saving myself for. 

My friend, Eddie Blade told me about this place last time we hung out. He called 

the atmosphere quiet and unique, said the drinks were strong, and the people were nice 

enough, if weird. He said he’d even met his current boyfriend there. I kept it in the back 

of my mind as a possibility for hunting down someone to take me home with them.  

It wasn’t my daydream to have my first time at the hands of a drunken stranger, 

but going other routes had gotten me nowhere. It was time. 

I went. I asked for directions and walked in with my mission in my head. This was 

going to be the night. I didn’t care what I had to do. This. Was. It. 

I took my beer to my table in the back and I watched. And I waited. And I 

encountered a problem. How the hell had Eddie met his boyfriend here? Every person 

who walked in through the door had someone else following right behind them, and the 

one time a man came in alone he was met by a friend -partner?- a few minutes later 

while I was still trying to work up the nerve to make a move. This was turning out to be a 

meeting place, not a place where you met someone. That didn’t bode well for my plans 

and I decided to give it half an hour before I jumped ship and went to a more traditional 

bar.  

I drank two beers and was working on a third, coming close to my self-imposed 

deadline, when the door opened again and a man stepped inside who looked as if he 

belonged here even less than I did. He wore some sort of jacket that seemed to prize 



appearance over function, with decorative folds and buttons that had no purpose, and 

his jeans looked as if they had never been worn before tonight. His shoulders weren’t 

overly broad, and his body was solid and tall and frankly impressive when compared 

with the others who had come walking in. They had all been slender, androgynous, or 

somehow soft, while he was one hundred percent man from his polished shoes to his 

dark, sensible hairstyle. His heavy brow cast his eyes in shadow as he looked around 

the room, and then he went up to the bar and got his drink. 

I could hardly look away. It felt like my eyes were glued to him. His voice was 

measured and soft, the voice of a man who was used to knowing what he wanted. I 

watched him as he got his cocktail and found a booth, deliberately isolating himself from 

everyone else. I could only watch as he sank down into his seat as if the weight of the 

world was weighing him down, and then he had gone still except for when he moved to 

take a sip of his drink. His sips came faster the more he took and turned into deep 

swallows, a change which he seemed somehow not to register within himself. It was 

hard to watch.  

He looked so forlorn. I imagined all sorts of terrible things that must have 

happened to him. Had he lost someone, or missed out on his chance at doing 

something important? Emotions played across his face, all of them negative and full of 

undeniable longing.  

Eventually, against all my better judgment, I’d gone to him. Tonight’s mission had 

to be put on hold while I went to see if I could do something for him. It was part of who I 

was. At first I was just glad that Luke didn’t snap at me for getting in his business. Then, 

when I shook his hand, the warmth that flew through my veins, leaping from one nerve 



ending to the next until every part of me was all abuzz with activity, I knew I’d done the 

right thing. He was handsome. He seemed nice. We could chat a bit and then both head 

off on our separate ways. Hopefully he’d feel better and I’d be all warmed up and loose, 

ready to find an alpha at the next bar.  

I came back from the bar with two mugs of beer, both of which glowed with dye.  

“Thank you, Parker,” Luke said. He pulled the mug closer to him by the handle, 

leaving a streak of moisture on the table. He studied his drink, which fizzed and 

sparkled. “This is an interesting place, isn’t it?” 

I sat down opposite him at the booth, hoping he couldn’t hear my heart racing 

along. Being so near such a handsome, older man had my palms feeling clammy. “It is. 

I heard about it from a friend and thought I’d give it a try.” 

He doesn’t need to know the whole reason I’m here.  

“Hm. I could see someone like you being drawn to a place like this.” Luke 

showed the barest glimpse of a smirk. “I don’t mean anything by that. You’re young and 

seem nice enough. It’s easy to get drawn into things you don’t want to when you’re 

trying to make others happy.” 

I stared at him and swallowed hard. “You must be really good at figuring people 

out.” Oh, God. What if he was able to somehow realize the reason I hadn’t said out 

loud? I forced a laugh, trying not to let on that I was nervous. If he could tell that or not, I 

didn’t know. I didn’t dare look him in the face.  

“Of course, I am. I…” He paused and took a drink of beer, seeming to reconsider 

his words. I drank too. “I have a knack for it, is all.” 

“What about you?” I asked.  



Luke raised an eyebrow. 

“You don’t seem like the type of person who’d be drawn to a place like this. Were 

you just curious because of how it looked?” 

“No. I came here because it seemed like a place where I could sit and gather my 

thoughts. It’s certainly quieter in here than in most other bars.” 

My spine tingled, as if a spider was crawling in and out of my vertebrae. I 

hunched up my shoulders. “And then I came over and interrupted you.” Blood rushed to 

my cheeks. At any moment, I was going to start glowing brighter than our drinks.  

Luke made a soft, deep noise and it took me a moment to recognize it as a 

laugh. “It’s fine. It was kind of you to come and check on a stranger. That’s admirable in 

this day and age.” 

“I don’t know about admirable.” I ducked my head and wrapped both hands 

around my drink. The cold of the frosted glass wasn’t enough to cut through the warmth 

of my buzz, or the heat of my attraction to him. Something about the way he looked at 

me was so intense I didn’t need to see his eyes to know he had me all figured out. It 

was intimidating. It was… exciting. I hadn’t ever been looked at so sharply before, with 

such interest.  

“Sure, admirable. Why not? It does mean a lot to me. Your kindness.” Luke 

turned his head away a little. His profile was strong. My stomach tingled. “I admit I 

wasn’t having the best day today.” 

The forlorn look was back. My heart ached for him, even though I had no idea 

what it was that made him so sad. A man like him, an alpha like him, should have had 

someone he could go to cheer him up instead of needing to go to a bar.  



I leaned over the booth and reached out to touch his arm. He jumped. So did I, 

as the contact sent another spark of warmth racing through my body. His skin was soft 

over smooth muscles, their shape pleasant and defined without being hard. His arm hair 

had been soft, too. I was so aware of every texture, as if my brief touch had instead 

been a lingering caress. My senses felt like they were awakening.  

Luke looked at me and I touched his arm again, trembling as I rested my fingers 

on the crook of his wrist. “I’m sorry things weren’t going well for you. Do you want to talk 

about it?” 

Luke touched my hand and patted it. I didn’t move away and neither did he. Time 

seemed to be stretching instead of passing. “Thank you for your concern, but I’m fine.” 

“Are you sure? I’ve got six brothers and sisters. I’m used to listening?” 

“Six? I had trouble with just one.” He chuckled. “Thanks again, but I don’t make it 

a habit of airing out my dirty laundry in front of strangers. Why don’t you tell me about 

yourself, instead?” 

If I moved even the slightest bit, I would break whatever strange stillness was 

between us. The world seemed to be holding its breath. “I don’t know if there’s much to 

tell. I’m in college right now. I want to be a child caretaker. I love kids and I love 

spending time with them. I feel like I rediscover the world right along with them.” 

Luke kept his hand on top of mine. His thumb moved. I caught my breath as he 

slid the pad of his thumb over the back of my hand, from one knuckle to the other. “Do 

you mind this?” he asked. His voice was a deep rumble. 

“I-I don’t mind.” I swallowed hard and shifted my legs under the table. “I like it.” 



“I like it, too. Your skin is so soft.” Luke picked up his mug with his free hand and 

tossed the rest of his drink back in a few swallows. He set his mug down and his lips 

shimmered with wetness. He wiped it away, but licked his lips to rewet them a second 

after. His tongue danced. 

I reached for my own drink and tossed down as much as I could, needing the 

liquid courage for what was happening between us. Had Luke really figured me out so 

well from such a brief exchange? I hadn’t come to him to have sex with him, but had he 

figured out that was what I came here for?  

Get ahold of yourself. Flirting doesn’t mean sex. Maybe this is how he makes 

himself feel better.  

It was certainly making me feel pretty good. 

“Parker?” 

I looked up.  

“I asked how long you’ve been here in Chicago for. For college.” 

“Oh! Um, I’ve lived here since I was three years old. That’s when my parents 

moved here for work.” I was sweating, struggling to remember how to speak. “It’s not 

the best city in the world, but it’s home. I wouldn’t trade it for anything. What about 

you?” 

Luke sighed. A flash of something passed across his eyes, something that 

looked a lot like sorrow. Or regret. It was hard to tell. “I used to live in Evanston, but I 

worked here in Chicago. I used to live here when I was younger. Now I’m back.” 

“Do you miss Evanston? It’s a lot smaller.” 



He laughed. I clenched my thighs together under the table at the full, rich sound. 

It was the first real reaction I’d gotten out of him. “It is. It feels like a small town in 

comparison. There are more trees and the water is cleaner. I miss it sometimes, yes.”  

Luke withdrew his hand from mine and placed it on the edge of the table. 

Disappointment raced through me, the distance between us seeming like a chasm. 

“Can I interest you in another beer? I’ll buy this time to repay your kind gesture.” 

“You don’t have to.” 

“I won’t take no for an answer.” He stood up and walked away. I twisted around 

in my seat to make sure he was actually going to the bar and not slipping out the door to 

get away from me. He reached the counter and leaned over it, speaking softly with the 

bartender, who winked at him. I clenched my fists and bit my lip, fighting against the 

surge of jealousy that was rising inside me like a stormy tide. Luke was interested in 

me. 

And I was interested in him. 

I dipped my finger in the puddle of condensation forming around the bottom of 

my empty beer glass and drew meaningless spirals on the surface. They evaporated 

rapidly.  

Kind of like all my relationships. 

I didn’t get noticed much. I wanted a big happy family of my own someday and, 

ever since I started getting interested in dating, I had held out hope that someone 

special would come along and notice me instead of everyone else. Some wonderful 

alpha would recognize that my quiet exterior wasn’t the extent of what I had to offer.  



I frowned and pushed the glass away from me. Unfortunately, most of the dates I 

went on were disappointing and the few relationships I’d pursued had fallen apart due to 

a lack of interest all around. Waiting for romance to come to me wasn’t working. My 

laidback, good nature was preventing me from getting what I wanted.  

This was the first time I’d made the first move. My feelings, were they genuine 

attraction or were they formed out of desperation? 

As much as I’d drank, was there any point in figuring out the difference? 

Something was happening.  

Luke came back and handed over my beer. It was in a bottle this time, minus any 

moonlight. “I figure holding back on the dye a little wouldn’t hurt,” he commented.  

“Good idea.” I picked up the bottle and brought the rim to my mouth. As I did, I 

felt a hand glide across my knee. I gasped and almost choked on my mouthful of beer.  

Luke was watching me with his intense eyes, studying my reaction. He smiled 

and his hand caressed my knee again, his fingers skimming over my jeans. It was the 

barest of contacts, a butterfly touch, but it was enough to awaken a furious fluttering 

inside me.  

I dropped one hand underneath the table and reached for him. He was doing the 

same and our fingers interlaced under the table. His fingers were so strong; I clutched 

at them, not wanting to let go of him. I couldn’t let this go. This opportunity. If I messed 

up, I felt suddenly like I might never experience something of this nature ever again. 

“Parker,” Luke said. “I don’t normally do things like this. I don’t flirt with young 

men in bars. How old are you?” 

“I’m twenty-two.” 



“I’m almost twice your age. Forty-three.” He shook his head and tried to sit back. 

I held onto his hand with all my strength, the muscles in my arm going tense with my 

resistance. “I’m not really myself tonight.” 

“So?” I demanded. “We’re both adults. I didn’t come over here intending to hit on 

you, but it’s obvious that there’s something between us. If you need a distraction from 

your life, I’m it.” 

Luke said nothing and even in the dark, his inner battle was clear to see on his 

face. Then, his expression broke and he smiled with disbelief. “I think you’re right. This 

has been a night for doing things I normally wouldn’t. I like you, Parker. You’re far more 

mature than many other young men your age. I think… No, I know. I would like to ask 

you to come with me to one of…To my place, I mean.” 

My jaw literally dropped and my eyes opened wide, as if they might pop out of 

their sockets. “You’re serious?” 

“I am.” 

Yes! Score! I’m scoring! Me of all people. 

“Let’s go!” I stood up. “Let’s go right now.” 

“Hold on.” Luke held up his hand and laughed. “Drink your beer first. But don’t 

rush, please. There’s still an entire night ahead of us.” 

He was right. I drank fast anyway, taking a swallow every time our conversation 

lulled. And there were a lot of lulls. He paused often and drank slow, torturing me with 

anticipation. He was doing it on purpose, smirking at me whenever he touched my hand 

or knee and pulled away too fast for my liking. His every touch gave me a sign of what 



was to come and I was running out of patience. I wasn’t nervous at all. I was horny. I 

was ready. I wanted him. 

Finally, I finished my beer. I held the bottle up and tipped it upside down, like they 

do with ice cream concretes at Dairy Queen to show how thickly they were made. 

Nothing came out. “Look. Empty. I’m good to go.” 

Luke smiled. “So am I. Give me a moment to summon our ride.” 

I watched as he pulled out his phone and tapped on the screen a few times. 

Probably summoning an Uber or something. I wasn’t too thrilled at the idea of leaving 

my car here overnight, but he had the right idea. I was in no condition to drive and he 

wasn’t, either. I wouldn’t have wanted to drive even if I could. That would mean paying 

attention to something other than him and I wasn’t going to have any of that. 

Luke put his phone back in his pocket. “He’ll be here in five minutes. Let’s go 

outside and wait.” 

He stood up and started walking. I also stood up to follow him, and a wave of 

dizziness crashed into me like the ocean bombarding a cliff face. I swayed on my feet 

and the bar tilted around me. Reaching out, I grabbed onto the edge of the table to keep 

standing. The undulating scenery settled quickly into its proper position and I sighed 

with relief. No more sudden movements. Okay. 

“Are you coming?” Luke called.  

I chased after him as fast as I dared. A little light-headedness wavered at the 

edges of my mind, but it wasn’t anything serious. I caught up with Luke at the door and 

he stepped back, holding it open for me.  

The bartender called out, “Have a good night.” 



“Thank you,” Luke said, his voice solemn and pleasant. “And you, as well.” 

I said nothing and went out through the door and into the night. As far as I was 

concerned, that bartender was a rival. Wishing him a good night would be like petting a 

snake that had already bitten me.  

Luke let the door shut behind him and caught my arm, pulling me back close to 

him. I felt the heat of his body and took a deep breath.  

“What was that back there?” he asked. He lowered his head, speaking into my 

ear with his breath stirring my hair around on the nape of my neck.  

I quivered. “What was… what?” 

“I saw you almost fall back there. Do you feel okay, Parker?” 

“Oh, that.” I waved my hand, blowing it off. I stood up straighter and puffed out 

my chest. “Just some dizziness. But I’m okay.” 

“How much did you have to drink before you came over to talk to me?” 

“Not much,” I said. And that was technically the truth. For other people, it 

probably wouldn’t have been very much. However, I didn’t drink often unless I was out 

with other people, and that was rare. I might have been a little bit over my own limit. But, 

it was a good feeling, being on the verge of drunkenness. The city was smeary and 

indistinct, skyscrapers wavering on the wind, like something out of a dream. Nothing 

seemed to matter except for Luke, who was the only constant, the only point of solidity.  

Luke studied me and opened his mouth as if he was about to say something. A 

black car approached, cutting him off with a harsh flash of headlights that made both of 

us wince after so long sitting in the lunar eclipse. The car slowed as it came nearer to 

where we stood and came to a full stop.  



I looked at the car, uncertain. The windows were dark and I couldn’t see the 

driver. “Is this us?” I looked up at Luke. 

Luke placed his hand on my shoulder, a firm, possessive gesture that made my 

knees go weak. My groin felt very warm and I had that feeling deep inside my muscles 

that signaled an erection wasn’t very far off. “This is us. I’ll get your door.” 

He stepped around me and opened the door for me. I stepped up inside the 

vehicle. As my ass cleared the doorway, the softest of touches on one of my cheeks 

caused my muscles to clench. My dick turned hard, pressing against my thigh. The 

sensation of being trapped was both great and frustrating, and I couldn’t decide whether 

or not I wanted him to keep going or wait until we were somewhere private and without 

interruptions.  

Luke shut the door and went around to his side. The moment he was in, the 

driver pulled away from the curb and moved off down the streets. He didn’t say 

anything. I’d been in an Uber a time or two and that was seriously odd behavior. These 

drivers loved tips and good ratings, so they did their best to be friendly and 

accommodate a rider’s needs; I had never had one just drive in absolute silence. How 

did he know we were the right people? How did he know where we wanted to go? 

Maybe Luke mentioned he didn’t want any interactions when he requested a ride.  

Having never actually summoned an Uber myself, I had no idea if there was a 

way to give comments and preferences to your driver before you’d even met them. I had 

to assume there was, and that Luke had made a few choices that he didn’t let me in on.  

I couldn’t hold it against him, really. I wanted all his attention for myself.  



But, all through the ride, he didn’t say anything. He didn’t touch me. As we drove 

past street lights and lit stores, and headlights flashed through the interior of the car, I 

snuck looks at his face to figure out what he was thinking, but I wasn’t able to. He 

looked out the window, apparently lost in thought or else ignoring me.  

Not exactly romantic, but this wasn’t romance. This was sex. So what if getting 

there didn’t match any of my daydreams or plans? As long as we got there, as long as 

something happened between us, I would be happy.  

I looked out at the window, not really paying attention to the shifting scenery of 

lights and dark buildings against the background of the sky. I imagined Luke’s hot 

breath on my neck again, teasing me with the nearness of his mouth. His hands on 

mine, strong and rough; what would it feel like for him to slide them over my body, 

touching me, claiming me as his for the night? When he straddled me with his tool 

unsheathed between his legs and started to push inside me, would it hurt as much as 

I’d feared? I hoped I’d do it right. I hoped I’d cum. I hoped to have his body quaking and 

trembling on top of mine, his hips writhing with ecstasy.  

“We’re here.” 

I jumped at the unfamiliar voice, before I realized it was the driver.  

Luke stirred beside me and straightened up. He turned to face me, and his eyes 

strayed down from my eyes to my lips and then lower, to the bulge at the front of my 

jeans. He smiled and said, “Thank you,” and even though he spoke to the driver, I knew 

he was also speaking to me. Thanking me for my interest, my lust, my attention to him 

as a man and an alpha. 

No, thank you. 



We stepped out of the car in front of an apartment building that resembled more 

of a mansion on the outside, with red bricking and large windows and tall layers of gable 

roofing. The walkway was blocked off by a fence and an arching gate, keeping 

unwanted pedestrians off a green lawn rich with trees and landscaping. 

The Uber driver pulled away and then it was just us all alone standing in front of 

what had to be expensive apartments. Looking up that high made me dizzy. “Holy shit,” 

I said. “You live here?” 

“Yes,” Luke said, as if he couldn’t quite believe it himself. “It reminds me of where 

I used to live in Evanston. Let’s go inside.” 

Luke stepped ahead of me to guide the way. I fell in after him. 

After that, the rest was hazy. 

  



Chapter 3 – Parker 

 

I woke up to quiet and while I was grateful for it, the lack of sound told me 

something was off. I lay in bed with my eyes still closed, listening, trying to figure out 

what was wrong. Thinking was difficult, my brain working sluggishly beneath a haze of 

pain that throbbed white and hot behind my eyelids with every heartbeat. 

Why did I drink so much last night? I moaned and turned my head to bury my 

face in the pillow, which smelled of cleaning chemicals. My stomach gave a lurch and 

bitter saliva flooded my mouth. Even though it hurt and made the nausea worse, I 

turned my head again to get the cloying sweet smell out of my nostrils. I curled my 

hands into fists, clutching at bedsheets that were silky and cool and soft to the touch. 

Unfamiliar. The weight of the blanket on top of me was too heavy, the mattress too firm 

and pressing on my body in such a way that it finally got through my head that this 

wasn’t my bed. 

I wasn’t in my own bed.  

I peeked open one eye and shut it again as blinding sunlight arrowed into my 

eyes through a window so bright I registered it as being on fire. That was absurd, but so 

was waking up in a strange bed with no recollection of how I’d gotten there. 

There were vague, fuzzy memories somewhere inside me, but they felt like 

puzzle pieces which didn’t yet belong. I didn’t know where to put them.  

I returned to my first thought, my first question. Why had I drunk so much? This 

time, the answer came, if a bit reluctant, like a dog that knows it’s about to be punished. 

I drank because I was at a bar. I was at a bar because I wanted to get laid. I wanted to 



get laid because I wanted to finally take my life into my own hands. And I had… met 

someone… 

My eyes flew open again as the memories started clicking into place, with this 

boundary now for them to form from. I met Luke. And we had talked. And I was 

attracted to him. And we went back to his place. And then… 

And then what? 

I stared into the burning, glaring shaft of sunlight, my head hurting so much I felt 

sick from it.  

We went up into his apartment together and he told me to sit on the couch while 

he got us something to drink to get us warmed up. Rather than tell him I was plenty 

ready, I agreed to have more to drink, and he went into a room that looked like a 

kitchen. I sat down on his couch and leaned my head back on the cushion, and closed 

my eyes to steel myself for the events that were to come. 

After that, I remembered sensations. Extreme dragging tiredness, an urge to 

sleep. A swaying motion, like walking. Indistinct voices. And then nothing until I woke up 

here in this strange bed with a hangover.  

Did we do it? I’d definitely remember doing it if we had. But, if we hadn’t had sex, 

then what had happened? 

I put my hands down on the firm mattress and pushed myself up. The world spun 

around me and I squeezed my eyes shut and held still until the dizziness abated. Still 

with my eyes shut tight, I sat up the rest of the way and then opened them again. Facing 

away from the sunlight now, I felt a bit better than before. Terrible, but better. I roamed 



my hands over my body, searching for sore spots or ripped clothes that would indicate 

excitement and hard sex. 

Nothing. My body felt fine. 

My ass felt… normal. 

“I’m still a goddamn virgin.” 

I looked around to take in my surroundings, hoping strongly for a brief moment 

that I was in Luke’s room. But, I wasn’t. I was in a hotel room. There was no mistaking 

the bland art on the walls or the unlikely way that the furniture was arranged against the 

walls.  

I supposed that when it felt like I was walking, I was probably being led out of 

Luke’s house and to a hotel.  

I really hope I didn’t do anything stupid. 

I stood up carefully and went to the little kitchenette to grab a cup, holding onto 

the wall the whole way to keep my balance. I filled the cup with water from the bathroom 

tap and took a sip. I hadn’t realized how awful my mouth tasted until the cool liquid 

touched my tongue. I swallowed, and the wetness coating the inside of my throat was 

the very definition of euphoria. My stomach gurgled, resistant to the water, but I forced 

myself to drink a little more and the roiling settled down a little. I had to be dehydrated 

as well.  

Refilling the cup, I took it back to the bed with me and sat down on the mattress. I 

felt for my phone, but it wasn’t in my pocket. I looked up and there it was on the 

nightstand. Next to it was one of those little hotel notepads, and there was writing on it.  



I leaned over and picked up the pad, squinting at the scratchy pen markings. It 

looked like a phone number, although there was no sign as to who had written it or what 

would happen when I called it. 

I supposed there weren’t any other options, though. 

I grabbed my phone and dialed the number, listening to the ringing with the 

speaker held away from my ear so my head wouldn’t split in half.  

After a few rings, a voice came over the line. It was the one thing in all this 

confusion that I recognized.  

“Luke?” 

“Oh, good. You’re awake.” Luke’s voice was warm, if a bit distant. My heartbeat 

sped up, ticking at a rapid pace. “How do you feel this morning, Parker?” 

“I… I feel fine. What happened last night, Luke? I don’t remember anything,” I 

admitted. 

“I’m not surprised. I went to get us drinks and I came back to find you passed out 

on my couch. It seems you weren’t as ‘okay’ as you said you were.” 

I ducked my head, heat climbing up the back of my neck. 

Luke continued. “I wasn’t going to take the chance of being accused of anything, 

you understand. I took you to a hotel and paid for your room.” 

“You did what?” I exclaimed. I winced and put my hand to my forehead as pain 

struck like lightning at the sound of my own voice. “Shit. You didn’t have to do that. You 

could have dropped me off at home. I’ll pay you back.” 

“I didn’t want to look in your wallet,” Luke said. “It seemed like an invasion of 

privacy, a last resort.” 



“I’ll pay you back,” I promised. The whole point of talking to him had been to 

cheer him up and instead, I’d ended up making him waste money on me.  

“There’s no need. I’m glad you’re awake. When you’re ready to leave, all you 

have to do is hand in your key card at the front desk. It should be on top of the dresser 

where the TV is.” 

I could see it from where I sat. “Luke, I…” I fumbled for words. “Thank you for 

not…” 

“Not taking advantage of you?” he said, his voice dry. 

“Yeah.” 

“I am a gentleman alpha. Like you, I’m of a kind that isn’t as common as it should 

be.” 

“I need to repay you.” 

“We’ve already discussed that.” 

“No, I mean please, will you give me another chance to… have sex… with you? 

We didn’t get to and I still want to. If you do.” Luke really was a rare person. Honorable. 

He had refused to invade me not once but twice. I knew I could trust him. I knew I 

wanted such a respectful, thoughtful man to be my first.  

“Parker.” 

My hopes sank. I pushed my hand harder to my head.  

“I appreciate it, but last night was a one-time sort of thing. Going to bars, picking 

up men; that’s not what I normally do, and it apparently wasn’t meant to be.” Luke 

sounded firm. At first, at least. I listened harder and thought it might be a sort of 

resignation, instead. He’d already made his decision long before I called. 



But, he didn’t seem very happy about it. 

He deserved to be happy. I’d been doing a pretty good job of cheering him up 

last night, until I fell asleep on him. That meant his fallen mood was my fault and I 

wasn’t about to stand for that. I had to fix this. 

“So, let’s not have sex. What about a date?” 

“What?”  

I blushed more. The reflection of my face in the mirror across from the bed 

resembled an actual lunar eclipse, red and bright. “I don’t mean like, a dating date. Just 

a date. Like last night at the bar. You and me and talking, and then letting that lead up 

to something. If it happens, I mean. No pressure. I just feel like I wasn’t myself last 

night, either.” 

That had been the whole point of my plan, to be an improved version of myself, 

but the results were so mixed I couldn’t call it a success or a failure. It was more of a 

lesson, a learning opportunity. This whole having-sex thing was going to be more 

complicated than I thought. There had to be a way to go about it that didn’t involve 

compromising my personality.  

Luke was quiet, listening.  

“I don’t even know you, but I do know that you deserve a better ending to last 

night. We both do. So, what about it? Let’s meet up and try again.” 

“Parker, if I didn’t know better, I would say you’re trying to seduce me.” 

“I…” 

“Although, I’m not certain ‘try’ is the right word. Last night, you did.” 

“I wasn’t trying last night.” 



“Which, I suppose, makes you a natural.” Luke laughed, and the sound was a 

warm updraft buoying my heart up from the pit of my stomach back to where it 

belonged. “Parker, you really are an interesting omega. What can I say to you except 

that I’d like to take you up on your offer?” 

“It depends.” My voice was hushed by my pounding heart. “Is that what you want 

to say?” 

“It is. I’m free tonight.” 

“Me, too.” 

“Then,” Luke said, “let’s make plans. How about dinner? I prefer to eat later, so if 

you text me your address, I can pick you up around seven? 7:30?” 

“Seven sounds great.” I looked at the clock to see how long I’d have to wait until I 

could see him again. Too long.  

“And, as you said, it will be a night of no expectations?” 

“If something happens, it happens. But it’s not a requirement.” 

Luke spoke softly, wonderingly, as quiet as I had been a moment ago. “It’s been 

a long time since I’ve done something without expectations.” 

I wanted to tell him that I was the same, that my life was made of expectations. 

Even now, I was expecting that our dinner together was going to end up in something 

more. But, for him, I hoped his thoughts were clear. I hoped he’d show up and just enjoy 

himself, and sound a little less like he was carrying the weight of the world. 

  



Chapter 4 – Lucius 

 

I set the phone down and lay back in bed. Not the bed in the apartment I had 

taken Parker to last night, but my actual bed in my house on the shore of Lake 

Michigan. I rented and maintained a few other apartments besides that one, to have 

other places to go when the stress of living in Chicago was too much and I wanted to 

fool my mind with a change of scenery.  

I couldn’t believe my behavior last night. It was like I’d become a different person 

in Parker’s presence, like he had brought out something in me which had been 

slumbering and unnoticed for a very long time. I’d had a lot of men, even dominated a 

few other alphas, but never had light flirtatious touches inspired a lust of such intensity 

inside me. It had been all I could do to keep from pressing in on him in the car with 

Darian right there in the front seat as witness; what kept me at bay was less my driver’s 

presence and more of a budding uncertainty. I had been proven right to hold back when 

I came into the living room with champagne and glasses in hand to find Parker snoring 

on the couch. I took him to the hotel and left him my number. I thought his call would be 

the last time we ever spoke to each other. No omega I had ever known would suffer 

through that embarrassment willingly. 

But, Parker hadn’t made a huge deal out of it. He even thanked me, appreciated 

what I’d done. 

How strange. How unique. 

And now we had plans to meet up again.  



Just thinking of him was turning me on. His hands were so soft, his manner so 

tentative and yet strangely certain, as if flirting with me had been a new experience for 

him that he greatly enjoyed. Not unlikely, given the age gap. 

I closed my eyes and slid my hand down over the material of my gray pajama 

pants, my cock stirring and pressing hard against my fingers. I sighed and gripped 

myself, picturing his bright, round face and soft cheeks, the gentle curve of his chin 

which begged to be held in the midst of a tender kiss; a tender which was sure to linger 

and grow deeper.  

What would his lips taste like? Sweet and soft, yielding beneath mine.  

In my imagination, I slid my hands down his slender waist and around to his firm, 

pert ass, cupping a cheek in each hand. In reality, I reached inside my pajamas and my 

boxers and held the hot, stiff shaft of my cock in my hand. I started to stroke myself, 

working my fingers, imagining I was massaging into Parker’s ass, letting him feel the 

pleasure deep inside his body.  

All the desire, the lust, the readiness I had felt last night came surging back. I lost 

hold of my mental picture and arched my back, seeing nothing but darkness behind my 

eyelids. My body caught fire and in only a few strokes, I was on the verge of coming. My 

muscles tightened and my back arched, my hips thrusting up and fucking my cock 

against my palm. My orgasm spilled over, a waterfall cascading over the edge of a cliff 

and crashing at the bottom with a thunderous roar. I shook through the tumultuous 

pleasure until I was carried downstream and washed up against the riverbank, limp and 

bobbing.  

Sighing, I slumped down into bed and released my softening cock.  



There was something about an omega approaching an alpha that really added to 

my pleasure. I felt as if I had been chosen for something, and it wasn’t all that different 

from what I experienced when Father’s lawyer contacted me with information about 

what was in his will. I felt… important. 

My phone rang. Not my cell, but my house phone. I glanced over at the table in 

the corner where I kept said phone, saw the light flashing but couldn’t read what the 

display screen said. The odds pointed to it being spam, since my frequent relocations to 

other apartments made my cell phone and laptop my prime means of communication. 

Except, I remembered with a groan, I was taking days away from the company to 

figure some things out and had requested that all should be taken care of by the 

company managers and my advisors. I also specifically mentioned that I would prefer 

for any calls that had to be made to go to my house phone so I could answer at leisure 

during my “vacation.” 

So, either this call was extremely unimportant, or of the utmost importance.  

I dragged my resistant, post-orgasm body out of bed and headed over to pick up 

the phone. It seemed as though no matter what I felt, I couldn’t escape who I had 

become. 

*** 

 

I kept myself busy for the rest of the day, reading and performing various tasks 

which I had little time for in my daily life, until it was time to go pick up Parker. He had 

sent me his apartment’s address earlier. He lived at the Havenwood Complex, which 

was surprising to me. Several high-ranking employees of mine lived there. All of them 



were single and had described Havenwood as offering much in the way of comfort and 

amenities, while somehow also not being filled with families with children who usually 

flocked to such places. The location wasn’t far from the lake at all, and, while affordable, 

the apartments weren’t exactly cheap enough that I’d expect a college student to be 

able to afford one.  

I’d have to ask him about that.  

I dressed a little more casual than I had the night before and grabbed my car 

keys. I didn’t want to have to deal with Darien acting as an unintentional chaperone. 

And, for some reason, I didn’t want Parker to figure out I had a driver. He hadn’t made 

any comments about the ride. At first, I feared he was figuring out my identity, but then it 

became clear that he wasn’t really paying attention. He thought he was in a taxi, in an 

Uber.  

As I drove to Havenwood, I wondered. Why didn’t I want Parker to realize Darien 

was my driver? Didn’t I intend to tell him who I was? 

But why would I do that? We’re never going to see each other again after this. 

I thought that earlier about the phone call, too. Was life always so contrary when 

you weren’t acting as the boss anymore?  

I arrived at Havenwood and parked outside the front door. My heart leapt as I 

saw the door open, letting a crack of light spill out onto the walkway. The crack widened 

and was blocked out by a thin, muscular silhouette. As the person stepped out of the 

direct light, their shadowy features were revealed. It was Parker and he looked great in 

a gray fitted t-shirt and blue skinny jeans. A gold chain dangled around his neck, looping 

between his pecs.  



I stepped out of the car and then realized with a jolt of shock that it wasn’t in park 

and was starting to slowly tilt backwards down the sloped road. I dove back in through 

the open door and stomped on the brake, and threw the gear into the right shift. 

Flustered, hoping my mistake hadn’t been noticed, I climbed out again and looked for 

Parker. He stood several feet away with his hands on his hips.  

“That’d be one way to start our date,” he said, and laughed. 

I shoved my hand through my hair and went around the front of the car to open 

his door for him. He smiled at me and touched my arm, and slipped around me to sit 

down. I shut the door for him and walked back to my side, my arm still warm from his 

gentle fingers. 

Parker buckled his seatbelt. “After what you just demonstrated, I think I’ll need 

this.” 

I laughed. “I apologize. My mind was somewhere else.” 

“Was it in a good place?” 

“Yes.” 

How could it not have been, when I’d been busy looking at him? 

“So, where are we going?” 

I kept my eyes on the road. I would never live it down if my driving got us into 

some sort of trouble. “There’s this pizza place that I’ve had my eye on for a bit, but 

haven’t had a chance to go to. It’s called Homeslice.” 

What I’d just said was an utter lie. I had chosen Homeslice because it seemed 

like a place where I wouldn’t be recognized.  

“I think I’ve heard of it. It’s not all that far from the zoo, right?” 



“Right.” 

“Man, I used to love the zoo. The bears were always my favorite.” 

“Well, I’m sorry to disappoint you.” 

“What? Oh!” Parker shook his head. “Okay, you got me on that.” 

I internally breathed a sigh of relief that my joke had gone over well. “I hope what 

you’ve heard about the restaurant is good.” 

“I don’t remember. I guess we’ll find out for ourselves how good it is.” 

We arrived at the restaurant a few minutes later, a few short minutes which felt 

very long because I had no idea what to talk about.  

Homeslice looked like a cabin. Like a chic, stylized cabin where hipsters and 

college students could pretend to be sophisticated.  

“You keep surprising me with your choices of locale,” Parker mused. “A 

businessman who goes to vampire bars and rustic-modernist pizza places.” 

My blood ran cold. “Businessman? How did you know that?” 

Parker tilted his head and gave me an odd glance that said he knew he’d struck 

a nerve, but not how. “It was just a guess. Was I right?” 

“Yes, you were.” I tried not to panic. At the very least, now I knew for certain I 

didn’t want him to know who I was. I had to control the conversation, get him to back 

away from this avenue. “Can’t judge a book by the cover,” I said, as lightly as I could. “I 

like to explore my options.” 

“Well, you’ll have a lot of options.” Parker turned in his seat to look out at the 

restaurant. “I don’t know if it’s possible to mess up pizza, but if it is, a place like this will 

do it.” 



I laughed and pulled into the parking lot to search for a space. It was packed, but 

we got lucky as someone backed out in front of us. I pulled into the now-unoccupied 

spot and climbed out. Parker opened his door and got out on his own. I hid the 

disappointment I felt, kept it from showing on my face. I liked doing that for others, 

offering that small kindness I could, in this world that was often so lacking in niceties.  

Parker stepped up beside me, his hip brushing mine. His fingers glanced across 

mine and then away again, and he turned his head a little too late to hide the blush 

forming on his cheeks. I caught his hand as he stepped away and gave it a soft 

squeeze, to let him know he hadn’t been too forward. I rather liked all the attention he 

was giving me, the little touches and sideways glances.  

“Let’s head in,” I said, still holding his hand. “I’m sure we’ll be able to find 

something to eat in this place.” 

Parker curled his fingers against mine. I held onto his hand as we walked around 

the side of the restaurant to the front door. Walking next to someone, walking with them 

like this, together and connected with our very steps matching, made everything lighter. 

Even in the dark, colors were brighter. My body wasn’t as heavy. 

With some regret, I released Parker’s hand to hold the restaurant door open for 

him. He smiled at me as he passed, and I could have looked at that smile all day and 

wouldn’t have had enough of it. I went in after him and was struck by the atmosphere, 

warm and thick and yeasty with the odors of baking. Every breath brought new smells, 

new tastes. Garlic and cheese and meats, and more unique fruity, playful odors I 

couldn’t accurately describe.  



The interior looked as much like a cabin as the outside, with long tables and 

clusters of chairs to give diners a more intimate family-dining experience.  

Parker pressed close to my side while looking around. “We’ll have to sit with 

others?” he asked.  

I glanced down at him as he looked up at me, a little surprised at the hesitation in 

his voice. A surge of protectiveness rose inside me and I caught his hand again to hold 

onto him. “I don’t know. We’ll have to ask. Here comes someone.” 

A young man came toward us, wearing a hipster vibe as if his attitude was any 

other accessory. “Hey, welcome to Homeslice. You eating in?” 

“Yes,” I said. “Just the two of us. Are there any small tables here?” 

Our host frowned. “Sure, if that’s what you want. But you’d be missing out on the 

real experience if you did that.” 

It’s what Parker wants. 

“We’d prefer a small table.” 

“Well, sure. Customer’s always right. Right this way.” 

The host led us around the crowded middle of the room, past tables filled with 

strangers who were all acting as if they knew each other, and to an area at the rear 

where there were a few smaller wooden tables. No one else sat at them, giving a 

modicum of privacy. 

I motioned for Parker to sit and then took the chair opposite his. “Are you okay?” I 

asked, leaning closer to him.  

Parker looked up at me. Our faces were so close together I could have kissed 

him. I almost did, the temptation of his soft lips too much to resist.  



“I’m fine,” he murmured. His breath smelled of mint. I wondered if he’d brushed 

his teeth, popped a mint before our date. Like I had. “I’m okay now that I know it’s going 

to be just us.” 

“Are you shy?” Somehow, I didn’t think that was it. Would he have approached 

me in the bar if that was the case? 

“No, it’s not that. I’m introverted, is all.” 

“Is there a difference?” 

“Oh, of course.” Parker sighed. “A lot of people don’t think so, but there is. Being 

introverted is less being unable to handle social situations and more of a not-knowing-

how. Or a disinterest. Or just… being reserved about it. It’s not just a box you can put 

people in. You can’t say ‘he’s introverted’ in the same way you can say ‘he’s a 

carpenter.’” 

Our server came over. “Hi!” he chirped, smiling at both of us in turn. “My name’s 

Alex and I’ll be taking care of you two tonight. Have you been here before?” 

“Neither of us have,” Parker said.  

“Oh, great! I love when we get new customers. You two have come to the right 

place for a great dining experience. How did you hear about us?” 

Parker glanced at me. I held back a groan. “A friend told me,” I said, hoping that 

would be enough to satisfy Alex. 

“Awesome. It’s so great to know we’re being recommended.” 

“Yes. I…” 



Alex spoke over me. “We’re the funnest, quirkiest pizzeria around. We’ve got 

over 30 different recipes on the menu. And that’s not counting the appetizers and all the 

other amazing offers.” 

“That’s very nice,” I said. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw Parker cover his 

mouth to hold back giggles. “Drinks?” 

Alex produced a menu from underneath his arm as if performing a magic trick, 

clearly misunderstanding my request. I tried not to let my impatience show as he 

helpfully ran us through the list of cocktails, all the while adding in comments about 

which ones he personally preferred.  

When he started on the beers, I cut him off. “I’m in a beer mood, but you’ve been 

so helpful. How about a challenge? Bring me a beer you think I’d like.” 

Alex beamed. “I have just the thing in mind. And for you?” 

Parker cleared his throat, the corners of his mouth twitching up as he struggled to 

control his smile. “Water.” 

As soon as Alex was out of earshot, I leaned back in my chair and put my hand 

to my head. “Talk about customer service.” 

Parker burst out laughing. “It was nice of you to be subtle. The challenge idea 

was great.” 

“Now I’ll have to pretend to like whatever he brings back.”  

However, that was a small price to finally be alone again with Parker. I wanted to 

know more about him. 

 

“With you, what’s your particular flavor of introversion?” I asked. 



Parker glanced at the menu in front of him, scanning down the list of options. “I’m 

more of the quiet, reserved type. I told you I have six siblings, right? I’m exactly in the 

middle.” 

“Is it true what they say about middle children?” 

“Oh, definitely. Not once, not twice, but five times while growing up, Mom forgot 

to make sure I was in the car with everyone else.” He smiled. “I got used to it. I’d just sit 

down where she left me and wait. On the front porch with my school lunch and 

backpack. Outside the bank.” 

I winced. “That’s awful. My father always made sure to include my brother and I 

equally, growing up.” 

“It hurt at the time, but I understand it better now I’m older. Parents have a ton on 

their mind, and I was usually low on the list. With so many brothers and sisters, 

someone else always had the same opinion as me. It seemed easier to let them speak 

for me. If I ever had something to say though, people listened.” He let out a soft laugh. 

“Most of the time, they listened because they were shocked I was saying anything. But I 

was a smart kid, so then they listened because of that.” 

I rubbed my chin. “When you came up to me at the bar?” 

“I watched you and paid attention to you. See, I might be quiet, and I might like to 

keep my thoughts to myself, but I also like it when other people are happy. That almost 

matters more to me than my own happiness, except they’re the same. To me, that is. 

When someone else is happy, it makes me happy, too.” 



What fascinating, selfless traits. I shook my head, trying to understand how 

someone could be so outwardly perfect. There was little about Parker that I could find 

fault with, except maybe his inability to hold his drink.  

Alex came back, eager to please. The beer was just fine and I told him so. Parker 

jumped in before the endless chatter could start again and put forth an idea for our 

order.  An appetizer of breadsticks, and two medium pizzas; a traditional pepperoni and 

a more unconventional buffalo chicken concoction. That sounded fine to me, and it got 

rid of Alex quickly.“Thanks for saving me,” I said.  

“Don’t mention it! I’m used to mediating.”“Really?” 

“Oh, yeah. They don’t tell you that about being a middle child, but it’s true.” 

Parker’s eyes misted over, as if he was seeing into the past. “There was one time Mom 

and Dad took all of us to a pet store. We were supposed to decide on getting a puppy or 

kitten on the way there, but we argued so much that Dad threatened to take us all back 

home.” 

“And that’s when you mediated? How old were you?” 

“Eleven, I think. I looked my dad right in the eyes and told him every kid deserved 

to learn how to take care of something dependent on them. He didn’t know I read that in 

a book. We didn’t get a dog or a cat that day, but seven hamsters did come home with 

us.” Parker chuckled. “I loved that hamster. It was a pretty good childhood, except 

sometimes it seemed more like a war. You never knew who was going to fight with who, 

and it always changed from day to day.” 

I shook my head, feeling almost baffled by the imagery. “I can’t imagine living 

with so many people.” 



“Sometimes, neither can I. I still live close to my parents, but a lot of my brothers 

and sisters are states away now. It’s hard to think that they were ever so close.” Parker 

took a sip of his water. I watched the rise and fall of his breath as he swallowed, a little 

short of breath. “You said you had a brother?” 

“Only one, that’s right.” 

“See, that’s as strange to me as my six siblings are to you. What was that like?” 

I moved my beer aside as our breadsticks were set down between us, along with 

a veritable trough of marinara sauce. Alex seemed to think better of interrupting us, 

thank goodness. “My brother and I are not very similar. Our father always treated us the 

same, but it was clear that we weren’t.” I smiled a little, remembering. “I was the kind of 

child who was the first to line up, always coloring inside the lines. My brother is the kind 

of child, the kind of person, who has to discover for themselves. Instructions are more 

like rough guidelines. He will never take anything at its face value. He has to try 

everything for himself to see what it’s like.” 

Parker smiled. “I have a brother like that, too.” 

“Not like this, you don’t.” I picked up a bread stick in half and used my fork to dab 

marinara on the end. “Adrian ate glue when he was three years old, but he also skipped 

the second and third grade because he spent his time in class reading the more 

advanced sections in the textbooks instead of what the teachers wanted him to be 

reading. He figured out math and science problems two years ahead of his level when 

he was young enough to still have trouble tying his shoes. The teachers punished him 

for doodling in his notebooks, and then found out what he was doing.” 



“So, he was a child prodigy?” Parker had his cheek stuffed with what looked like 

an entire breadstick. His eyes glimmered with amusement. 

“It looked that way, until he discovered dating.” I laughed. “He was held back in 

the eighth grade, but then he graduated high school a year early. By that time, he had 

his license, was speaking fluent Spanish, had been arrested five times, and had been 

scuba diving, deep sea fishing, skydiving, and had visited four other countries.” 

“Well, shit. What’s he doing now? He doesn’t seem like the type who would just 

stop after a certain point.” 

“You’d be right,” I agreed. “He’s still doing his own thing to this day. He lives here 

in Chicago.” 

I said his name. I told Parker his actual name, and that he lives here. 

I ate my breadstick to hide my discomfort. The strong flavors gave me something 

to focus on and I went in for more, piling on the marinara this time. It wasn’t as if there 

was only one Adrian in all of Chicago. And Parker still didn’t seem to know who I was. 

My lapse in judgement wouldn’t put me at risk of discovery as long as I was more 

careful. 

“It’s funny to me that, even though our families are so different, we have a lot in 

common,” Parker said. 

“Do we?” 

“Well, sure. You’re quieter and more thoughtful than your brother, aren’t you?’ 

“Maybe.” 

“That sounded like a yes to me. And would you say that you’re used to cleaning 

up after him? Fixing his mistakes?” 



“Okay, that’s a definite yes.” I laughed and picked up another breadstick. “He 

can’t stay out of trouble even now. I’m always the one to bail him out of jail.” 

“See, you and I are alike.” Parker touched his breadstick to mine. Their tips 

touched. 

I cleared my throat a little, my jeans suddenly feeling tight over my crotch. Parker 

raised both his eyebrows at me, glanced down at the two phallic-shaped objects 

touching each other, and giggled with realization. His cheeks flushed, his eyes darting 

up to mine and then away again.  

Something nameless and indescribable came over me, an urge to act that I 

couldn’t control. I leaned over the table and wrapped my mouth around the tip of 

Parker’s breadstick. He gasped softly. I raised my eyes to his and kept my mouth there, 

tasting salt, until he started to squirm around. His shoes pushed against mine under the 

table.  

I pulled away and swallowed what I’d taken. My own face felt hot. My body felt 

hot, overheated.  

“Hey, looks like you two are enjoying those breadsticks!” 

I jumped as Alex came back, holding a tray in each hand. He set them down one 

after the other, rearranging things to get everything to fit on the crowded tabletop. His 

vow of silence from earlier was apparently broken. “Does everything look good? Still 

liking that beer? Can I get you guys anything else?” 

An even more private table, I thought. Luckily, he was oblivious to the sexual 

tension. I looked at our drinks, at our pizzas, and said, “I think we’re fine for now, thank 

you.” 



I took several deep drinks from my beer to try and calm my nerves. My cock 

pressed up against my jeans, refusing to go down. All I could do was hope my erection 

went down a little before I had to stand up again. 

Parker pulled a slice from each pizza onto his plate. I followed suit. “These look 

surprisingly good,” I said.  

The crusts around the pizza were thick and fluffy, covered in seasonings that 

matched the rest of the pie so they weren’t mere bland afterthoughts. The crust 

underneath was thin in comparison and flaky, and piled high with fresh ingredients. The 

buffalo chicken pizza had celery and carrots and gorgonzola cheese, an interesting 

combination that didn’t quite do enough to cut through the saltiness of the buffalo sauce 

and the bleu cheese and ranch dip sides. Nevertheless, it was all good, better than I 

had expected. 

For a short time, eating and commenting on eating were all that made up our 

conversation. I found myself drinking a lot of beer due to the salt, and switched over to 

water when our server came back to check on us. I didn’t want to be the one to pass out 

tonight. 

Parker leaned back in his seat and placed his hands on his stomach. He looked 

vaguely pregnant. “I don’t think I could eat another bite,” he said. 

“No room for dessert?”  

His wide blue gaze met mine. He licked his lips. “Depends on what dessert is.” 

I clenched my thigh muscles as my cock hardened even more than before. 

“Looks like they have dessert pizzas.” 



Parker smiled, a slow and secretive smile that said he knew. “I don’t think that’s 

what I’m looking for.” 

“Then, are you ready to go?” 

“I think I am.” 

I summoned our server as he passed and asked for the check, plus to-go boxes. 

My heart fluttered in my chest now that the moment of departure was fast approaching. 

Any second now, I was going to have to make the decision on whether or not our night 

together was going to continue after this. We had said we would see where things went, 

but I hadn’t thought anything like this would happen when I agreed to that. I was even 

more certain about having sex with him tonight than I had been last night. I wanted him. 

I wanted to take him to bed and listen to his laughs turn husky before devolving into 

moans. I wanted to wrap my mouth around his actual cock and taste him. 

I wanted this omega to be mine for the night. For a few hours. For however long 

it took.  

But, should I? 

Hadn’t I already revealed enough to him? Hadn’t we enjoyed our night?  

It would be smarter to end it right here before it gets any more serious. 

The check came and I paid. Parker offered to split it. I told him I was an old-

fashioned man, rather than explain that I could afford to buy the entire restaurant,  so a 

dinner check was a drop in the bucket. Less than that. A grain of sand in the desert.  

I stood up, my cock standing out noticeably in front of me. It was going to lead 

the way, like a dowsing rod to water, unless I did something about it. Thinking quickly, I 

grabbed the takeout containers and held them low in front of me. 



“Let’s get going,” I said, and hoped my voice didn’t sound to Parker the way it 

sounded to me. Throaty, almost a growl. A voice of want. 

“I’m ready.” 

I turned toward the front of the restaurant and led the way. As I walked, Parker 

placed his hand on my waist. I burned. Then, his hand snaked around in front of me and 

he placed his palm over my firm bulge. My legs went weak and I grabbed the back of a 

stranger’s chair to keep from falling onto their table. My cock strained against the front 

of my jeans as Parker held his hand over me. Every move I made was slow. I walked in 

a dream haze of pleasure, where rushing was impossible, even though I wanted nothing 

more to get out.  

I pushed open the door to the restaurant and stepped out into the night. 

Compared to the stuffy warmth inside, the air was cool as it touched my cheeks. I took a 

deep breath, tasted car exhaust on the wind. 

Parker tightened his fingers on my shaft. 

My deep breath turned into a gasp. I turned to look at him and his face was right 

there in front of mine, his lips pursed and parted.  

I grabbed his hand and pushed his palm harder against my cock, grinding on 

him. My other hand was occupied; I wrapped my arm around his waist and thrust my 

face down to his. Our lips met with a shock of contact, and heat exploded all throughout 

my body. If I’d thought I felt connected to him before, I was mistaken. I pressed closer to 

him, straining to touch him, and my lips devoured his as I tried to get enough of him.  

His tongue flicked out against my lower lip.  



I moaned and thrust my hips against his hand, holding him in place with my arm 

around him. The need to take him was so wild, so animal, it was all I could do to keep 

from taking him on the concrete right then and there.  

“You’re vibrating,” Parker whispered to my lips. 

I was shaking. I kissed him again, tasted the salt of pizza and the sweetness of 

his mouth. 

Parker leaned his head back. “Luke?” 

“What?” I grunted. 

“You’re vibrating.” 

I paused, confused. Why does he keep repeating that? Is he worried I really will 

do something right here? 

In my moment of stillness, I felt it. It really was a vibration and it was coming from 

my pocket.  

“Shit. It’s my phone.” 

Parker laughed and stepped back, untangling his body from mine. The sensation 

of loss was so profound I couldn’t have described it if I tried. “What did you think I 

meant? That your vibrator was on?” 

I reached into my pocket, still trying to make sense of things. Hadn’t I taken care 

of business with that call earlier? 

My cock stretched my jeans, making it difficult to get into my pocket. Meanwhile, 

the buzzing continued, on and on, tickling me, acting almost like the aforementioned sex 

toy. I couldn’t get my erection to go down. 

“Here.” Parker pulled the boxes of pizza from my hand.  



“Thank you.” I used one hand to hold myself out of the way and got the phone 

out with the other. Parker smiled and stepped away to give me privacy, although what I 

wanted was for him to get even closer to me. 

I looked at the phone and had my worst fears confirmed, sending a pang through 

my chest. It was the name of my personal secretary. 

She’s supposed to be out of the office by now.  

My decision was made for me.  

I rejected the call and looked at Parker. Perceptive omega as he was, he must 

have seen my complete disappointment written all over my face. “What is it? Who was 

that?” 

“I’m sorry,” I began. 

Parker cut me off. “Oh, stop. Really. You know I’ll understand.” 

He was right about that. I shouldn’t have trusted this young man who I had met 

only recently, but I did. “Parker, that was my work calling. There must be some sort of 

emergency that can’t wait.” 

“And that means we don’t go back to your place together.” 

I bit my lip. My cock was shriveling inside my pants, the absence of burning 

attraction almost painful. “That’s what it looks like.” 

“Well,” he said, “that’s okay. Because that means I get to have another date with 

you.” 

“What?” 

“Well, last night, things didn’t work out. And tonight, there’s another problem. I 

think we should keep going until everything goes right. What about you?” 



“Would you really want that?” 

Parker blinked at me and then put his hands on his hips. “After all I told you, you 

still have to ask that? I’m all about happiness. I’ll keep going until it happens, all for that 

end result.” 

“You mean an orgasm, or happiness?” 

“Both.” He shifted on his feet. “I can get a taxi home if you need to go to your 

office right away.” 

I shook my head. “No. I’ll drive you home. The least I can do is see to it that you 

get there safely.” 

Parker smiled and held out his hand. I took it without hesitation and went to my 

car with him at my side. I felt out of control and I had no idea if I was leading him, or if 

he was leading me. If it was even a matter of who was in charge, anymore. I had never 

felt like this with anyone. Never. Being with him as myself was an unexpected gift, one 

which I wanted to cherish despite knowing I would eventually have to give it back. This 

couldn’t go on forever. I couldn’t even get the office to leave me alone after giving them 

express instructions to do just that; how did I expect to have time to be myself when I 

officially went back to work? 

Yet, all of that was unimportant. The details were unimportant. My identity was 

secondary to my feelings for the first time in my life.  

I was happy to spend time with Parker. It wasn’t hurting anything. Why not go on 

another date? And maybe even another, when given the chance? Maybe, just maybe, I 

could balance work with this newfound pleasure. 

Until then, there was work to be done. 



As soon as I saw Parker walk inside his apartment, I called my secretary back. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Why didn’t you answer earlier?” she demanded. “Oh, never mind. Mr. Locke, 

your brother is here. He won’t leave. You need to come get him so I can go home.” 

Frustration filled me and I pushed my fingers against the bridge of my nose, 

trying to stave away a headache. “What does he want?” 

“I don’t know. I can’t understand him. He’s drunk.” 

For fuck’s sake, Adrian.  

“I’m on my way.” 

I hung up and started driving, thoughts of future dates with Parker falling away to 

be replaced by agitation towards my brother. I loved him, but we weren’t in college 

anymore. He needed to stop doing things like this.  

As soon as I walked into my secretary’s office and saw him sprawled across the 

row of visitor chairs like a homeless man sleeping on a bench, my already-waning 

control broke. “Adrian!” I snapped.  

That brother of mine sat up and almost fell off his chair. “Hey! It’s about time you 

came to see me. I been waiting.” 

I glanced at my secretary and nodded to her. She nodded back, grabbed up her 

bag, and slid wordlessly out the door. When she was gone, I turned back to Adrian. 

“What are you doing here?” 

“What do you mean?” He held up his hands and grinned with charming, rakish 

innocence. He didn’t look at all like a CEO; then again, he never did. “Can’t I want to 

see my brother?” 



“You can, but coming here drunk in the middle of the night isn’t the way to do it.” I 

crossed my arms. “Adrian, cut the bullshit. You want something. Tell me what it is so I 

can tell you no.” 

Adrian grinned again, but it was the confused grin of a drunk who doesn’t quite 

understand what’s been said to him. He rubbed his hand through his short, unruly hair. 

The movement made the smell of alcohol roll off his skin. “I might’ve gone over my 

spending limit tonight. I need a loan.” 

“It’s always money with you.” I shook my head, trying not to feel disgusted. “This 

is the last time we’re going to have this conversation, Adrian. Father left us both with 

more than enough resources to take care of ourselves. You wouldn’t need to worry 

about running out of money if you weren’t busy gambling and sleeping with your 

employees.” 

“This isn’t business! It’s personal, Lucius.” 

“And so is my rejection.” I looked at the sad person my brother had become, the 

wild and untidy man with no sense of duty. “Adrian, I’ve spent most of my life covering 

for you. I can’t do it anymore. I’m taking care of myself and what’s mine. Tonight… 

Tonight, rescuing you kept me from doing something I really wanted to do.” 

“What are you saying?” He looked stunned. Somehow, he must never have 

imagined this outcome. 

My heart ached to have to be saying these things, but I knew I had to. “I love you, 

but I can’t let you drag me down with you. When you’re ready to be my brother, to talk to 

me without wanting anything from me, then we can talk. Until then, please leave my 

building.” 



Adrian stood up. “No loan?” 

I said nothing. I didn’t trust myself to speak, or else I might go back on my own 

word out of sheer habit.  

Adrian sighed and turned away. “I guess I should’ve known better. Well, I’ll 

manage.” 

He walked to the office door and pulled it open. Pausing, he glanced over his 

shoulder at me. Hoping I might relent. When I still said nothing, his shoulders slumped 

and he walked out. 

I staggered against the wall, letting the smooth surface hold me up. My chest 

was tight, so tight I could barely breathe. I felt even lower for having been on such a 

high earlier in the night. 

I’m sorry, Adrian. But Father made sure we knew what we were getting into, long 

before he died. He trusted you. Why didn’t you tell him you didn’t want this? 

My brother was the reason I didn’t want children, myself. I couldn’t imagine 

putting my effort into raising someone, loving them, preparing them, only for them to be 

contrary to everything I expected. How Father could have treated us so equally, I had 

no idea. A parent’s love, maybe. 

I didn’t want to be so blind. I couldn’t be my father. I had to do what was best for 

me, no matter how much it hurt. 

  



Chapter 5 – Parker 

 

Something strange was going on. 

A few weeks had passed, along with several more dates, but Luke and I had yet 

to go beyond second base because something always seemed to happen to ruin the 

moment when we were starting to get really heated up. If I was a conspiracy theorist, I 

would have thought that we were being watched and intentionally interrupted; as it was, 

my thoughts were pretty much already along that line. Either Luke got a call to go to the 

office, or we ran out of time, or we just found ourselves in a public situation where we 

couldn’t do anything or else risk getting the cops called on us.  

It was frustrating as hell. Like, I was the last guy on earth to complain about blue 

balls. Shit happened. Life interfered. But this was ridiculous. I really liked Luke and how 

genuine he was, and how much he actually cared about me. He was polite, a 

gentleman, and he went out of his way to do the little things for me. He even brought me 

flowers on our third meeting. They were blue hyacinth, apology flowers, meant to make 

up for when he had to leave; I could have dragged him into my apartment and ripped his 

clothes off right then and there. Thoughtfulness was so fucking attractive.  

It was because of how much I liked him that all this weird business was so 

annoying. I wanted him to fuck me already. A guy could only be let down so many times 

like this before he started to wonder if it was even worth it. As much as I wanted it to be, 

I really was having second thoughts.  

Mostly because Luke was now ghosting me. It started after our third date, which 

was dinner and a movie. We cuddled up together in the back row with our hands all 



over each other and I almost begged him to skip dinner, except I was starving. If I’d 

known that date was going to turn out like all the others, I wouldn’t have let my hunger 

interfere. The morning after, I texted him and he took the whole day to respond. I figured 

he was just busy, but then that trend continued and got even worse. Sometimes he 

responded right away; more often, it took him a day or even several days to get back to 

me.  

He always had some reason. Work, family responsibilities. I believed him, for the 

most part, but really, did he think he was the president? He couldn’t slip me a text 

whenever he went to the bathroom, or before he went to bed?  

I would have moved on if it didn’t excite me so much to hear from him, to see him 

on the rare occasions when I was able. I daydreamed about him even while at work and 

in the middle of class. There was no way I could go out and pick up some other random 

man now, not until I had finished this -whatever it was- with Luke. 

I glanced at my phone as I waited for my toast to pop up from the toaster. I had 

an online class later in the day and no work at all. I should have been relaxing, thinking 

about chores, but instead I was just waiting for Luke to get back to me. It had been four 

days now since his last text, when he had turned down my suggestion of a trip to the 

zoo together.  

Maybe it was too forward of me. Dinners are one thing. A whole day together? I 

guess I jumped the gun.  

It wasn’t as if we were dating, after all.  



This silence might well be his way of telling me to back off, that he was done with 

me. Would someone like him do that? Well, I didn’t know him all that well. He might like 

to avoid confrontation, as odd of a trait as that seemed for a businessman. 

My toast popped up and I jumped. In the same moment, my phone screen lit up 

and I jumped again at the suddenness. My heart pounded against my ribcage. 

You’re being ridiculous. It could be anyone, so calm your butt. 

I grabbed onto the shreds of what remained of my self-control and made myself 

move normally. I stabbed my toast with a knife and lifted it out of the toaster onto a plate 

already piled high with fruit and cheese. Moving over to the fridge, I pulled out butter 

and orange juice, and proceeded to put butter in my coffee and smear orange juice on 

the toast. 

“Shit,” I sighed, and pushed the dishes across the counter, away from me. I 

headed back to the table and picked up my phone to see who it was so I could fucking 

concentrate. What had gotten into me? I had wanted a fling, not an obsession.  

I pushed the power button and looked at the text preview. My heart started 

beating even faster, racing painfully fast.  

It was Luke. 

I opened the text and read it as fast as I could, my eyes glued to the curt words.  

“I’m very sorry for not responding. I’ve been very busy getting ready for the 

opening of the new bank downtown. I was invited to the ceremony. It’s quite the event.” 

He had apologized, but that didn’t rid me of my suspicions that something was 

amiss. I couldn’t even put my finger on what was bothering me, except that there was a 



weird quality to everything Luke had ever said and done. This text only added to the 

oddness. What the hell was it? 

I pulled out a chair and sat down at the kitchen table, and scrolled back through 

our texts. His were always done with perfect grammar and spelling. He never used an 

emoji and was even inclined to spell out numbers. That fit with everything else I knew 

about him, as did the relative vagueness of the message contents. Sorry for this, I was 

busy. Sorry for that, I didn’t have a chance.  

That’s it! 

I sat up quickly.  

The vagueness. 

For someone who seemed to have a lot of excess money -always paying for 

dinner and Uber rides and movie tickets, without giving me a chance to do the same- he 

never talked about how he got that money. He never said what he did for work. Never 

mentioned a company name.  

This was the first time he had actually told me what he was going to be doing.  

Quickly, I opened up an internet tab and did a quick Google search for news 

about a new bank in downtown Chicago. The first result looked promising and I 

skimmed through the article as key phrases jumped out at me. 

“…fastest bank construction in recent Chicago history…” 

“…opening ceremony and press conference…” 

“…will create hundreds of new jobs…” 

“…anonymous benefactor to be revealed…” 



I saved the address and got up to make more toast. Two slices instead of one. 

And more coffee. I was going to need the energy for today, because I was going to that 

opening ceremony. The article said the bank had been funded by some anonymous 

individual or group who would be revealing themselves today at the ceremony and 

press conference. Why and for what reason, I had no idea.  

And why Luke would be there, I didn’t know. Was he hoping to get some 

business? To meet with the anonymous benefactor or benefactors?  

I just wanted to have answers to those questions. I just wanted to know he was 

really there, and not leading me on.  

I finished breakfast and hopped in the shower. Grabbing the bar of soap from the 

shelf, I worked the slick surface to a lather and started rubbing it all over my body. The 

steam loosened my stiff muscles, sent my tension drifting up to the ceiling on wafts of 

heat. Standing in there with nothing to distract myself, nothing to keep me from 

introspection, I had to admit why I was so damn obsessed with Luke. I had to finish 

things. I couldn’t stand to leave anything halfway done. Hell, that was why I made the 

decision to lose my virginity once and for all. I was tired of halfway flirtations and interest 

that dissipated. Something quick, something intense, would give me a satisfying end to 

everything I’d been missing out on. 

I had set my sights on Luke. Now, I needed to finish with him one of two ways. I 

needed to know if it was time to move on, or go in for the kill. If he was lying to me, or if 

he was actually there, it didn’t matter as long as I got an answer.  



I nodded to myself and set the bar of soap back down on the shelf, and rinsed off 

my body. Hot water slid over my skin like a sensual embrace. I was reluctant to leave, 

but the promise of answers tore me away.  

A press conference sounded pretty official, so I dug around in my closet and 

pulled out the suit I had worn to my job interviews, plus a nice pair of shoes. I finished 

doing up the laces and grabbed my car keys from the basket by the door.  

This was it. 

I set my shoulders and steeled myself, and headed out of my apartment. I put the 

new bank’s address into my GPS app and had the directions loaded up and ready to go 

by the time I got to my car. I hopped behind the wheel and backed out of my parking 

spot.  

Twenty minutes later, and I was nearly there. In the distance was a rather large 

and new-looking building, resembling a church more than a bank in its design judging 

by the steepled roofing. A crowd surrounded the building, a sea of people, blocking the 

walkway and the stairs, and covering the road. Traffic slowed down to a crawl and then 

a standstill as I, and all the other drivers, realized there was no way to get by.  

I glanced all around and saw an opening on the street to the left, free of other 

cars and people. Twisting my steering wheel all the way around, I slammed the gas 

pedal; my car turned in a tight circle, barely avoiding the back of the truck directly in 

front. My front wheel hit the curb on the other side of the road and I gasped, but the 

wheel had already dropped off the sidewalk again and was back on the road where it 

should have been all along. My car bounced and something groaned in a worrying way. 



I gripped the steering wheel tighter and finally, finally got through the last moments of 

the U-turn just as a vehicle coming up behind me was forced to break.  

Holy shit, holy shit that was stupid. Holy shit. 

The driver behind me laid on their horn. I glanced in the rearview mirror and saw 

that there were others attempting to follow the example I’d set, with varying degrees of 

success. Pedestrians scattered, and here came three police officers with their arms 

waving. I hoped they would be able to reclaim order. 

I turned off the app, which was insisting I make another U-turn and get my ass 

back there to my destination. All the tension that had evaporated during my shower was 

back, my shoulders drawn up around my neck. I didn’t need a computerized voice 

harping at me and adding to my nervousness.  

I found a side street and pulled over to park. I stepped out and locked the doors. 

All of these vehicles, abandoned in favor of something that was going to hold a person’s 

attention somewhere else for a considerable amount of time, was a recipe for thievery. I 

hoped an unwashed, older model car with trash on the floor was less inviting than some 

others. Not that I wanted anyone to be robbed, of course. I just wanted it to be me even 

less. 

I hurried back to the main street and went down the sidewalk. As I got closer to 

the bank, I saw the crowd was composed of a whole hell of a lot of businesspeople, but 

also teens and young adults in fast food uniforms, and babies in the arms of men and 

women who were probably the spouses of the businesspeople. There were reporters 

stopping people to get their opinion about the reveal and the future work the bank 

opening promised, and there were police officers and just regular folk who’d been drawn 



in by the fuss. I wouldn’t have been able to recognize my own mother if I saw her out 

here. I might not ever even come within ten feet of her. How was I supposed to find 

Luke in this mess, if he was even here? 

I slowed down and hung back a little, letting others pass by me while I took stock 

of the situation. The bank was far, far bigger than I had thought. If I ever had reason to 

come down this way in my daily life, I would have definitely noticed its construction. It 

stuck out amidst the square and featureless buildings surrounding it, a Mona Lisa 

against a wall of cave paintings. Vast and white, it was at least three stories tall and had 

a face entirely composed of columns and arches and wide windows. Underneath the 

prominent front gable roof was a carving of the Chicago skyline as seen from the lake, 

rendered in gorgeous detail.  

Leading up to the bank itself was a walkway and several sets of stairs, flanked by 

a series of weird, flat dais.  

Part of the reason for the congestion of travel, I saw, was the presence of a large 

number of security guards and police officers positioned on the stairs. The top of the 

walkway was roped off, and a stand had been set up, along with electrical equipment 

and a microphone and speakers. The guards had their work cut out for them, protecting 

such an elaborate set-up and the important people who would soon be standing up 

there. They alternately shouted at and threatened the crowd, and asked them politely to 

back up a little further.  

I thought of getting right up in there with everyone else and shuddered. Staying 

out on the outskirts was my best bet. Plus, I could see more people from the outside 

than I would if I was in the thick of things.  



Wrapping my arms around myself, I watched, and I waited. Once or twice I saw a 

handsome older man, but it was never Luke. As for listening for his voice, there was no 

way. This amount of people didn’t bother me as much as the idea of eating at a table 

with strangers had, because it was a much less intimate situation, but that didn’t make it 

any easier to process. The noise was mind-boggling. Dozens, no, hundreds of voices, 

all blurred together into a barrier that made the rest of the city seem less real. I felt as if I 

was under a dome, trapped in some separate area by an invisible boundary composed 

of noise. Even colors seemed faded, the sunlight unable to penetrate the activity.  

What if Luke is here? What if he sees me and thinks I’m stalking him? I only 

skimmed the one article. I couldn’t pretend to have been interested in this beforehand if 

I tried.  

Sweat trickled down the back of my neck. It wasn’t particularly warm, but the 

press of bodies, the melding of sweat and cologne and perfume, made the air stuffy. It 

was hard to breathe.  

The dome of sound cracked. A hush fell. It almost couldn’t even have been called 

a hush, as it was more along the lines of going from a scream to a yell; nevertheless, it 

was noticeable. Heads turned. I looked in the same direction and saw an older man with 

white hair and a whiter suit. The mayor, maybe, although it was hard to tell from so far 

away. Flanked by men and women in suits, who were also flanked by guards, he came 

up to the podium. A true sense of quiet started to descend upon the crowd, constant 

voices replaced by intermittent whispers and the popping sound of phone cameras. 

The white-haired man tapped on the microphone. The sound echoed out across 

the crowd, transferred through speakers. Leaning forward, he said, “In all my wildest 



dreams, I never imagined there would be so many Chicagoan people interested in a 

simple bank.” 

He earned polite and somewhat-incredulous laughter in response. I thought, 

what simple bank? That’s practically a museum behind you. 

And then he went on to say almost exactly that, although in different words. This 

bank had apparently been designed and built by architects and artists and construction 

teams of various denominations. Newcomers on the scene, established companies, old 

hands. Development involved the same, varied groups that included retired bank 

presidents and a former mayor, and new politicians and current elected city officials. Its 

very existence was a testament to history, a product of the combining of old tactics and 

new ideas.  

Not only was it going to offer all the usual bank services, but it was to provide 

specialized ones as well, and it was equipped to handle cryptocurrencies. Hundreds of 

jobs, from secretarial to asset protections to digital transaction specialists, were about to 

be created, which would lead to economic growth all across the city. The bank was also 

going to offer unique financial programs for the city’s minorities, on a massive scale 

unlike anything else that had ever been done before. True change was promised. 

Sure, it was fascinating as hell. And awe-inspiring. I understood now why 

everyone was so excited. Finally, finally, a light was going to shine in the darkness of 

corruption. 

“I know there’s a very particular reason many of you are here today. You aren’t 

just celebrating with us. You’re chomping at the bit with curiosity. You want to know if 



the rumors about an anonymous benefactor are true.” The white-haired man paused 

and studied the crowd. Like everyone else, I held my breath.  

“The fact is, it is true. The future of Chicago is about to change, thanks to the 

opening of this bank, and it is all because of the work of one man. One man 

orchestrated this. One man provided the funding and pulled all of us together to make 

this happen. And you’re about to meet him.” The man turned and looked at someone 

that I couldn’t see, someone standing off to the side with the others on the stage. “You 

may have heard of him before, and in fact guessed he was behind all this in the first 

place. Please, let’s welcome the future at the hands of Lucius Locke, CEO of Locke 

Corporations.” 

Lucius? 

That was an interesting name. A powerful name. 

I stood up on my toes to get a good look as people moved around on the stage, 

and one of them separated from the others. I caught my breath as he walked up to the 

podium and shook hands with the white-haired man. 

It couldn’t be. 

But, it was. 

Tall and gorgeous in a black suit, his dark hair tousled by the wind, Luke stepped 

up behind the podium and began to speak into the microphone. 

No, not Luke. Lucius.  

Holy. Shit. 

The world around me faded out and I stopped hearing, stopped seeing. Even 

though I knew I was standing and that my hands were clenched into fists, all sensations 



were far away. The dome was back, but it was personal this time, composed not of the 

sound of the crowd but of the disbelieving rush of blood in my ears. I was alone inside it, 

trapped, separated.  

Everyone knew of Locke Co. Locke Co was the umbrella corporation that was 

literally the lifeblood of Chicago. There were uncountable companies held under that 

single name. And everyone knew of Lucius Locke too, but only in name. He kept to 

himself, to his businesses.  

Every oddity made sense now. Luke -Lucius- always had a “taxi” or an “Uber 

driver” ready to go; of course he did, because he’d have his own personal driver to take 

him places.  

He never went anywhere he would be recognized. Lunar eclipse. Homeslice. 

Dark movie theaters.  

He never said who he was. Where he worked. 

He hardly ever had time to talk, took days to respond. He wasn’t ghosting me. He 

was building banks and creating promising futures. 

And flirting with me. Touching me, kissing me.  

I passed out in Lucius Locke’s apartment. 

My incredulity was more than a simple feeling. It had grown to epic proportions, 

become monstrous and twisted and layered. What the hell did I do with this information? 

What was I supposed to think, knowing that I had been seeing a billionaire? 

I couldn’t think. 

I could only experience. Doubt, disbelief, wonder… and something that tasted 

bitter, like betrayal.  



Why didn’t he tell me who he was? 

  



Chapter 6 – Lucius 

 

The bank was the first real project I had created on my own. But, not by myself. I 

made sure to credit everyone who had contributed along the line, a process which really 

stretched out the speech I had to make. Then, with hundreds of citizens watching, with 

cameras recording and lights flashing in my face, I laid out my plans for the future: the 

jobs to be created instantly, the connections formed into other areas of city, and the 

sculpture competition that would fill the empty platforms inside and outside of the bank 

with contributions from the people of Chicago themselves. I talked about plans for 

donations and financial assistance designed specifically for the poor, the sick, the young 

and old. 

 

The whole thing was an amazing, exhausting, draining chaos. My voice was 

hoarse by the time I finished. 

At the mayor’s invitation, I cut the ribbon in front of the bank doors. Reporters 

filmed me from all angles, shouting questions I chose to ignore. Then, I gave a few 

parting words and signaled to the guards that I wanted to leave. They surrounded me, a 

wall of strong bodies, and ushered me to my private car where Darien was waiting for 

me. 

“Where to?” he asked.  

“Home.” 

“Which home?” he joked. 



“Home-home.” I leaned back in my seat and closed my tired eyes. My head 

ached. My body ached. And, my heart ached. Of all these pains, it was my heart I cared 

about the most, because it would be the hardest to alleviate. I could take aspirin and 

have a nap to take care of my head and sore muscles, but all I could do for my heart 

was force myself to keep hoping.  

I missed Parker.  

My vacation could last for only so long while the bank was coming so close to 

being opened. I was forced to go back to the office and sit through meetings and 

presentations, on top of everything else I normally did. At first, I tried to keep seeing 

Parker as often as possible. His smile cheered me up, invigorated me, made me feel 

alive even when I was running on fumes. I would have kept doing that, sneaking in 

dates with him, if it hadn’t caught up to me.  

I started faltering from a lack of sleep and food. I forgot important things. I 

couldn’t get through my practice speeches, and I couldn’t reciprocate Parker’s 

enthusiasm. I was failing everyone. I had to focus on work and even that was hard 

enough. There was never a spare moment. 

Now that all this is over, I should be able to spend more time with him. 

How he had become so important to me, I had no idea. Being with him, flirting 

with him, talking to him, holding his hand; luxuriating in the simple things was such a 

fine treat after long days at the office.  

My phone buzzed in my pocket. I snatched it up and stared at the screen, my 

breath locked in my throat. When I saw who it was, I sighed and answered with my 

shoulders slumping. 



“Adrian,” I said, greeting my brother. 

“Hey, big brother. Saw you on the news.” Adrian slurred his words, reminding me 

sharply of the last time we’d spoken. 

“What do you want?” 

“Hey, don’t be like that. It’s not fair.” 

“Well, you’ll excuse me for assuming. You haven’t forgotten last time we talked, 

have you??” I spoke harsher than I intended to, my emotional control strained and on 

the verge of breaking.  

“Can we not do this?” Adrian interrupted. “I know I’ve fucked up a lot, but I’m 

being serious right now. What you’ve been doing is amazing. I’m proud of you. That’s all 

I called to say, okay?” 

“Adrian…” I sighed, but set aside my misgivings. Adrian rarely ever said anything 

like this. He must have been telling the truth. “Thank you. That means a lot to me. You 

should be serious more often.” 

“Heh. Anyway. You’re welcome. I’ve got a hot date coming in a few, so I gotta get 

going. I just wanted to let you know I was watching.” 

“Thank you,” I said again, and meant it even more this time. “You know, if you 

ever want help with anything… Real help…” 

“Don’t ruin this. Let’s leave it as it is. I gotta go. You take care of yourself. Don’t 

get so busy you forgot to eat again.” Adrian hung up.  

I held off on reminding him that he also should have been busy. That was a 

conversation for another day. Besides, I wasn’t sure I would have been able to keep 

myself level-headed after the pain his comment had caused me. How much of a failure 



was I at balancing life and work if even that brother of mine recognized a problem? 

Forgetting to eat was from my college days. I knew better than that now. But was the 

absence of passing out really the same thing as balance? I didn’t think so. 

I really needed to fix this. There had to be some way. How did other CEOs 

manage their lives? 

I closed my eyes and folded my fingers together over my stomach, letting Darien 

drive me home. I either dozed or fooled myself into thinking I was dozing, my thoughts 

meandering and nonsensical, adrift on impulses of sensation. The dulled sound of cars, 

the slight pressure of a turn.  

“Hey, boss, you awake?” Darien said.  

I opened my eyes and looked over at him, unsure of the answer. “What is it?” 

“We’re here.” 

I glanced outside and saw it was true. “Thank you.” 

I reached down to unbuckle my seatbelt and that was when my phone rang 

again, startling me.  

“You’re popular today,” Darien remarked. “Wonder if it has anything to do with 

your announcement.” 

I ignored his sarcasm and looked at the phone screen. It was a number I didn’t 

recognize. No point in rejecting it. They would just keep calling back until they got a 

response. 

“Hello?” 

“Mr. Locke, sir, this is George. I’m one of the security guards located in your 

apartment building.” 



“Which one?” I asked. Not that it really made a difference. No matter which 

building he was calling from, it spelled trouble. I imagined a sea of reporters in the 

hallway outside my door, a parking lot overrun with news vans. 

“The Veldt, sir.” 

That was the one I’d taken Parker to. 

“And what’s going on, George?” 

“Well, I was doing my rounds and I found someone hanging around outside your 

door. He said he knew you and he had a right to be there. I thought it was better to be 

safe than sorry, so I’ve got him in the back. His name’s Parker Key. You know him?” 

Parker. 

My chest tightened. “Yes. I know him. And he’s right that he has a right to be 

there.” 

“What do you want me to do with him?” 

I didn’t think he was aware enough to remember where I’d taken him that night. 

He had no idea I had multiple apartments. Dammit. And now I was going to have 

to explain to him why I had security guards checking around my door. God, why couldn’t 

this have waited a few hours so that I could have a nap first? 

“Mr. Locke, sir?” 

Well, dammit. It would be better to take care of this now rather than later.  

“Could you tell him that I’m coming to the Veldt to see him, please? You can 

keep him in the back room.” 

“Will do. How long will you be?” 

I did some quick calculations. “Fifteen minutes at the outside, George.” 



“Got it. Thank you, sir. I’ll tell him.” 

“Thank you, bye.” 

I set the phone down and glanced over at Darien. He was already shifting gears 

from Park to Drive, pulling away from the apartment building. “Where we headed to, 

boss?” 

“The Veldt.” 

“Got it. Yeah, fifteen sounds about right. Trouble?” 

“I don’t know,” I said, even though I meant yes. There was trouble brewing. A lot 

of it.  

Those fifteen minutes seemed like an eternity before we finally arrived at the 

Veldt. I climbed out of the car and headed inside, dragging my steps as I went to make 

the walk-up last longer. I didn’t want to do this. I didn’t want to face this. 

I stepped inside and looked around. Behind the front desk was a muscular alpha 

male in his thirties, his hair cropped military short. Although I wasn’t really in the habit of 

learning the names of all the staff at the various places I made appearances -there were 

simply too many- the way he jumped up from his chair and stood straight left me no 

doubt as to who he was.  

“George,” I greeted him.  

“Mr. Locke, sir. Let me go tell Mr. Key that you’ve arrived to talk to him.” 

Parker emerged from the room behind the desk, following George. His arms 

were crossed over his chest. He did not look happy.  

“Parker,” I said, unsure of whether to embrace him or back away. The look on his 

face heralded danger, his lips pressed together thinly and his eyebrows furrowed. 



“Lucius,” he replied. 

And now I knew why he was here. To him, I was Luke. Not Lucius.  

My heart dropped and I went numb. I opened my mouth to speak, but no words 

came out. There were no words. No explanations, no excuses.  

Parker held his arms tighter around himself and narrowed his eyes. “Part of me 

still wasn’t convinced until just now. What the hell, Lucius? Why the hell didn’t you tell 

me?” 

George slipped quietly out of the lobby and into the back room, shutting the door 

to give us privacy. Such as it was. Anyone could come along at any time and realize the 

famous billionaire Lucius Locke was arguing with a nobody omega.  

A nobody omega who is somebody to me. 

“Lucius?” 

“I’d prefer if you called me Luke.” 

“Well, that’s too bad! That’s not who you are.” 

I held out my hands, silently begging. My heart felt as if it was breaking and I 

didn’t know why. “It’s who I am to you.” 

“I don’t think there should be a difference. You lied to me.” Parker’s voice broke. 

“I never said I wasn’t Lucius Locke.” 

“It’s the same as lying by omission. Why the hell didn’t you tell me?” He spoke 

louder, almost a shout. “Why did I have to figure out who you were like it was some sort 

of puzzle? Was it? Was it a test?” 

“No! Of course not! There’s no conspiracy here, Parker. Please. I just…” I closed 

my eyes and pulled in a deep breath. “I just didn’t want you to know who I was.’ 



“Why?” 

“Why?” I stared into his eyes, wishing they weren’t so suspicious, wishing they 

were big and bright like I was used to. “Shouldn’t I be able to ask you why, too? I’m 

Lucius Locke. Son of Malcolm Locke. Brother to Adrian Locke. I even said his name to 

you once. Why didn’t you figure out who I was?” 

Parker opened his mouth. Shut it, opened it again. “I want to be a child caretaker. 

I want to focus on the small things. The most important things. I don’t have the brain to 

remember actors or celebrities, not even local ones. I heard your name. Never 

memorized your face. Never even saw a picture of you.” 

“That makes sense,” I admitted. “Knowing you.” 

“How well do you actually know me? How well do I know you?” 

“Parker, please. I might not have told you who I am, but I never lied about me. I 

am the same man.” I flexed my fingers, tugged at my sleeves. I wanted to be moving, to 

be doing something other than standing here in a trap made of my own mistakes. “I 

didn’t want your perception of me to change just because of my money, my stature. 

That’s all.” 

Parker shook his head. “How can I trust that as the truth?” 

“You don’t have to. I’m asking you to, but you don’t have to.” This was the 

moment, I knew, that would decide whether we had a chance at reconciliation. “I tried 

so hard to balance my time so that I could spend it with you. Because you made me 

happy. You filled in the emptiness, gave me what I was missing. I didn’t want to have 

that come to an end because it would mean losing you. Losing what we had. Because 



we both know it was more than just dates. I wanted more. And I wish I could have given 

it to you without having things turn out like this.” 

This was the second speech I was giving today. Before, I had been able to judge 

the reactions of the crowd to see how they were handling the truth. This time, I had no 

idea. Parker’s face was a blank slate, wiped of emotion. Even his expressive eyes held 

no hints for me.  

“I have no right to ask this of you. But, knowing I have no right, I ask anyway.” My 

heart pounded, fit to burst from my chest. My stomach was tying itself in knots. “Now 

that you know who I am, will you give me another chance? I promise I will not keep 

secrets from you any longer. I promise that nothing between us will change just 

because of my identity.” 

Parker was very still and time seemed to stretch out between us into infinity. 

Then, he shook his head and my heart shriveled in my chest like a flower denied water 

and light. “I can’t accept that.” 

“Parker…” 

He interrupted. “I can’t accept that nothing between us will change. If you’re 

going to be honest with me from now on, it has to change.” 

I looked at him, uncertain, wondering if he was to give me the sun and rain I 

needed, or if I would be denied. 

“I need answers about some things.” 

“Anything,” I breathed. 

“This bank. Is it really going to do everything you say?” Parker pressed his lips 

together. “Two of my younger siblings were adopted from bad homes, from a bad foster 



system. Are you going to make that better? Or is it all just empty promises? You have to 

be honest.” 

He’s so selfless. Even now, thinking about others. About consequences.  

“Parker, I’ve been planning this since the day I took over Locke Co. I wanted to 

make my father proud. I wanted to continue his legacy. But, I didn’t want to be in his 

shadow, sit comfortable in his nest. I took on the biggest challenge I could, because 

having so much money made me realize I could do so much more. I could help. Yes, I 

have every intention of following through with all my promises. No matter how long it 

takes.” 

Parker studied my face, searching for signs of deception. I knew he wouldn’t find 

any. “What about all the corruption? I bet lots of people with big dreams fall prey to that. 

What are you going to do to keep that from happening to you?” 

“I don’t know,” I said, again as honestly as I could. “I’ll fight that when I come to 

it.” 

Parker nodded. “I’m not happy about having to find out this way. I understand, 

but I’m not happy about it.” 

“I’m sorry. If it helps even the score, I have a question about you, too.” 

He blinked, surprised. “What?” 

“How can you afford to live at Havenwood? Are you a secret billionaire, too?” 

It was my turn to be surprised; he laughed out loud, and lightly touched my arm. 

“Is that it? You could have asked ages ago. My uncle is the landlord. I get a family 

discount on rent.” 

“Oh.” Mystery solved. 



“But, that reminds me. I guess I do have something I’ve been hiding. It just isn’t 

as big as yours.” 

I held my breath. 

“The day we met at Lunar Eclipse, I was looking for someone to take my 

virginity.” 

What? 

“That’s not the reason I spoke to you, but I started to hope that it would happen 

anyway.” Parker swallowed hard. “And then I realized that I was wanting more from you 

than just sex. You treated me like I mattered. You cared what I said. You cared about 

me. Even though we’re so far apart in age, I didn’t feel that when we were spending 

time together. I was just happy to be spending time with you. So, now there’s no secrets 

left. Now it’s nothing but us. And I’m going to ask you if you want to try an actual 

relationship with me. That’s what has to change. If you can’t agree to that, then…” 

I moved. For once, my mind and body were in total agreement. I grabbed Parker 

into my arms and lowered my head to his to kiss him. He tilted his head up and our lips 

met between us. I closed my eyes and sank myself into the feel of his body pressed to 

mine. Our toes together, our hips lined up, our lips melding together. He was so soft and 

warm, so real and so sold, so utterly familiar to me now. He had become like part of me 

without me even having realized it.  

Parker pressed his lips harder to mine for a brief moment, and then leaned his 

head back. Something else pushed hard on me, lower down on his body. There was no 

mistaking what it was and my own body responded in kind, heat rushing to my groin.  

“Please,” Parker whispered. “Please take me? I’ve been waiting so long.” 



I rubbed my nose on his and held my arms tighter around his waist. “I will. But 

not here. The Veldt isn’t my main apartment.” 

Parker shook his head. “Of course, it isn’t. Well, you’d better get that driver of 

yours to take us to wherever it is you actually live. And soon. Or I’m going to get naked 

in this lobby and there’s nothing anyone can do about it.” 

As much as I would have liked to see that, I didn’t fancy having the cops called 

on me by my own security guards. I hurried to grab my phone out of my pocket and 

messaged Darien. Then, I turned back to Parker and kissed him again, unable to get 

enough of his taste. 

  



Chapter 7 – Parker 

 

I sat on Lucius’s bed and watched as he went around the bedroom making things 

exactly right for a romantic night. He dimmed the lights and lit candles at all four corners 

of the room, and set out lube on the bed where we could get to it whenever we needed 

it. My heart pounded like crazy, my nerves on fire with anticipation. After so long 

waiting, I could hardly believe the moment was here. At the same time, I was so ready 

for it. I wanted to be fucked. God, did I need to be fucked.  

Preparations finally complete, Lucius came back over to me and sat down beside 

me. “Thank you,” he murmured. “Thank you for trusting me to do this with you. It’s an 

honor.” 

“It’s just my virginity,” I said, trying to keep my voice light even though every 

instinct inside me was demanding I throw myself at him and get what I needed. For so 

long, I had guarded this part of me and now that I had found someone who would take 

it, I wanted nothing more than for it to happen right now.  

“It’s more than that. It’s you. And you deserve the best I can give you.” Lucius 

leaned his head over to mine. 

I thrust my face to his so that our lips touched and whispered, “So give it to me.” 

Lucius breathed a soft moan against my lips. He lifted his hand, his strong fingers 

caressing over my chin. Holding onto me, he kissed me. I kissed him back, pressing my 

lips harder on his to get more of him. He responded in kind, thrusting his tongue against 

my lips to force them apart and get inside me.  



My dick throbbed and I couldn’t help but to let out a whimper, my body begging 

for more. I clutched at his shoulders and slid myself onto his lap, straddling him. Our 

erections pushed together, the frustration of being so near and yet so far was beyond 

overwhelming. My hips bucked, thrusting my dick on his stiffening cock.  

Lucius dropped his hand from my chin, slid his touch down my back to my ass. 

He dug his fingers in, and I felt my core start to throb in response. I kissed him again 

and again, pushing my tongue against his, desperate to have more of his mouth, to 

taste more of him. 

“Fuck,” he breathed, massaging deep into my ass cheeks with his fingers. I could 

hardly hold still, my body almost ready to burn out of control despite how little we’d 

done. “Parker. Parker, I want you so much.” 

I braced myself against him and arched my back, shoving my ass hard against 

his hands. My breath came faster, anticipation mounting. “Take me, please! I’m yours!” 

Lucius groaned, and then he gripped me and moved, rolling us over. His 

bedroom spun around us and then, when we came to a stop, I couldn’t see anything 

except him. His body was draped over mine, his hard muscles and heavy weight 

pinning me in place. My heart rose and I clutched at him, catching his lips between mine 

and kissing him over and over. Already, I felt claimed. I was his.  

I belonged.  

All my life, I had wanted this. I had waited for this. Now, I was finally going to 

have it. Maybe this wasn’t exactly how I had imagined things going, but there were no 

words to describe how happy I was. The outcome mattered more than the method, for 

me. 



I lifted my hips, pushing my erection on Lucius’s. He gasped into my mouth and 

grinded his hips against mine, sending sparks flying out through my veins.  

“Dammit,” he murmured. “Dammit, dammit.” 

“Quit swearing and fuck me!” I laughed.  

Lucius laughed into my mouth and caught my lower lip between his, tugging on it. 

“You aren’t making it easy to hold back.” 

“Don’t hold back, then!” 

His eyes darkened with hunger. “Parker…” 

“You won’t hurt me! I need you.” 

His body shuddered and he kissed me again, harder than before. His tongue 

shoved between my lips, fucking toward the back of my throat. I moaned and clawed at 

his back through his shirt, my tongue pressing against his, drinking in his hot, sweet 

taste.  

Arching his body, he thrust his hands down between us and yanked at my belt. 

After a few tugs, he got it open; sliding his fingers down inside the waistband, he pulled 

my suit pants down. Warm air caressed my freed skin. I wriggled my hips and tilted my 

head back as he also moved my underwear out of the way. My dick stood up straight in 

the air, hot and hard with my need.  

Lucius wrapped his hand around my shaft and held me while his lips found mine 

again. He kissed me with a sensual slowness, his lips dancing over mine, distracting 

me; without warning, he started moving his grip up and down my shaft. 

I cried out into his mouth and clutched at his back, digging my nails in as he 

started to give me what my body had been needing for so long. Heated lances of 



pleasure burst throughout my body, originating from my tense, tingling, throbbing crotch. 

I tossed my head back and lifted my hips, shoving myself into his hand. 

“Lucius!” 

“Parker,” he murmured, shoving his tongue into my mouth again. He trembled 

and I felt the tension in his muscles, no doubt from his fight to maintain control.  

I shook underneath him, my body feeding off his urgency, echoing it. Something 

inside me snapped in half and everything inside me was unleashed all in the same 

moment.  

I shoved my hands down to his ass and yanked at his pants, wanting them gone, 

wanting to feel only his skin on mine. 

Lucius rose up, his hair wild like a lion’s mane. He tore at his clothes as if he 

couldn’t stand to be trapped in them for a second longer. His suit jacket and tie went 

flying, as did his pants and underwear. His huge tool jutted from between his thighs. I 

gasped, desire and fear battling inside me. How the hell was I going to fit that inside 

me? 

“Parker?” Lucius growled. He leaned over me with a hand on either side of my 

body. “Are you ready?” 

“I…” 

Despite what must have been an overwhelming lust brewing inside him, he 

leaned his head down and kissed me with startling gentleness. “I’ll go slow,” he 

promised. “Your body will know what to do.” 

I trust you. 



Even though I didn’t say it out loud, something on my face must have showed my 

answer because he leaned over to grab the bottle of lube from where it lay on the 

mattress. He flipped up the cap with his thumbnail and squeezed out a large amount 

onto his fingers.  

I watched, rapt, as he started to spread the lube over his cock. In a few 

moments, he was glowing and slick, from his cherry-red tip to where the base of his 

shaft emerged from tight, dark curls of hair. His veins were prominent and blue; the 

thought of feeling those ridges sliding around inside me had me squirming. I reached 

out for his cock. 

Lucius caught my hand and shook his head. “Not yet,” he murmured. “We need 

to get you ready.” 

My face flushed with heat. “Right.” 

He smiled and kissed the tip of my nose. “Lean back. Just let your body 

respond.” 

Because I trusted him, because I didn’t want to wait even a moment longer to 

have him, I leaned back on the bed. I heard the sound of more lube being squeezed 

from the tube and braced myself the moment before the cold shock of contact came. 

What felt like two slick fingers rubbed around my asshole, caressing, working their way 

in a lazy spiral right to the center. When they caressed over my puckered entrance, hot 

flashes of light burst behind my eyelids. My breath caught in my throat and then came 

faster, blood racing through my veins. My dick was so hard, as hard as a rock; I’d never 

been so hard before. 



“Relax,” Lucius crooned. His exploring fingers started probing at my asshole, 

pressing right in the middle and sending pleasure racing through me, before going back 

to doing that slow, torturous circling. “Let me in.” 

How the hell am I supposed to relax? If I do that, I’ll come! 

Still, I was powerless to resist him. Even though it took everything I had, even 

though I had no idea how I was actually doing it, I forced my ass muscles to relax. 

Lucius pressed his finger on me again and this time I felt him enter me. It was brief and 

uncomfortable, nothing at all like I imagined it would be. 

And I wanted more. I wanted more, because the newness of the sensation had 

kindled even more sparks inside me. The discomfort promised pleasure. 

I lifted my ass and pushed back against Lucius as his fingers worked their magic 

on my ass. They pressed slickly inside me, gliding in and out. The friction was glorious 

and only got better as he started going deeper and deeper in me, until his palm pressed 

flat on my ass cheeks and he was at the limit of his reach. The discomfort was still 

there, but so distant I had a hard time focusing on it in the face of everything else.  

I needed Lucius. I needed him now. My dick throbbed, pulsating from waves of 

pleasure. The heat climbing my shaft told me I didn’t have much longer; when I 

orgasmed, I wanted him inside me where he belonged.  

It was my turn to take charge. 

I reached out and grabbed Lucius’s firm ass and pulled at him. Unable to see, I 

blindly tried to guide him inside me and felt the hot wetness of his tip jab me on the 

cheek. 



A deep laugh rumbled through his body. He pulled his fingers out of me and I 

relaxed my muscles to let him go. In the same instant, while I was still relaxed, I felt him 

shift around and guide his cock to me. His head pushed on me in exactly the right spot. 

I cried out, my body burning, and writhed my hips to force myself onto him.  

Groaning, shaking, Lucius thrust his cock inside me in the same moment. He 

filled me, glided through me, and it was everything I had ever hoped it would be. My 

senses opened up wide. I heard his rapid breathing as he thrust himself in me, pushing 

deeper and deeper. His scent wreathed around the both of us, sweat and the musk of 

sex. Tilting my head, I caught his lips with mine and tasted his moans. I saw his face, 

his expression of utter contentment and delight as he fucked me. 

And, of course, I felt him, filling me, claiming me. Making me his. 

I closed my eyes and let my body fully take over, as he had told me to do. I 

bucked my hips, fucking my dick on his stomach, and that was the ember that turned 

into a forest fire. There was too much going on for me to hold back any longer. Heat 

shot up through my dick and my cum hit Lucius’s stomach, and every muscle in my 

body spasmed tight.  

Lucius cried out and buried his face in my neck, panting and groaning as he 

orgasmed. His hot cum filled me, and that somehow brought me to a new height of 

pleasure altogether. I wrapped my arms and legs around him and held on tight as we 

shook together, finally fully connected in the way we had been striving towards all along. 

  



Chapter 8 – Lucius  

 

Coming clean about my identity didn’t fix as much as I thought it would. That was 

only natural, if a bit frustrating. Real life wasn’t going to rearrange itself for me just 

because of a promise I’d made. No, it was up to me to do that.  

“Will you be patient with me?” I had asked Parker as we lay together in my bed, 

holding onto each other in the aftermath of sex.  

Even though he had been half-asleep at that point, his eyes hardly open, he 

responded. “’Course. It wouldn’t be a relationship otherwise.” 

A relationship. I hadn’t been in a relationship since before my father passed away 

and the idea carried excitement and nervousness in equal parts. Mostly, I was afraid of 

falling into the same pattern as before: making plans and being incapable of following 

through with them. I didn’t want to face losing Parker again. 

Luckily, finishing the bank preparations did give me enough spare time to 

communicate with Parker throughout the day. Even when we weren’t able to see each 

other, we could still speak through texts and over the phone. I held back nothing and 

was certain I must be boring him at times, although he never said anything to indicate 

as such.  

Between regular work duties, I spoke with advisors about how to more efficiently 

run the company. They suggested some light restructuring of the hierarchy directly 

underneath me, especially in regards as to who could do what. By rearranging the order 

of commands given and taken, I could free up larger time slots for myself for personal 



use. I wouldn’t be contacted at all hours to solve problems if I had others underneath 

me who could act in my stead.  

Basically, after a series of changes -which might take a long time to make, 

understandably I could finally have a separation between life and work. There might be 

some trial and error, and it wasn’t going to be a perfect system that prevented me from 

ever being contacted outside of the office, but it was going to be a damn sight better 

than how it used to be. 

Parker and I met for lunch and dinner a few times in the intervening weeks while I 

worked on getting everything sorted out. I kept up the tradition of taking him to places 

where I would be unlikely to be recognized even after my big public event and, once I 

explained that it was because I wanted to focus on him, and not because I didn’t want to 

be seen with him, he was fine with it.  

Tonight was going to be different. 

Tonight, I was going to put the final touches on the other plan I’d been working 

on.  

I had sent Parker a suit a few days ago in preparation for a fancier dinner than 

usual. He looked amazing in the pictures he’d sent to me, and he looked even better in 

real life. The expensive fabric hugged the lines of his body, accentuating his slender 

frame and the shape of his shoulders.  

“Hi!” Parker said, and wrapped his arms around my shoulders.  

I kissed his sweet, soft lips and looked into his eyes. “You look good enough to 

eat.” 



“Maybe we should skip dinner and go straight to dessert?” Parker took my hand 

and placed it on his firm asscheek.  

I caught my breath and squeezed his firm ass, pulling his body closer to mine. 

My cock stirred, offering a clear opinion on his words. I kissed him again and slid my 

tongue into his mouth. “I wish,” I murmured. “If it was some other night… But 

restaurants don’t like it when you skip out on reservations. It looks bad.” 

Parker sighed and slipped his arm through mine, linking them. “Well, fine. Where 

are we going, anyway?” 

“It’s called the Oriole.” 

“That even sounds fancy.” 

“You mean pretentious.” 

He laughed. “That’s right. It seems like a place where you should be going. What 

made you change your mind?” 

I said nothing as I guided him to my car and opened the door for him. I went 

around to my side and climbed behind the wheel. “I suppose it’s just how things have 

worked out, you know?” 

“I understand that.” 

Yes, I thought, that’s just how it worked out. Like everything else that’s been 

happening. Didn’t expect it. But it’s here and now. I’ve got the Key to my Locke. Nothing 

else matters. 

I finished the drive to Oriole, which was hidden down at the end of a small side 

street that more resembled an alley than a road. There were many others cars already 



in the parking lot, all of which I recognized as belonging to my advisors and executive 

managers.  

“Packed, isn’t it?” Parker commented, stepping out of the car and linking his arm 

with mine again. “But I guess that’s the beauty of reservations.” 

“Yes, it is. Come on.” 

We headed inside and were immediately welcomed into the small, cozy 

restaurant. Even though Oriole did not normally host private events, I had spoken 

personally with the manager and worked my way around his rules. The tables in the 

open dining area had all been combined to form a long seating area, which was entirely 

occupied at this point by people from my company. 

Parker glanced up at me, his arm tight around mine. “What is this?” he asked. 

“Are we here on the wrong night?” 

I laughed and shook my head. “No. No, of course not. I planned this. I know you 

don’t like things like this, but it’s one of those things that had to happen.” 

“What do you mean?” He looked over at the long table, where everyone was 

watching by now. “What is this? Who are they?” 

I clasped his hands in mine and turned to face him, touching my forehead to his 

to get his attention. After a moment, he focused on me again with a question written on 

his face. “These people,” I began, “are from my company. They are all instrumental in 

its operation.” 

“And… why are they here?” 

“Because, I’m tired of living with a foot in two worlds.” I put everything I felt into 

every word, hoping that Parker would see I meant what I said. “I enjoy the work I do, 



and I enjoy all the time I spend with you. But I’m tired of having to balance them. I’m 

tired of having to move from one to the other all the time.” 

Parker started shaking his head and I knew what he thought was happening. He 

thought I was about to break up with him in front of all these people, choosing my 

wealth over him.  

It was time. 

I reached into my pocket and pulled out what I’d been hiding there. I dropped 

down to one knee in front of Parker. The restaurant filled up with echoing gasps and 

disbelieving murmurs.  

“Lucius?” 

I opened the little velvet box to show him the ring inside, rose-gold and studded 

with diamonds. Nothing but the best for him. I looked up into his eyes. “I don’t want 

there to be any more separation. I want you in my life, where you belong. We don’t have 

to get married right away. We don’t have to rush past the point where we are now. I just 

want to know I’m promising myself to you.  

“You make me happy.” I shook my head. “No, you make me feel things I never 

imagined I would feel. I can’t live without you, now. You’re that important to me. You’ve 

unlocked for me all sorts of new possibilities. Please, Parker. Say yes.” 

Parker stared at me and placed one hand over his stomach. I couldn’t tell what 

else he was feeling in that moment, except that he still wondered why I was doing this in 

front of a crowd. I would have preferred not to, but it was important that this be seen. I 

felt it deep in my bones. I needed everyone to know how serious I was, and for them to 

accept it.  



“I want to say yes,” Parker murmured, hesitant. The one hand not over his 

stomach was fisted against his chest. “But before I do, I have to tell you something. It 

might make you reconsider.” 

“Never!” 

He pulled in a deep breath. “I was planning on telling you tonight anyway. I didn’t 

think we’d have an audience, though. I… Lucius, I haven’t been feeling all that well 

lately and I thought… Well, I didn’t just think. I knew, because I was right.” 

I went very still. Does he mean… 

“I’m pregnant.” He pushed the truth out in a rush, stumbling over the words. “I 

took a test today. It was positive. Still want me now?” 

It had to be mine. He was definitely a virgin when I took him.  

I never imagined I would have a family. In fact, recently I had thought about how I 

didn’t want kids because of how Adrian had turned out. The disappointment, the 

heartbreak, the potential betrayal; I didn’t want that. Plus, I was older. Even if I wanted a 

child, I was so busy, how would I ever have the time and energy to deal with it? 

And yet. 

And yet, a sweet lump rose up in the back of my throat and my heart twisted in a 

soft, tender way unlike I had ever known. This wasn’t a daydream. This was reality. This 

baby was mine. I had to try. I had to know. I wanted very much to see what happened 

with this, even if it didn’t go the way I planned. After all, I hadn’t expected any of this to 

be happening and now I couldn’t imagine anything else. 

Maybe, just maybe, this baby might be the same. I could discover things I had 

never known possible. I stood and swept Parker into my arms, crushing him against my 



body. My heart sang, delight racing through my veins like musical vibrations traveling 

along harp strings. “Of course I still want you!” I cried, pressing kisses all over his face. 

His lips, his cheeks, his forehead and nose. “This is perfect!” 

“Really?” 

“Yes!” 

“Then I accept!” 

Our audience broke into applause. I pressed my lips to Parker’s and spoke 

against them. “You’re saving me from being a sad, lonely old man.” 

“Well, at least you won’t be sad and lonely anymore,” he teased.  

Everyone laughed, and the servers swept in front the corners of the room with 

bottles of wine and champagne to celebrate. Amid the chaos, I slid the ring on Parker’s 

finger. He smiled up at me, his eyes shimmering in the light. 

Someone pressed a flute of champagne into my hand, and a glass of water into 

Parker’s. I laughed and tilted my head to his. He was there to meet me and we kissed 

again while the sounds of celebration echoed through the small restaurant. 

  



Epilogue – Parker 

 

My body ached in a way I would be sad to forget. Pain or not, it was part of the 

beautiful experience I had just gone through. It was part of this wonderful, quiet moment 

taking place in a darkened bedroom. A nursery. Baby Luke’s nursery.  

I sighed, leaning my head on my arms as I rested them on the railing of the crib 

where my perfect angel slept. I pictured his red, pudgy face and his perfect round 

fingers as they curled and uncurled around mine for the very first time. He had come 

into the world smiling instead of screaming. The doctors said it wasn’t smiling as such, 

that it had little to do with emotions and more with just testing out mouth movements, 

but I knew otherwise. My little boy was happy to see his daddies.  

Soft footsteps approached over the plush carpet behind me. Warmth wrapped 

around my shoulders as Lucius hugged onto me. He leaned his head on mine. 

“How’d the call go?” I whispered. 

“Adrian’s in jail.” 

My heart lurched. “Why?” 

“Just a drunken fight. He’s going to sleep it off in a cell overnight.” Lucius held me 

even tighter and looked down at our baby. “I wish he’d change. For his sake.” 

“There’s always time,” I murmured. 

“I suppose so.” Lucas sighed and reached down to stroke Baby Luke’s soft hair. 

“If only everything could be as perfect as he is.” I wanted the same perfection as he did, 

but I was so happy that it was hard to focus on the more bitter details of life. I had a 



husband -we weren’t married yet, but there was no other word to encompass how we 

were, when “fiancé” implied an incomplete connection- and I had a baby.  

Looks like taking my fate into my own hands back in that bar was the right thing 

to do. Maybe someday Adrian will do the same thing and find his own destiny. 

I leaned my head back and looked up into Lucius’s eyes. “Let’s have another.” 

He laughed and took my hand, willing to let himself be distracted. And I was 

willing to do the distracting.  

We went into the bedroom together. 

 

The End 

  



Locked In 2 
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Chapter 1 – Adrian 

 

It was one of those nights when nothing could go wrong. Lights were brighter, 

colors more vivid. The other gamblers had a faceless, dreamlike quality to them. My 

thoughts buzzed and my blood pumped hot through my veins. Nothing mattered and 

there were no consequences.  

“I’m holding,” I said, and leaned back in my chair.  

The others sitting around the table glanced in my direction, all of them trying to 

keep up a good poker face with varying degrees of success. One man was trying not to 

smile, while the one sitting directly across from me was going a bit pale. I didn’t really 

give a fuck. No matter what, this hand was mine. The winnings were mine. That was all 

there was to it.  

I picked up my beer and swallowed down the last of it, felt the liquid burn its way 

to my stomach. One of my favorite feelings. A good drink was almost better than sex. 

Almost. 

The dealer kept going and the others thought long and hard about their moves 

before making them. The pale guy breathed a sigh of relief, and grinned to himself while 

trying to hide it behind his mug. Didn’t matter. His recovery wouldn’t let him win.  

I relaxed and waited and thought about what I was going to do after this. I’d been 

winning all night. Had cash burning a hole in my suit pocket. Casino food was nice and 

whatnot, but I was really craving something cheap and greasy and terrible for me. The 



Rivers Casino was close to the Des Plaines airport, so there were all sorts of cheap 

options nearby to draw in hungry and tired travelers. I’d grab a bite to eat and eat it on 

drive back to Chicago. Fall back into bed as dawn was breaking, a kaleidoscope of 

colors viewed through half-shut eyes. I’d have to make some excuse as to why I didn’t 

head in to the office, but I didn’t care about that and, at this point, no one else did either.  

Well, my brother cared, but he’d distanced himself from me lately. He didn’t want 

to be associated with my business going underwater. 

The only way Adrian Enterprises stayed afloat these days was by selling off the 

companies we owned to the highest bidder.  

The round ended. Hands were revealed, good and bad. Murmurs rose from the 

watching crowd, most of whom had followed me to the table after realizing who I was. 

Some of them loved me, rooted for me, while others looked as if they wanted to watch 

me fail. Like they wouldn’t piss on me if I was on fire. 

I grinned and lay my hand down.  

The pale guy at the other end of the table stood up and slammed his hands down 

on the table, knocking over the stacks of chips and his empty mug. His face glowed red, 

the hallmark of an angry drunk. “He’s fucking cheating!” 

I leaned over and placed my hands around the chips, pulling them to me. “Sorry 

you’re such a lousy player,” I said.  

“Fuck you, you rich, goddamn fucker!” The man pushed his chair away, sending 

it tumbling across the floor and causing others to leap out of the way to avoid being run 

over by the largest tumbleweed in history. Fists clenched, he stomped in my direction.  



Another man sitting nearby, small and slim, jumped into his path and grabbed his 

arm. “Reggie, come on. It ain’t worth it.” 

Reggie yanked his arm away. “He’s cheating, goddammit. Someone search him 

for cards!” 

I held out my arms. “By all means.” 

The dealer hesitated, looking around the table and then off to the side where a 

security guard was watching the confrontation like a hawk. “Maybe you two should take 

a break. Get some food, another drink. Relax. We’re having fun here.” 

“Sure,” I said. I stood up with my chips and walked away from the table, ignoring 

the heated protests coming from behind me as Reggie continued to insist I was 

cheating and should be searched. 

I didn’t have any extra cards up my sleeves, no bribes for the dealer shoved 

down the front of my pants.  

I did card count, though how the shit were they going to prove that? By 

monitoring my thoughts? That shit was still science-fiction.  

I headed up to Cube, one of the seven restaurants in the casino, but changed my 

mind just as I was about to cross the threshold. I didn’t need more to drink. Not right 

now. Right now, my body cried out for nicotine, the back of my throat dry and my fingers 

twitching with want.  

I turned away from Cube and went around to one of the doors nearby that led to 

a smoking patio. I pulled out a packet of cigs and tapped one out, and lit up with my 

current favorite lighter. A faint wisp of smoke curled up from the glowing tip. The light 

was duller and less significant than the bright shine from the casino interior, but it was 



suddenly far more important. I brought the cigarette to my lips and breathed in deeply, 

relishing the harsh, sweet burn in my lungs from the smoke.  

I looked up at the sky, colored dark purple from the city’s reflected lights and 

absolutely devoid of any clouds. The moon had long since sunk below the horizon; 

although the sun wasn’t up yet, the night was warm, almost muggy. Summer was here 

in full. Pretty soon it’d be time for fireworks and park picnics. For most people, anyway. 

Myself, I’d be in my boat out on Lake Michigan. Preferably with a hot date or two. 

Omegas, alphas. I’d had ‘em all at one point or another. Even a few women, when I’d 

been particularly drunk, although a woman’s slick looseness would never compare to a 

firm, tight omega ass.  

I finished my cigarette and lit up another one. Standing out here all alone, I 

almost felt lonely. No, that wasn’t a good word for it. Nostalgic.  

I’d give anything to be younger again. Half my age, when it was easier to find sex 

for sex’s sake. And you could smoke inside. 

I did miss sitting in rooms filled with a gray haze of smoke, catching and 

disturbing the light in ways that were beyond description. Dreamlike, not entirely real.  

Shit. I hated feeling this way. 

I dropped the rest of my cigarette on the patio floor and crushed it under my heel, 

grinding it into a smear of ash and paper. Time to go. Sleep was better for me right 

about now. I never felt bad when I slept. 

I walked back into the casino and cashed in the rest of the chips I’d won. My 

wallet bulging, I headed out past the tables and slot machines to the front door.  

The bouncer tilted his head to me. “Thanks for coming, Adrian.” 



“Sure,” I grunted.  

They only like it when I come because I’m infamous.  

Funny how the one place where my presence did any good was a casino. 

Everyone wanted to play poker where Adrian Locke had done the same, maybe 

absorbing a bit of my luck through osmosis -luck that wasn’t luck, but observation and 

skill and good educated guessing.  

I found my truck in the parking garage with no real difficulty, and reached into my 

pocket to grab my key.  

A hand grabbed my arm, strong and beefy with fingers like sausages. Looked 

like sausages too, red and meaty. I yanked my arm away, but the hand clamped down 

tighter, sending pain echoing up to my shoulder.  

“You’re not going anywhere,” said a deep and unfortunately familiar voice.  

I sighed. “Reggie, was it? You followed me out to my truck?” 

I turned my head and looked into his face. I didn’t like what I saw there. His face 

was as red as his hands, his eyes almost entirely lost underneath fat furrows of angry 

flesh.  

And I didn’t like seeing his skinny friend over his shoulder, standing a few parking 

spots down. He was clearly the lookout, not that he had any real need to be worried 

about discovery. You never really saw anyone leave a casino. They always seemed to 

drift instead of walk, as if riding the winds of fate instead of going anywhere out of 

conscious desire. Even if anyone came close enough to see what was about to go on 

down here, they wouldn’t think to intervene. They wouldn’t be thinking at all. 



“Follow you?” Reggie repeated, each word an explosion of hot sour breath. “Fuck 

that! I’m not one of your followers, Adrian.” 

“So… you knew what my truck looked like. Congratulations.” I stayed as still as I 

could, gathering poise for what was surely about to come. “I commend you on being 

smart enough to do a Google search for my name.” 

Reggie shook me and twisted around, yanking me off my feet and slamming me 

into my own truck. I gasped, breath rushing from my lungs as I collided with hard metal.  

Shit.  

Balance lost, any advantage gone, I stared up at Reggie as he seethed down at 

me. “Hand over what you fucking stole from me.” 

“Are you an idiot?” I placed my hand on the truck and pushed myself up straight. 

“Even if I hadn’t won, you didn’t even have the second-best hand. You wouldn’t have…” 

The man blurred. His hard fist slammed into my chest, knocking me back against 

the truck again. My heart skittered, my legs going weak. I staggered, threw out my arm 

and just barely managed to grab onto the wall of the truck bed. Pain spiraled out 

outward from my heart, radiating through my chest muscles. Fear lurched up from the 

back of my mind. The smoking, the drinking, the terrible food. Day after day. God, the 

pain. Was this it? Was I finally having the heart attack my doctor warned me I was 

heading toward if I didn’t change my habits? Jump-started by that punch? 

Reggie grabbed my shoulder and punched me in the jaw. My head snapped 

around, colors popping and exploding behind my eyes, quickly washed out in gray. The 

world tilted around me and I recognized the sensation, recognized the sideways slipping 

as passing out.  



I put my arms up in front of my face to defend myself. Thought I did. Couldn’t tell, 

couldn’t see. Something solid, larger than a fist, connected with my stomach. No pain, 

only a sense of collapsing, folding in on myself like an imploding star. My head hit 

something hard and my eyes popped open, and I watched from somewhere parallel to 

my body as Reggie leaned down over me. His big body blocked out the light, casting 

him in shadows. 

Was right. Doc was right. I can’t do this anymore. Fuck, he’s going to kill me. 

Reggie clamped his hand on my neck, started to pull. I choked, felt my shoulders 

leave the concrete of the garage floor.  

“Hey! Leave him alone!” 

The hand around my neck blessedly released. Reggie turned. Everything 

dissolved into a meaningless blur around me, sounds and sights melding into a tangle 

of sensation. Reality was difficult to judge outside of my body, the aching and throbbing 

in my chest, stomach, head and face like blackout curtains draped over a window. 

Hardly anything came through.  

The next thing I knew, there was only quiet. Quiet and a cool hand on my neck, 

not grabbing me but checking my pulse, probably. 

I licked my lips, which were suddenly dry. “I’m alive.” I groaned. Speaking made 

my jaw feel as if someone was hammering a nail into my bones.  

“Well, that’s a relief.” The voice did sound relieved, but also strange. It was raspy, 

whispery, although the speaker was speaking at a normal volume. I would have called it 

husky, had it been deeper in tone. “Unfortunately, you’re probably going to wish you 

were dead.” 



How was it that someone could sound amused and concerned all at once? 

Curious now, I opened my eyes and found myself staring up at a vampire. 

  



Chapter 2 – Edgar 

 

I stormed out of the casino, my heart aching and my fists clenched, wanting so 

badly to hit something that it was all I could do to stop myself from going off and wailing 

on a nearby car. Stupid Nirvana. Stupid insensitive jerk, inviting me to the casino just to 

tell me he was breaking up with me. Who the fuck did that? Who the fuck created a fun, 

date scenario just to dump the other person? 

“Shit,” I swore, the word bursting from me and echoing plaintively around in the 

parking garage. All the time and effort I’d put into our relationship and that alpha was 

going to cast me aside like I was nothing? Like I was garbage? I’d helped get him back 

on his feet. I’d even helped him get his current job.  

Well, of course that’s it, I mocked myself, clenching my jaw. Nirvana didn’t need 

me anymore now that he’d gotten what he wanted from me. He was going to move on 

to the next person who could help him and use them like he’d used me. 

As I walked through the empty garage, the only sounds were my footsteps and 

the sound of my own breathing. And a choked, muffled gargle. It sounded like someone 

was vomiting. I sighed and turned in the direction of the sound, moving between the 

rows of parked cars to see if there was anything I could do to help. Just because I was 

having a shitty night didn’t mean I had to let someone else suffer.  

A skinny omega, taller than myself, jumped out from around the corner. “Stop,” 

he said, in a voice that sounded as if it was trying to be commanding while lacking any 

real authority.  

“Why?” I asked, and looked around his scrawny shoulder.  



Two alphas were next to a red truck and only one of them was standing. The 

other was on his back on the ground. It didn’t take a genius to figure out what was going 

on.  

I turned and shoved out at the omega standing beside me, knocking him against 

the wall. He squealed and pushed away from the wall, flailing his arms and legs as he 

fled.  

I turned in the direction of the alphas and shouted, “Hey! Leave him alone!” 

The standing alpha turned and glared at me, while the one on the ground gasped 

and clutched his neck. “Back off. This ain’t about you.” 

I paused where I stood, taking a split second to assess the situation. The alpha 

facing me was huge and had fists the size of hams, but judging from the flab on the 

undersides of his arms and the rolls bulging over the sides of his jeans, his bulk was as 

much fat as it was muscle. Nothing wrong with that, but it told me he was softer than he 

looked. Probably got away with using his size to his advantage all the time, instead of 

having to back up his bark with some bite. His face was red. He was pissed, and 

probably drunk, judging by the way he was swaying.  

Experience told me the bigger the bully, the easier they fell. And I was counting 

on that experience now. 

I launched myself at the big alpha and was already in front of him before he even 

had a chance to move. I ducked in close to him and swung my fist at his face, aiming for 

his eye. My knuckles collided with something rather soft and squishy. The alpha roared 

with pain and clamped his hand over his face.  



I swung out with my other fist. He caught my wrist in his massive hand and 

started to squeeze. I twisted my whole body around and he had to get go as I bent his 

arm into an uncomfortable position; swinging my elbow back, I rammed it into his gut. 

While he reeled, I grabbed two handfuls of his hair and yanked as hard as I could, 

pulling with my own body weight and then redirecting into a shove to use his bulk 

against him. He teetered and then collapsed on the ground. With a horrendous ripping 

sound, clumps of his hair and bloody shreds of scalp came away in my fists.  

He shrieked, like a little girl.  

I never kicked people while they were down. Except for tonight. I rammed that 

bastard real good in the gut with the heel of my foot, right on top of where I’d already 

gotten him. It felt so good to be in control of something, to have a say in a situation, that 

I almost kicked him again. 

I didn’t, though. That would make me the bully.  

“Get out of here,” I said, my voice cold and tight. “Tell anyone what happened 

and I’ll tell them what I saw. You feel like going to prison for attempted manslaughter?” 

The big alpha stared up at me with his mouth gaping open and his hand clamped 

over his eye. Blood oozed from between his fingers, most likely from a gash put there 

by one of my rings. “Fuck you,” he said. 

I reached for my pocket and pulled out my phone. 

“Oh, fuck you!” the alpha said again. He got to his feet. I didn’t even brace 

myself, sensing that there was no intent to harm inside him now. He ran away. 

The whole confrontation lasted for less than a minute. 



I turned back to the alpha laying on the ground and dropped to my knees beside 

him. He was rather handsome even a terrible bruise already discoloring his jaw. His hair 

was white at the temples, leading up to short, styled silver-and-gray locks, and his 

jawline and upper lip were covered with stubble in similar shades. And what a great 

jawline at that. He was lucky it wasn’t broken. 

I reached out to him and placed two fingers on his neck, feeling for his pulse. His 

heart was beating slow, which matched with what I saw. He was out. 

Suddenly, his eyelids fluttered and he licked his lips. “I’m alive,” he murmured, 

and tried to push my hand away. 

I kept my fingers where they were, feeling his heartbeat pick up as his systems 

awoke and once more registered fear and adrenaline. “Well, that’s a relief,” I said. 

“Unfortunately, you’re probably going to wish you were dead.” 

I felt bad for him, because I knew how much it sucked to get beaten up. I couldn’t 

help also being a little amused, though; how many people wake up after being knocked 

out and get annoyed that someone’s touching them? 

The alpha opened his eyes and looked up at me. They were a gorgeous golden-

green shade, like spring leaves in sunlight. 

I fell into their colors, drawn in by their luminous glow even in the relative 

darkness of the garage.  

The alpha blinked rapidly and reached out to push himself up to a sitting position 

with his hand on the ground. His eyebrows arched up with surprise and confusion, not 

that I could exactly blame him for his shock. I knew I didn’t look like the kind of guy 

who’d be saving anyone’s ass.  



“Hold on,” I said, and touched his shoulder. He stared down at my hand like it 

was a sea creature he’d never known existed before. “You shouldn’t get up. You’re 

hurt.” 

The alpha grimaced and kept moving. I switched to helping him. No reason to do 

more harm than good. People usually knew what they were capable of and wouldn’t 

push past their boundaries when they were injured. If the man with the beautiful green 

eyes wanted to sit up, who was I to stop him? 

“Where are you hurt?” I asked. “Can I see?” 

“Who the hell are you?” he demanded.  

I decided to take that in stride. “My name’s Edgar. Edgar Blade. You can call me 

Eddie if you want. Who are you? Can you remember your name?” 

“Ugh, yeah.” He rubbed his jaw with his hand, being especially gentle about it. 

“I’m Adrian.” 

Sounds vaguely familiar. Shouldn’t be surprised, though. It’s not that uncommon 

of a name. 

He looked familiar too, though. I studied his handsome face and tried to imagine 

him with a smile and without the enormous bruise. Damn, I just couldn’t place him.  

“What year is it?” I asked. 

Adrian stared at me again. “What?” 

“I’m trying to help you,” I explained. “I don’t know what happened to you. Do you 

want me to call an ambulance? Did you hit your head? You might have a concussion?” 

“I don’t need your help..” 

“Why? I just chased away two guys from you. Something was clearly…” 



“Are you a vampire?” he interrupted. 

All the goodwill inside me drained away, funneling out of my body through the 

hole he’d carved in me with that simple question. There was a simple answer. No. Fuck, 

no. Vampires weren’t real. I was a regular goth guy who didn’t get out in the sun much, 

with black-dyed hair.  

But it wasn’t ever simple with jerks like this who thought they were so funny with 

their jokes. Vampire, zombie, ghost. I’d heard it all from a young age. Well, I hadn’t 

taken that shit for years now, and I sure as hell wasn’t going to take it from an alpha 

whose life I had just saved.  

“Listen,” I said, my throat tight with rising anger.  

Adrian interrupted me again. “Or something,” he said, with the tone of someone 

correcting himself. “I don’t care, but I have to know. I’ve done a lot of crazy shit, but I 

haven’t talked to a vamp yet.” 

He sounded so…earnest.  

Was it possible he was being serious?  

“I’m not a vampire. I’m just a goth. A guy, like you.” 

“You’re not even a pretend one? Drink blood for kicks?” 

Still cautious, I shook my head.  

“Well, damn.” He sighed. “Zero for two tonight. What you said about being better 

off dead got me curious.” 

“I just meant you’re going to be sore tomorrow.” 



“Shit, yeah. I think I did hit my head.” Adrian reached with his hand to point at the 

affected area. I caught his hand -his fingers were very warm and rough against mine- 

and stood up to look down at the top of his head.  

“You’ve got a big lump forming, but there’s no blood. Can you see okay?” 

“Eddie, I’m blasted. No.” 

I had to laugh. “Okay, but is it worse than it was?” 

“No.” 

“Where else did you get hit?” 

Adrian reached down and pulled up his shirt. He hissed in a sharp breath 

between his teeth and I gasped.  

I gasped because he had two dark bruises forming on his abdomen, one right 

over his heart and another foot-shaped one in the center of his stomach. And, guiltily, I 

gasped because he had a nice, tight, muscular body for an older man. Impressive abs, 

sculpted pecs. They weren’t so stark and sharply outlined to make him look like a 

bodybuilder, but they were clearly present. He took care of himself. If he wasn’t drunk, 

and ten years the fat alpha’s senior, he would have won that fight.  

“I should call you an ambulance,” I said. “There might be something broken…” 

“No, don’t bother.” Adrian flicked his hand, knocking away the suggestion. “I’ve 

broken shit before. I know what it feels like. This sucks, but it’s not that bad.” 

“Do you need a ride home, then?” 

Don’t need you driving drunk on the streets anyway. 

“No, don’t bother with that, either. I’ll get there eventually. Right now, sit and chill 

with me? Give me time to get my breath back?” 



I knew from experience he’d only get stiffer as time went on, but there wasn’t any 

harm in it. It’d give him time to sober up a little, and it would keep me from having to 

think about Nirvana.  

I folded my legs into a more comfortable position. “Okay, but if you don’t feel 

better in a few minutes, I’m driving you to the hospital myself.” 

“Fair enough. I’d lose in a fight to you even if I wasn’t already beaten.” 

I snorted. “Learning how to protect myself was pretty important when I was 

growing up with all the vampire teasing.” I hadn’t meant to sound so bitter. 

Adrian frowned, grimaced at the pain, and frowned again. “I didn’t mean to sound 

as if I was making fun of you. I apologize.” 

I waved my hand like he had moments ago. “It’s fine. I’ve gone through worse.” 

“Why do you dress like that, if you don’t mind me asking?” 

I would have minded if he hadn’t still sounded so plainly interested. “I don’t know. 

It’s just what I like, what I’m comfortable with. Honestly, what I’m wearing right now is 

pretty tame for me.” 

It would be considered tame for any goth. Black long-sleeved shirt despite the 

warmth, black jeans with chains, a spiked choker, skull earrings, and a ruby lip piercing 

that looked like a drop of blood. If I was going all out, I’d have my makeup on and all my 

piercings in. Maybe the red colored contacts, too.  

How to explain to this guy what drew me to this style? “It’s not all cringey poetry 

and teens looking for meaning,” I said. “It’s being comfortable in the dark, being curious 

about things everyone else doesn’t want to think about. Goths embrace death as just 

another part of life.” 



That sounded so morbid and cringe-inducing. Nevertheless, I believed it. So 

many people shied away from the shadows, trapped themselves in their fears. I had 

struggled through that, broken out to the other side to realize that, in the end, this world 

was so big and we were all so small. With everything so insignificant, there was no 

reason to hold back. Why be afraid? Why deal with the bullying? Why not enjoy every 

single moment as it came? Why not look forward to knowing the unknowable when the 

time came?  

Adrian was nodding, I realized. Nodding and smiling even though it must have 

hurt. “I like that. I like that a lot. I’ve spent a lot of time in my life doing things no one else 

understands, too. Maybe I should go goth.” 

I tried to picture him with black hair and pierced ears. The result wasn’t too bad. 

“Some mascara would really bring out the color of your eyes.” 

He laughed. “That’s the first time I’ve heard anything like that. Listen, Eddie, I feel 

better, thank to you. The world doesn’t seem so shitty. For that, and for saving my ass, I 

want you to have this.” 

Adrian reached into his pocket and pulled out his wallet.  

He’s not going to… 

The next thing I knew, he shoved a random jumble of dollar bills into my hands. 

Most of them were tens and twenties, but I saw a fifty dollar bill in there, too. Shock tore 

through my thoughts. 

I knew who he was. 

Adrian Locke, the younger and less serious of the Locke brothers. He was 

infamous in all social circles, like a Chicago Kanye West. Even if you had no idea who 



he was or what he did, his name still rang a bell. All I knew was that he ran Adrian 

Enterprises, half of the umbrella company that used to belong to his father; the other 

half belonged to Lucius Locke.  

And I had saved his ass. 

“I can’t take this,” I protested, and pushed the money back to him. 

Adrian closed his wallet. “Please do. It’s not as if I don’t have some to spare. And 

I’d feel like shit if I didn’t reward you.” 

Damn him and his persuasive honesty. I shoved the money in my pocket, figuring 

I’d count it later. Maybe use some of it to get drunk myself, wipe away memories of the 

break-up.  

Adrian placed his hand on the side of his truck and started to stand. He wobbled 

and leaned over, panting a little.  

I moved next to him and wrapped my arms around his shoulders, supporting him 

and letting him put his weight on me. It took every bit of my strength to keep from being 

knocked over. Our bodies were so close together I could smell his cologne, underneath 

the smell of cigarette smoke and alcohol. Heat radiated from under his clothes.  

Letting go of him was harder than it should have been. 

Adrian reached into his suit pocket and pulled out a little notebook and a pen. 

“You’ve done a favor for me. I’ll do a favor for you. Just call my number anytime, okay?” 

He scribbled down his phone number on a piece of paper and then handed the whole 

notebook over to me. “Take that, and write down yours for me.” 

“Adrian, you don’t…” 



As nice as this exchange had been, I didn’t know how much I wanted to be 

associated with him.  

“No, but I want to.” He nodded to himself, as if he’d figured out the answer to 

some sort of problem.  

There wasn’t much I could say to argue against that.  

I gave him my number. 

  



Chapter 3 – Adrian 

 

My personal advisor, and the closest thing I had to a friend in this world, looked 

at my face and said, “So, it happened. You finally lost a fight.” 

I touched my jaw where my bruise had darkened, taking on shades of purple and 

yellow and green. The few days since that night at the casino had made me look worse 

instead of better. I was a mess underneath my shirt, and anyone standing behind me 

would notice the red swelling on the back of my head.  

“I didn’t lose anything but pride, Chris.” 

“Does that mean you’re finally going to listen to the advice I give you?” 

I pretended to think for a moment. “No, I didn’t get hit on the head that hard.” 

“Damn.” 

I moved around Chris and walked in the direction of my office. Predictably, he 

followed. I wouldn’t have cared about that on any other day. Chris was the opposite of a 

stuffy businessman. He’d drink with me and shoot the shit. But today was different. I’d 

spent a few days resting at my doctor’s urging and all that had done was give me a 

case of cabin fever. I wanted to sit in silence in my office, looking down at the rest of the 

city through the window, and feel in control again. Anything to get rid of the pressure of 

being trapped, to break free of the web of doubts that had been spun around me by 

hours in dark contemplation. 

I was really, truly getting too old for this lifestyle. I had to face that. But what the 

hell was I going to do in my spare time? What was I going to do without my hobbies, all 

the things that made me who I was? 



Chris trailed after me into my office. I flicked on the lights and moved over to the 

mini bar in the corner. “You want anything?” 

“I want to talk to you, Adrian. No, I need to talk to you.” 

This is going to be even worse than I thought. 

I pulled out a bottle of whiskey and set it down on the countertop with a loud 

thump. Chris’s disapproving gaze burned into the back of my head. When did he get so 

stiff and proper? 

Ignoring him, I poured a few fingers of whiskey into a glass. No ice. Nothing to 

dilute liquid perfection. 

I turned around, glass in hand, and looked at Chris. “What is it?” 

“Look, I hate doing shit like this. I’ve been working on this speech for weeks, so 

you have to let me get it out, okay?” 

Curious despite dread rising inside me like a looming storm, I nodded and drank 

my whiskey. 

“You’re a terrible boss.” Chris grimaced. “A great guy. But a terrible boss. You 

sleep with your employees. You make terrible decisions. You’re bankrupting this 

company and you’re going to take all of us down with it. And you know that. We’ve all 

tried to stop you and inform you, but you won’t listen to hints and subtleties. I got the 

short straw, so now I’m telling you outright. 

“This isn’t a game, Adrian. You might treat it like one, but the money is going to 

run out. You’re going to go underwater. Either step back and let someone else make 

decisions in your stead, or sell what’s left of this company to Lucius so he can save it.” 

Sell to Lucius? No way in hell.  



“I love my brother, but this is my share of what Father left us. I’ll do with it what I 

want.” 

“Do you really want to disrespect your father’s memory like this?” Chris grimaced 

even as he spoke, knowing he was crossing a line. 

I tightened my fingers around the glass. My throat constricted and I had to force 

the words out, louder than I had intended. “Malcolm Locke was a great man. But this 

has nothing to do with him. It has my name written all over it. It’s my legacy.” 

Chris’s face turned red. He swung out his arm and shouted, “You’re playing with 

people’s lives, for fuck’s sake! Don’t you see that? Don’t you care?” 

His words hit like a knife to the heart. “I am not forcing anyone to do anything.” 

“Adrian, that’s a fool’s excuse and you know it. You’re reaching. You’re making 

everything an extreme. All these people, you’re right, you didn’t hold them at gunpoint 

and make them apply for a job here. But you should at least take care of the people who 

trust and respect you. They’re going to start leaving you. And you’ll be left with less than 

nothing. A sad, lonely, broke alpha.” 

Broke? 

He must have seen that he’d struck a sore spot. “Good luck continuing your 

lifestyle without a source of cash flow. I don’t care how much you have saved up. It’s not 

going to be enough.” 

I thought about often I ran out of money. How often I’d asked Lucius for loans in 

the past. 

I hated thinking about that shit. It was too frustrating. “Chris…” 



He held up his hand, stopping me. “I’ve said my piece. You can’t change my 

mind, just like I can’t change yours.” 

I didn’t want to have to deal with this. I didn’t want to take this responsibility. I 

hadn’t asked for it. All I wanted was to enjoy life. 

Chris moved over to the bar and poured himself a shot. He tossed it back and 

sighed. “I’m telling you this as your friend, not just as your advisor. Adrian, if things don’t 

get sorted out soon, you’re going to find my resignation letter on your desk. I can’t be 

here, professionally, when it all falls apart. It’ll stain my name forever. And, as your 

friend, I couldn’t bear to watch what’s going to happen to you.” 

Without giving me a chance to respond, Chris walked out of the office and shut 

the door behind him. 

I groaned and sat down behind my desk and buried my face in my hands. I 

avoided responsibility all my life. I never wanted to be tied down to anything. This 

company was the bane of my existence in that regard. Father should have left the whole 

of his company to Lucius and just given me an inheritance instead. Shit, why had he 

done that? He never did seem to realize I didn’t want anything to do with the business. 

He loved me, and he loved Lucius. And I loved him too, but he had been so 

blinded by his own expectations. He treated us as if we were the same when we so 

obviously weren’t. It was frustrating. If anything, it made me want to have even less to 

do with the company. 

This wasn’t my jam. 

Maybe, this entire time, I had been subconsciously trying to destroy it in order to 

free myself. 



 

I looked out the window at the gleaming silver skyline. How could I give this up? 

How could I keep it? 

“What were you doing?” I whispered, asking Father, knowing I would never get 

an answer. “Why couldn’t you accept me for me?” 

If this gift of a company had been his way of teaching me responsibility, it had 

failed miserably. 

Someone knocked at the door. 

“Yes?” I called. 

“It’s me, Mr. Locke, sir.” 

“Come in.” 

My secretary opened the door and stepped inside. He was a sharp, talkative 

omega who dressed with a fussy immaculateness even though my company had no 

real dress code. No real handbook of rules at all. His name was Mason, and I had slept 

with him within a week of hiring him. Since then, I had been unable to figure out if his 

energy and enthusiasm came from a desire to please me, or if he just liked his job. 

What he did, I had no idea. 

Mason held in his hands a stack of papers and folders, the kind he always 

brought to me whenever I came in to work. He gasped at the sight of me and put his 

hand over his heart. “Oh, my! So, it’s true!” 

I tried to laugh. “Yes, it is.” 

Mason approached and set the folders down on my desk. They made a sound 

not unlike a textbook being dropped on the floor. He leaned in very close, like he had 



when we were fucking and he wanted to be kissed. I had no interest in doing that again. 

I never slept with the same person twice.  

“You snuck past my desk, somehow. I didn’t see you, but I heard people talking 

about it. I just had to look for myself to see if it was true. What happened, sir? Was it 

over someone you had locked in?” 

“Locked in?” I repeated. I knew what the phrase meant, of course. Everyone in 

the company did. I just didn’t get what Mason was getting at. “Why would you think 

that?” 

“Oh… It’s obvious, isn’t it? You’ve just got that look about you. That intensity in 

your eyes.” Mason shivered a little, a suggestive wriggle.  

“No, it wasn’t anything like that. Just a fight with some drunk jerk who thought I 

was cheating at poker.” 

“Wow. If that’s what you look like, I can’t even imagine what the other guy must 

look like. You had to have beaten him to a pulp.” 

I didn’t have to force my laugh this time; not because I was amused, but because 

it saddened me how someone so innocent and hopeful could be working for a loser like 

me. Only Mason would think that looking rough meant the other guy got it even rougher. 

Only Mason would admire a boss who admitted to gambling and fighting and drinking.  

“Anyway, I better get back to my desk. I just had to see for myself.” Mason 

strutted back to the office door, wiggling his fingers at me as he stepped through. 

I looked down at the folders, full of charts and statements I had no idea how to 

decipher. Maybe I really should get someone to do all this stuff for me. 

Was there even a point? 



Thinking like that was getting me nowhere. I stood up and refilled my glass. I 

went to stand in front of the window and looked out at the city, my reflection on the 

window plastered over the view like a ghostly apparition.  

I look like I’ve locked in… 

A clever pun coined by someone in the building. A combination of my last name 

and the phrase “locked in.” Meaning to be trapped in, or to have sights set on 

something; both worked in context. 

When someone was locked in, it meant I was going to sleep with them.  

No one had ever said no, and it wasn’t just because I was the boss. The same 

thing happened with any person I wanted. They wanted me, too. I would do anything. 

They were attracted to my experience and the sense of freedom I offered.  

However, this was the first time I had locked in someone without knowing who 

they were. That was if Mason was to believed, anyway. He could have been mistaken.  

Who was my mystery desire? 

I drank my whiskey and let my mind wander.  

I thought of Edgar. 

The little vampire. The goth omega who’d saved my ass.  

I didn’t necessarily consider myself as having a type, not when there were so 

many different aesthetically-pleasing looks in the world. However, I hadn’t ever had the 

occasion to sleep with a goth.  

He had been cute, admittedly. Smooth, perfect skin and deep blue eyes that 

peeped out from underneath thick black bangs. That dark red stud on his lip had drawn 

my attention to how soft they were, how pink and plump. His paleness served to 



accentuate what color he’d had, cementing the image of his face in my mind even 

though I had been drunk and disoriented at the time of our encounter. 

I pulled out my phone to text his number, which I had put in my contacts because 

I knew I’d lose the scrap of paper he wrote it on. I’d invite the guy out to dinner. I didn’t 

even care if I slept with him, at this point. I just wanted something to do to distract me 

from the other thoughts I was having. 

  



Chapter 4 – Edgar  

 

I practiced.  

I’d practiced a lot of shit in my relatively short life. Fighting moves, defensive 

tactics, phrases to defuse confrontations. Each time I’d had to learn something new to 

protect myself, I was sure that it was The Toughest Thing.  

Now I knew I was wrong. This was going to be the hardest thing I had ever done. 

I couldn’t even imagine actually going up to Nirvana and… 

I looked into my mirrored reflection and pulled in a deep breath. I squared my 

shoulders and pushed my undone hair out of my face. My lips trembled. I pressed them 

together to stop that treacherous sign of weakness. 

“Nirvana,” I said. My voice quivered. Instead of sounding brave, I sounded like a 

child on the verge of tears. 

I cleared my throat and smoothed my hands down my hips, unsure of what to do 

with them. “Nirvana, I have something to tell you.” 

Better, but that sentence had a history behind it that was as vast as the spoken 

history of humankind. No one ever said that and followed it up with anything good. 

Nirvana would run for the hills before I even told him the news. 

I crossed my arms over my chest and leaned back, trying out that pose. No, too 

stiff, too closed off. But what the fuck was I supposed to do with my hands otherwise? 

“Nirvana, can I talk to you?” 



Still awful, yet less suggestive of anything bad. He might assume I wanted to talk 

about getting back together. Then, while he was preparing to defend himself against 

that, I could ram him with the actual reason I wanted to talk to him. 

I turned away from the mirror and flopped in bed face-down, burying my head in 

the black sheet covering the mattress. My heart beat rapidly, shaking my body. I had no 

idea what to feel about anything except anxious. Reality hadn’t sunk in yet, I supposed. 

My disbelief was a forcefield keeping the darkness at bay, allowing me to see and know 

what was coming, dreading its arrival without yet being subjected to its full effects.  

I missed him.  

I missed his laugh. I missed his belongings cluttering the apartment, constant 

reminders of his presence in my life. He could come and go whenever, and his things 

would always be here waiting for him, inviting him, welcoming him. I missed his lips and 

his warmth and his scent lingering on my skin. 

I missed his embrace. 

I missed knowing. 

I curled my hands into fists around the sheets, crumpling the fabric against my 

palms. “Damn,” I whispered, and my heart ached as it pounded.  

From the other end of the room, on the dresser with the mirror I’d been practicing 

in front of, came a muted little vibration. A text. 

I pushed up from the bed and jumped over to the dresser, snatching the phone 

before it could even finish buzzing.  

Please be Nirvana. Please be Nirvana. 



The screen was on, a brief glimpse of the message displayed. No name was 

included, a string of numbers in its place.  

Disgusted at myself, at this person who clearly had the wrong number, I sat down 

on the bed and opened the message to tell them they were out of luck with whatever 

they wanted. 

“Hey this is Edgar, right? It’s Adrian.” 

“Oh,” I breathed. My stomach felt abruptly fluttery and light. Adrian Locke. That 

was his number. I recognized it now. I never thought I’d actually need to know what it 

was.  

I texted back, confirming. I grabbed a pillow and held it to my chest, watching the 

phone and waiting for his response. Doing this was better than wondering, better than 

panicking.  

“Are you free 2night? Want 2 say thanks for what you did for me. Dinner. My 

treat.” 

Dinner with Adrian Locke. How many people were given this kind of opportunity? 

A lot. Dozens, if not hundreds. I really should not be getting involved with someone like 

him, especially taking my condition into account. I hadn’t ever heard about him doing 

anything bad to the people he dated, but he did have an awful reputation for getting 

drunk and getting into fights and causing public disturbances. He represented 

everything that I didn’t want in this life I had worked so hard to build. 

But, all the stuff I’d read about him going to jail and setting off illegal fireworks, 

sleeping around, abusing his money, how much of it was blown out of proportion? 

Reporters did that all the time, capitalizing on gossip. The Adrian I’d spoken to had been 



nice enough. Interesting, even, what with the way he seemed to understand my lifestyle. 

Accepting this invitation to dinner didn’t mean I had to get involved with him. I didn’t 

have to do anything crazy.  

But what if I did do something crazy? The future was going to come whether I 

was ready for it or not. This could be my last chance to really enjoy myself for a long 

while. 

I weighed my misgivings against the need for a distraction. It was close, closer 

than it should have been, but at last I made my choice. 

I texted back. “I’m free. When and where? But you don’t have to.” 

“I told you I want 2. I never do anything I dont want 2. Let you know time and 

place in a bit. Ill pick you up.” 

I set the phone down and got out of bed, unable to hold still. My stomach 

fluttered and churned, a hellish combination of butterflies and wasps. I was going out 

with Adrian Locke. Handsome, rich, infamous, unique. 

After I went out with him, then I’d tell Nirvana what I had to say. 

I went into the bathroom and sat down on the closed toilet lid. Sitting on the edge 

of the tub was the positive pregnancy test that had forced me into this fugue state where 

nothing made sense anymore.  

Nirvana’s baby. 

My baby, growing inside my flat stomach.  

Shit. I didn’t want to be tied down. I wasn’t ready for this. I couldn’t imagine 

raising a baby into this world, as a single omega goth parent. The poor little thing. It 

would have to grow up going through just as much hardship as I had.  



What am I going to do? 

  



Chapter 5 – Adrian 

 

I directed the limo driver to park out in front of Edgar’s apartment building and 

then stepped out and waited on the curb so he would see me. My chest was tight from 

the anticipation of seeing him again and I scanned the door leading to the lobby, eager 

for a glimpse. A night with him wouldn’t fix any of my problems, but it would make me 

feel better and that was what I cared about. 

The door to the building opened and Edgar stepped through. My heart leaped 

and I moved to meet him halfway down the walk, unable to hold still for a moment 

longer. Lights filtering out from the lobby and flooding up from the street illuminated him 

in flattering golden detail, giving color to his pale skin. He wore a black button-down 

shirt underneath a black jacket, and black slacks with a dark red belt. He had the same 

red lip piercing as before, like a droplet of blood, and earrings in the shape of roses.  

“You look great,” I said, and offered my arm to him to lead him back to the limo. I 

was a little surprised at how good he did look, honestly. I expected makeup, more 

piercings. The whole package. He’d be more readily accepted at the restaurant this 

way, but I hoped he hadn’t played down his interests for the sake of that. I’d have to find 

a way to tell him that. 

As if it matters. Won’t be seeing him again. 

Edgar gave me a strange look, a secretive look I didn’t quite understand. His 

eyes held a jumble of relief and hesitation, a combination that made no sense. Then, his 

expression cleared and he reached out to hold my arm. His long, thin fingers encircled 

my bicep. “I have something to show you.” 



“What’s that?” 

He opened his mouth, revealing the sharp fangs of vampire teeth.  

For a moment, only a moment, my spine crawled. Then, the moment passed, 

because he was laughing and reaching for his mouth, pulling out the fake fangs. He 

held them in the palm of his hand. “They look real, don’t they? I thought you might like 

knowing I had some.” 

“Why?” I asked, curious.  

“Halloween costumes, mostly. And for freaking out people who make fun of me. 

These are just the novelty kind.” Edgar slid his hand lower on my arm, and linked his 

through mine. My skin tingled where he touched, even through the sleeve of my suit 

jacket. “I have a set where it’s individual teeth that you slip on over your own teeth. Like 

caps. You can eat with them on and everything.” 

I led him to the limo, relaxing more with each step. His humor and honesty was 

so refreshing to be around; he was treating me like an ordinary man, not a rich guy. 

“Will you put those on before we enter the restaurant? I want to see if the waiters freak 

out.” 

He grinned. “Sure. But if they kick us out, it’s your fault.” 

“They won’t kick us out. Not if they want my money.” 

I opened the door to the limo and gestured for Edgar to slide in, then sat down 

after him. The moment I shut the door, the driver pulled away from the curb, taking us in 

the direction of our true destination. 

Edgar glanced around the interior of the limo. It was spacious and comfortable, 

with a number of compartments that could be filled with drinks and food and other 



entertaining items if one was willing to pay extra. “If you could get something like this, 

why did I have to call you a taxi to take you home from the casino?” 

“You insisted that you do it to make sure it got done.”  

“Oh, right. Well, I just wanted to make sure you were taken care of.” 

“And it was very kind of you.” 

He shrugged. “Be kind of stupid to save you and then let you die in a car crash 

on the way home.” 

I laughed. “I’ll take it, then.” 

Edgar glanced sideways at me. “I didn’t say so earlier, but you look nice, too. 

That color really suits you.” 

I plucked at the gray material of my suit. “Are you calling me boring?” 

“No! It makes you look dignified. Stoic. It brings out the color of your bruise.” 

I snorted. 

Edgar reached over and touched my arm, gently, almost affectionately. I tried not 

to read too much into how much he was touching me. I knew all the signs, but my 

emotions were high and I might make a mistake if I acted too quickly. “I’m only teasing 

you.” 

“I know. Really, I carry my battle wound with pride.” 

“You might want to eat something soft tonight for dinner.” 

I rolled my eyes. “My teeth are all intact, thank goodness.” 

“You could borrow some of mine if you had to.” 

“As if the rumor mill doesn’t have enough to work with when it comes to me.” I 

smiled.  



“I know it must still hurt like hell,” Edgar said.  

I shrugged. “Nothing aspirin can’t take care of.” 

“No.” He shook his head, surprising me. “I know about things like this. It has to 

hurt. I’m sorry I didn’t get to you sooner, before it happened.” 

Fuck. He’s being sweet. Why does he have to be so sweet? 

I had a sweet tooth. Couldn’t resist gentle young men. 

I placed my hand on his knee. “Don’t blame yourself for something you have no 

control over. Let’s talk about something less consequential. Do you work at the casino?” 

“Ha! No!” 

A bit of a strong denial, I noted.  

Edgar must have realized that. An expression crossed his face, one I couldn’t 

quite figure out. Guilt, or panic. “I’m in freelancing. I design and illustrate.” 

“Really? What sort of things?” 

“Everything as long as you pay me. I’ve put together posters and flyers, book and 

magazine covers, websites. You name it.” His eyes lit up as he spoke. “It keeps me on 

my toes and constantly challenged. I like it.” 

“Horror books, I assume?” 

“Those are my favorites. But I’ve done diet books and science fiction, and even 

romance.” 

I frowned, trying to picture him putting together a frilly, fluffy image to grace the 

cover of a bodice-ripper. Much to my surprise, I could. He’d be bent over in front of his 

computer, his hair undone, his clothes all black but otherwise normal. The back of his 

shirt riding up a little…. 



I realized I still had my hand on his knee. He hadn’t moved away, so neither 

would I.  

Edgar looked down at my hand, as if he’d read my mind, and looked up at me. 

His eyelashes lowered and he smiled. 

The limo slowed to a stop in front of the large, brightly-lit front of Monteverde, the 

restaurant I had chosen for our date. I stepped out and Edgar followed before I could 

get to his door. Disappointment dragged at me, at not being able to spoil him with such 

a gesture.  

I held out my arm for him and he slid his through, his hip brushing against mine in 

a movement that absolutely had to be intentional. “Shall we?” 

His body trembled. I glanced at him, surprised, saw the look on his face and 

realized the quaking had been his stomach rumbling. Chuckling, I led him in through the 

front door. The scents of pasta and tomato sauce and bread hit like a hurricane, warm 

air and savory smells blowing around us. Edgar’s stomach growled again, trailing off 

just in time to avoid being heard by the host who came to greet us. I gave my name and 

she hastened to take us to the table I had requested in my reservation. At one side of 

the table was the restaurant wall, affording us more privacy than if we were off in the 

middle somewhere. On the adjacent side was the large front wall of windows which set 

the restaurant apart from others on the same street, offering us a gorgeous view of the 

outside. Orange street lights cast their glow on the silver street, turned ordinary city 

trees into shadowy spectacles of dappled light and dark. 

Moving quickly, I pulled out Edgar’s chair for him. He sat down with a smile sent 

in my direction. Satisfaction curled through me. 



I ordered a cocktail. After scanning the menu for a long moment, Edgar asked for 

the blood orange juice. He looked up and flashed a wide smile at our server, showing 

off his false vampire teeth. 

The server paused and blinked, visibly reset himself, and asked if we’d like an 

appetizer to go with our drinks. “May I recommend the crostino? It would pair quite 

nicely with the lighter, refreshing drinks you’ve both ordered.” 

“That would be fine, yes. Thank you.” I struggled to talk normally, laughter 

bubbling up inside me.  

The server bowed and backed away. I watched until he was far enough away 

and then let the laughter come out. “I didn’t even see you put those in! And blood 

orange? That’s fucking amazing, Eddie.” 

He smiled, pleased with himself. “Put what in?” he asked, and flashed his teeth at 

me. They were normal again. He held a serious face for a few moments and then 

laughed. “It’s a skill.” 

“It’s definitely something.” 

“Besides, it’s not gentlemanly to be caught putting my hand in my mouth at the 

dinner table.” Edgar winked. He covered his mouth and cleared his throat. When he 

took his hand away, the teeth were back in. 

I felt like a small child who had seen a magician do a trick. I clapped my hands 

and smiled at him.  

Our drinks and appetizer arrived. We both ordered and were alone again soon 

after. Edgar picked up a crostino and inspected the many small ingredients stacked 



meticulously on the slice of grilled bread. “This is almost like a piece of art. I don’t even 

know what half of these things are.” 

“Neither do I. All I know is they taste good.” I popped an entire crostino in my 

mouth and chewed. “Satisfies something inside me, makes me feel fancy.” 

Edgar picked off a slice of truffle and then ate. “Tastes like bread and cheese to 

me.” 

“Yes, but fancy bread and cheese.” 

“I want to ask about something you said earlier,” I said. 

Edgar glanced at me and for the second time I saw that strange mixture of 

feeling in his gaze. “What?” 

“You said you ‘know about things like this.’ Does that mean being beat up? What 

about your fighting skills?” 

“Oh.” Edgar picked at his food, lowering his eyes.  

“I don’t mean to pry.” 

“No, it’s okay. It’s natural you’d be curious.” He shrugged and smiled. “You 

probably think I’ve got some sort of heroic backstory, but the truth is the opposite. I grew 

up in a small conservative town in southern Illinois. Places like that aren’t very 

accepting. I got picked on constantly for being different.” 

“I ate glue when I was younger, if that makes you feel any better.” To this day, 

the scent of glue brought back strong memories of childhood. “I’m sorry you had to go 

through that. But didn’t your parents do anything?” 

“They tried, but in a town like that, everyone thinks that if you’re bullied it’s your 

fault. My parents eventually put me in self-defense classes. I also took first-aid courses 



and did some faux-boot-camp stuff to learn survival tactics.” Edgar grimaced. “But then 

that just made me more of a challenge and bullies wanted to prove they could beat me. 

I left as soon as I graduated high school. I figured Chicago would be a better place for 

me. And I was right. The only fights I get in now are with drunks. Or to help others.” 

Hearing him talk about beating beaten up in such a casual manner made 

protectiveness surge inside me. “I’m glad things are better for you now,” I said, and 

really meant it.  

“Me too.” While we ate and talked a little more about what Edgar’s work day was 

like, I found myself struggling with a very strong craving. Even though he didn’t need me 

to protect him, I wanted to. I wanted to take him and show him not everyone had it out 

for him. 

As if he doesn’t already know that? You can’t show him anything he doesn’t 

already know. 

I reached for the last of our appetizer. Edgar’s fingertips brushed mine as he did 

the same. My breath caught in my throat, my hand tingling and warm from his touch.  

He looked up at me, his eyes meeting mine. “This one’s mine.” 

I looked back at him and narrowed my eyes.  

He leaned in closer. The fruity sweetness of his breath caressed my lips. I 

trembled, gripping the edge of the table with my free hand. 

Edgar tilted his head more, his mouth coming closer. I started to close my eyes, 

my awareness of the world around me narrowing down to the two of us at this table. 

The drone of other diners talking faded out, the clink of silverware going muted. My 

heart pounded, the sound reverberating inside my skull. 



Edgar’s eyes fluttered shut I in the moment before I did the same. He leaned in, 

his presence filling empty space. He smelled so good, like soap and cologne, light in 

contrast with the heavy odors of Italian food. 

Warmth glanced against my lips.  

Footsteps approached rapidly, accompanied by a clattering of dishes and a 

cheerful voice announcing that our meals had arrived.  

It took every ounce of strength I possessed to lean away from Edgar, restoring a 

semblance of normalcy to my position. My groin was tight and hot, and I shifted my legs 

together and tensed my thighs around my erection. Pleasure pulsed through me, gave a 

brief reprieve from the overwhelming desire. All the same, I was glad for the table hiding 

the lower half of my body. 

Edgar shifted in his own chair, somehow managing to make it look nonchalant. 

“This looks good,” he said, addressing the server, but looking at me. He licked his lips. I 

caught my breath. 

“It’s one of my favorites,” the server said. Either he was oblivious or damn good 

at his job. Either way, I’d need to tip him well for putting up with this. 

With our dinners in front of us, our hands and mouths occupied, touching him, 

flirting with him was going to be more difficult. I sliced into a piece of chicken, tender 

and spicy, and tried to think of a way to continue what we’d started. 

As soon as I wondered, an answer came. Pressure against my leg from under 

the table. I looked up, tingling, and saw Edgar watching me with his intense blue gaze. I 

was mesmerized, trapped in their hold, a prisoner with no desire to leave. The pressure 



shifted to my upper thigh. Its shape was that of toes and the ball of a foot. The toes 

wandered, tickling their way even higher before settling on top of my hard-on. 

You crafty omega. 

I spread my legs and he pushed his foot harder against me for a brief moment, 

causing me to inhale and almost choke on a piece of bread. The pressure eased and he 

switched to rubbing, sliding his soft foot over my cock, up and down and from one side 

to the other. He moved my cock like a wind moved a willow tree and the simple freedom 

of the movement was bringing out a hunger inside me that couldn’t be satisfied by food. 

There was a thrill to it, the newness of the sensation. In all the acts I’d ever done, all the 

experiences I’d ever had, being fondled by a foot underneath a table was unique to him.  

I placed my napkin on my lap and kept my hand underneath the table. I caught 

Edgar’s foot in my hand and guided it to between my legs again, positioning him to 

apply steady and constant pressure to my needy cock. He flashed a grin and wiggled 

his toes.  

I dropped my fork on my plate, heat racing through my body. The clattering was 

loud even in the noisy restaurant, drawing momentary attention from other diners.  

I ignored them, but there was no ignoring the wiggling toes and the effect they 

were having on me. It felt like quick little strokes of a hand, not quite enough for the full 

effect, making me ache for more than was being given. I snaked my hand under the 

table, less discretely than before, and wrapped my fingers around his toes.  

“Behave,” I warned. 

“Or?” He smiled.  

“Or I’ll do something that gets us kicked out.” 



He laughed and pushed the length of his foot on my cock. “Tempting.” 

“Eddie.” 

“I said tempting. Not irresistible.” His fingers shook as he picked up his own 

napkin, plucking at the fabric. “Adrian, when we’re done here, do you think…?” 

Celebration bells tolled in my mind, twin surges of anticipation coursing through 

my mind and my cock. Not only had I locked him into my sights, but he had done the 

same to me. I could hardly wait for what the rest of the night was going to bring. The 

mind wandered, imagining all the kinky things a goth might be into… 

“Adrian?” 

I never said yes. 

Edgar was smiling, waiting. He must have seen the look on my face, the 

excitement and want.  

“I don’t think,” I said. “I know. I’d leave with you right now if I could. But I invited 

you to dinner. We should eat more. Gather our strength for later.” 

“You talk about it like it’s a battle.” 

“It’s important to me.” 

It was, this time. On all the other occasions, anything would do; this time, I 

wanted everything to go exactly right. 

Edgar glanced down at his plate. “I should eat more,” he muttered to himself, 

sounding hesitant and strange.  

“Don’t you like what you ordered?” 

“Huh?” He looked up, startled. “Oh, no. It’s not that.” 



He pushed his foot against me. I squirmed my hips, rubbing myself on him until 

the wild urge subsided enough for me to take control once more. How the hell was I 

going to keep my hands off him in the limo? 

The answer was: I wasn’t. 

After a few more minutes of eating and drinking, pretending at normalcy despite 

what was going on underneath the table, I lifted my hand and flagged down our server 

for the check. And a couple of boxes. I had to field the usual questions that 

accompanied an unfinished meal, which were all along the line of what I’d asked Edgar 

myself. Excuses provided, server appeased, I paid for our dinner and led Edgar out of 

the restaurant. Both of us held our to-go boxes low in front of us, a pathetic attempt at 

disguising arousal.  

The limo awaited us as we stepped outside into the warm night. Edgar 

scampered ahead and pulled the car door open for me. I slid inside and he thrust 

himself in after me, bumping our hips together. 

I instructed the driver to take me to my penthouse and he peeled away from the 

parking lot,  perhaps sensing urgency in my voice. I couldn’t spare a moment to think 

about that. I turned my head to look at Edgar and his face was right there, his lips so 

pink and kissable.  

His hand skimmed over mine, a touch asking for permission.  

I turned my hand over and clasped his fingers, and thrust my mouth to his. Our 

lips collided. I claimed his, kissing them, tugging at their fullness, tasting sweetness and 

spice.  



Edgar yielded under my kiss, his body leaning over, held up by my chest alone. 

He moaned and stroked the fingers of his right hand up my neck and jawline, skipping 

over the bruise and into my hair. He clutched at me, pulled me more firmly against him, 

and I gladly came to him, exploring the shape of his mouth and the smooth, cold texture 

of his piercing with my tongue. The roughness of the red stud was yet again something 

new to me and somehow exciting. 

I probed between his lips with my tongue and he gave me entrance to penetrate 

into the silky, warm wetness. His tongue flicked against mine, a teasing dance.  

I clutched his back, felt his muscles underneath my hands. Desperate to feel 

more of him, I pushed his jacket off his shoulders and started to lift up his shirt.  

“Ah,” he said, breaking our kiss. He grabbed my wrist, pulled my hand away. 

I stared at him. “What?” 

“I’m…” He bit his lip, his eyes flicking away. He was about to lie. “I’m self-

conscious.” 

“About what?” Focusing on this conversation was difficult. My alpha nature 

demanded I stop talking altogether and let my body speak for me. “Do you have a third 

nipple or something?” 

“No.” He gave a fake laugh. 

It was a reasonable lie for whatever it was he was covering up with his shift. He 

might not have a third nipple, but perhaps a scar or a botched tattoo. Either way, it didn’t 

really matter.  

“Can I touch if I don’t look?” I asked. 

“Why?” he demanded, defensive. “Aren’t there better places for you to touch?” 



Reasonable. 

I dropped it.  

I touched my lips to his again, felt the warmth and cold, the softness and 

hardness. “Whatever you say. I’m under your vampire spell.” 

He made a sarcastic sound, which melted into a moan as I kissed him again. He 

grabbed my hair once more and thrust his mouth on mine, and everything was as it 

should have been, the momentary lapse forgotten. My cock formed a tent in my pants, 

stretched to its full, demanding length. Edgar kept touching me through the fabric, 

fondling me, rubbing me between breathless gasps as if he kept having to make sure 

what I had in there was real.  

We came to the penthouse, the prolonged slowing of the limo the only sign of 

arrival that broke through the tempest of heavy breathing. Grasping Edgar’s hand, I 

jumped out of the car and hurried to get inside again. Edgar followed, the lobby a 

whirlwind of light and arching features and columns. We fell into the elevator and I 

slapped the button for the floor of my penthouse; turning, I grabbed Edgar by the waist 

and thrust him against the elevator wall as the lift rumbled and shook.  

He gasped and held my shoulders, arching his back and thrusting his hips on 

mine. The bulge of his dick rubbed against mine. I grinded on him, holding his ass to 

keep him in place. Urgency was fully awake inside me, an uncontrolled force that could 

not be denied. My tongue pushed between his lips, thrusting on his. He gyrated 

underneath me, unable to do anything except squirm when trapped between me and 

the wall.  



The floors ticked by, anticipation mounting for the moment when the doors 

opened and we arrived. I dug my fingers harder into his ass, massaging him so he 

would feel it deep, deep inside. His back arched and he tossed his head back, a 

gasping cry pulling from his throat.  

With a ding, the elevator door opened. I pulled us around and pushed Edgar 

through first. I grabbed his firm, tight ass in my hand and guided him from behind, 

leading him to the door. I unlocked it and then we were inside, in privacy, with nothing 

left to stop us from doing what we wanted.  

Edgar twisted to face me. I grabbed him again, holding his ass and lifting up. 

“Whoa!” he said, and hiked up his legs to wrap them around my waist. His erection 

pushed on my stomach; I looked down to admire him, how nicely-sized he was.  

Gripping me tighter with his legs, he pushed himself on me. “Get going!” 

“Whatever you say,” I agreed, and took him to my bedroom, feeling all the while 

as if I really was under the influence of some kind of spell. Every part of me was 

captivated. I couldn’t get enough of him, the warmth of his body and the softness of his 

lips as he kissed my neck, nipped at my skin, urging me on without words. As before in 

Monteverde, my entire existence had narrowed down to how he made me feel. 

Finally reaching the bedroom, I tossed Edgar on the bed and flipped the lights on 

so I could see him properly. When I turned back, he already had his belt undone and 

was in the middle of yanking his pants off. His legs were as smooth and white as the 

rest of his skin, covered in downy golden hairs, which I supposed might be the real color 

underneath the black dye. He also kicked his shoes off, letting them drop to the carpet.  



I undid my own belt, pulled my zipper down, tasks performed without much, too 

caught up in the slender form of his leg muscles, his calves and smooth inner thighs. 

His underwear as, of course, black, but thin enough to show the paler outline of his dick. 

“What are you waiting for?” he demanded, and pulled his erection out. “Can’t you 

see I’m waiting?” 

Waiting impatiently, from the look of him. His tip was red as a cherry, red as the 

glowing head of a cigarette, and oozing with droplets of pearly precum.  

“Just admiring you,” I murmured, my voice husky. I was torn in two. I wanted to 

stand here forever and look at the perfection of his body. I wanted to dive on top of him 

and fuck him.  

“Admire me from here!” 

That solved that problem. I stripped out of my pants and underwear and threw 

my jacket aside, leaving on my shirt as some sort of deference to him. I crawled up onto 

the bed, sliding my body over his as he held out his arms to embrace me. We kissed 

again, our lips entangled, tongues fucking back and forth between us. Edgar clamped 

his legs around my body and raised his ass up, pushing his dick on me, grinding on me, 

leaving trails of heated wetness wherever he touched.  

I held his face in my hands and kissed him, harder than before, thrusting my 

tongue to the back of his throat. He let out a deep, aching moan and pushed himself 

even harder on me, trembling. The muscles in his thighs twitched and jumped.  

I whispered into his mouth, “On your hands and knees. Now.” 



He squeezed me again and then released. I held his waist and helped him roll 

over. Then, the moment he was in position, I spread his ass cheeks with my hands and 

pressed my face between them. 

Edgar cried out as my breath hit his puckered opening, tossing his head with his 

hair flying all over the place. “Fuck!” he gasped. 

I pushed my tongue on his opening and his cry turned wordless, rising into a 

single clear note that was unmistakably of desire and need. I rubbed my tongue over 

the ridged texture of his opening, feeling his muscles clench and loosen, responding in 

time with my wet strokes. He tasted of musk and I pushed my tongue on him harder, 

wanting more. He pushed his ass into my hands and started squirming his ass around. I 

thrust my face harder between his ass cheeks and fucked my tongue against his 

opening. He relaxed for me and I slipped inside for a brief, glorious moment. Glorious 

for him, glorious for me. My cock twitched between my thighs, heat radiating outward 

from my crotch. I felt on the very edge, like I was going to lose it any second.  

I fucked my tongue inside him again. He cried out again, his body shaking, his 

ass bucking. I dug in my nails, trying to hold him still, but he bucked again and moaned 

out.  

“Adrian. Adrian, fuck me. Please fuck me. I need your cock inside me!” 

He sounded as filled with need as I felt.  

I rubbed my lips on his asshole, kissing him, giving a promise I would be back. 

Then, I pulled away. “Don’t move,” I murmured. 

“Fuck me,” he fired back, demanding now. 



I laughed, my chest warm, my muscles loose, and reached for the nightstand to 

grab lube and a condom. This was the part I enjoyed, almost more than the act itself. 

The sense of power that came with being alpha, seeing the effect I could have upon 

another person. Only another alpha could understand the sharpening of senses, the 

animalistic instinct to claim.  

Back behind Edgar, I ripped open the condom and put it on. Ultra-thin, my 

favorite kind. I wanted to feel everything.  

Edgar had his hand between his legs, rubbing his dick in slow strokes. Every inch 

of him trembled. His face was buried in the mattress, his ass up in the air in a plea to be 

taken.  

I rushed through rubbing lube all over my unsheathed length, making sure every 

inch was covered. Dabbing more lube on my fingers, I rubbed it over Edgar’s opening. I 

slipped a finger inside him and he cried out and thrust against me, but I had already 

moved away. I held my cock in my hand and moved it to replace my finger, letting him 

grind on my hot tool. The pressure, the heat, the texture of the most intimate part of his 

body was too much. I pushed myself inside him. 

Edgar raised his ass higher and wriggled, helping me go deeper and deeper until 

he was fully speared by my shaft. His firm ass pushed on my hips. 

Time seemed to stop, that single instant of waiting, of motionless, carrying on for 

an eternity. I closed my eyes, leaned over and buried my face between his shoulder 

blades. I kissed his skin, tasted his sweat, smelled sex in the air. His breath came in 

ragged gasps, my name mixed in with them like a mantra.  



I sank into the sensations and began. I lifted my hips and lowered them, pulling 

myself in and out of his ass, showing him my rhythm and asking him to follow. He did, 

our paces matching, our bodies writhing together. With every thrust he was there to 

meet me, and when I pulled out, he pulled away, creating friction like sticks rubbed 

together, generating heat, smoke, and soon fire. The bed bounced underneath us, the 

headboard slapping the wall.  

I shoved my face harder against his back, biting and sucking his skin through 

shaking breaths. We went faster and faster, our flesh slapping together. I buried myself 

inside his ass as deep as I could go, his inner muscles grabbing me, holding me, giving 

me the exact level of tightness and suction my body craved.  

The heat mounted. My body was shaking, my thoughts evaporating in the face of 

the coming flames. I cried out and clutched Edgar’s hips, and fucked inside him harder 

than ever before, knowing he was ready from the spasming of his body against mine, 

and knowing I was ready, had been ready since the restaurant.  

Edgar screamed out, a sound of pure ecstasy, and his ass muscles clamped 

down on me all at once. The inferno forming inside me sprang into fully-formed 

existence, taking over my entire body in exploding bursts of hot pleasure.  

In the depths of my orgasm, there was nothing but colorless fireworks against a 

fuzzy gray background. Nothing but that and a deep, almost religious sense of 

connectedness and completion that always comes in the aftermath of great sex.  

Slowly, a little at a time, other sensations asserted themselves. Tiredness, 

soreness. My cock was sensitive to the point of almost being painful. My lungs ached 

from the exercise, my throat hurting from shouting. And there was heat, but a different 



sort of heat, originating from Edgar. He lay underneath me, utterly limp and flat on the 

mattress.  

I touched my lips to the back of his neck, nuzzling into his hair. A strange new 

sensation stirred in my heart, a sort of tenderness toward him.  

Edgar stirred, shifting slightly. I sensed his discomfort and braced myself on the 

bed, pulling my cock from him. He sighed, a deep and satisfied sound that echoed what 

I felt. 

“That was… amazing,” he murmured. “Much better than with… Oh, um. Nothing.” 

I wrapped my arm around his shoulders and draped my leg over his. He 

stiffened, which made my spine tingle like I’d missed a step on a staircase. Had I done 

something wrong? 

“It’s okay,” I said. “I could say the same about a lot of people.” 

I let my head rest on the mattress and started to relax. Edgar shifted out from 

underneath me and sat up. Irritation stirred inside me. He could wait a few minutes 

before cleaning up. I wouldn’t call myself much of a cuddler, but I knew the mechanics 

of hormones. Staying with a partner afterward helped even out the sudden, depressing 

drop after orgasming. 

I grabbed Edgar’s arm. “Stay. Let’s not get up just yet.” 

He tilted his head, letting his messy hair fall across half his face. “It’s not that. I 

had fun. It’s just that I remembered I have a lot of work to do tomorrow. I should get 

home soon so I don’t oversleep.” 

I sat up, my body stiff and resistant. “You can’t wait even a few moments? I’ll 

drive you back to your apartment.” 



Edgar shook his head. He bent and grabbed his underwear up off the floor, 

sliding them on. No clean up at all. He really wanted to get out of here. I was baffled, 

juggling the last few things I’d said, searching for the reason for his speedy departure. 

Around and around and around the reasons went. I couldn’t make sense of it.  

“I appreciate the offer,” he said. “But it’s okay. I can call a taxi.” 

“No.” I handed him his pants before he could search for them. “You made sure I 

got home safely. I’ll do the same for you.” 

He smiled a little, although it looked painful. “You’re really stubborn, aren’t you?” 

“I am. While you get dressed, I’ll call. And then I’ll walk you down.” 

“Everyone who sees us together in this condition will know what just happened.” 

I stood up and found my own clothes where I’d tossed them aside. “That’s not a 

rare thing around here. Don’t worry. They don’t really care. They’re just curious. 

Rubbernecking.” 

Edgar relaxed and shrugged. “Okay. But if reporters show up at my apartment…” 

Telling him that the novelty of talking to people I’d fucked had long since died for 

the media didn’t seem like the appropriate thing to do. He knew who I was, but I didn’t 

want to ram it home that he was just the latest in a long string of partners. It would be 

rude. And, for some reason, I felt it wouldn’t be true. 

Why? 

Why did he strike me as different from the rest of the crowd? And why, as he 

walked away from me toward the taxi, did I stand there and wait for him to look back? 

Why was I disappointed when he didn’t? 

  



Chapter 6 – Edgar 

 

Nirvana looked up as I walked into the McDonalds where he’d agreed to meet 

me. Not even a real restaurant. A McDonalds. I shouldn’t have compared this meeting 

to my date with Adrian, but I did. How fucking absurd was it that a guy I’d just met had 

done more for me in one night than my former boyfriend had done in the year we’d 

dated. 

At least he chose a corner booth for privacy. I guess I should be thankful for that. 

I sat down opposite him and opened my mouth to let out the words I’d been 

practicing for so long. 

He cut me off. “I hope this won’t take long. I’ve got band practice in half an hour.” 

“Band?” 

“Yeah. Paradise Rejects.” Nirvana narrowed his dark eyes at me. A quivering 

tingle of excitement raced through me at that moody flower. “What’s that weird look 

for?” 

“Just thinking,” I said, my voice tight. “Even after you broke my heart, I’d still do 

anything for you. You know that?” 

“No. I don’t know that.” He pushed his hand through the thick tangle of his hair, 

chains on his wrists jangling. “You always tried to control me.” 

“I never tried to control you, dammit.” I slapped the tabletop. “I tried to keep you 

from ruining your life. The moment you break up with me, you start throwing all that 

effort away! I told you, those band people aren’t any good. They’re going to cause all 

sorts of trouble for you.” 



“This is why I broke up with you. It was cute at first, but then I realized how damn 

nosy you are.” Nirvana shook his head, as if he was disgusted with me after all I’d done 

to help him. “‘Bout damn time I started living my own life.” 

“You wouldn’t have that life if I hadn’t gotten you off the street!” I snapped. For a 

moment, I seriously considered getting up and walking out without telling him anything. 

He didn’t deserve to know. 

“Whatever, Edgar. Edgar Blade. Remember I picked out that last name for you?” 

Nirvana crossed his arms, satisfied with himself. “You wouldn’t be who you are without 

me, either.” 

“Isn’t that the truth,” I muttered, and rubbed my stomach. 

“What?” 

I looked up. “This has gone on long enough. Go ruin your life. Go do drugs and 

shit. I came here to tell you I’m pregnant with your kid, but now I don’t think I should 

have bothered.” 

Nirvana froze. His face broke, the mask of carelessness he wore shattering apart 

to reveal terror underneath. “You what?” 

“I’m pregnant. It’s yours. I thought you might want to show.” 

“Shit,” he swore. He stood up and paced beside the table, his lips pushed 

together in a rictus of fear. “Goddamn. What the fuck? We used condoms!” 

“One of them must have broke.” I grimaced, too.  

“Eddie… Fuck! I don’t want a kid. What the fuck you want, child support?” 

I wouldn’t want you anywhere near the baby. 

“No. I just thought you should know. Give you a chance.” 



“I don’t want it.” Nirvana took several steps away, holding up his hands like he 

was fending off a wild animal. “Keep it away from me, man. You think I’m going to ruin 

my life? That thing definitely would.” 

I stood up and looked at him, this man I thought I had loved once. My heart hurt, 

but the pain felt somehow okay. It kept my mind sharp, reminded me of what was really 

important. “Last chance.” 

“No.” 

Nirvana fled through the door.  

And that was that. I was alone. Alone and uncertain, walking through a forest 

without a path to guide me. Only one thing was certain and that was that I hurt. My 

heart, but also my ass. 

Soreness, from the hard fucking Adrian gave me. But, as the days passed, the 

ache faded and in its place came a weird kind of sadness, a longing to see him again.  

It was stupid of me to have feelings like that so soon after Nirvana rejected me. I 

shouldn’t think about another man, especially not in such a serious way, but I did 

anyway. Burying myself in my work didn’t help. Every spare moment I had to spend, 

while eating, breathing, waiting to fall asleep, was spent with Adrian in the back of my 

mind.  

I dreamed of his strong, powerful body, the feel of his muscles pressing on me. 

His tongue flicked my asshole, causing such sharp jolts of pleasure to shoot through me 

that I woke in the middle of an orgasm. His golden lion eyes, looking at me as if I was 

his and his alone. 

His. 



Sex with him hadn’t felt like just an act. It had been better than that. It wasn’t a 

race towards satisfaction, even though it had been fast and hard. He had given me 

everything he had to give, and still had the kindness, the charm to want to hold me 

afterward. I left because of thoughts of Nirvana. 

After a week, I found another text from Adrian on my phone, asking how I was.  

I stared down at the words, words I couldn’t recall ever coming from Nirvana. 

Common sense told me not to answer. I had too much to deal with. I slid my thumb over 

the screen to the delete button, the little trash can symbol. Funny how I’d never noticed 

it before, never used it before, and now it represented a choice. I had finally found a 

path in the forest. Did I take it, or did I keep making my own way? 

Indecision gripped me. My breath came faster and I had to sit down on my bed or 

risk working myself up until I passed out. Nirvana and Adrian had similarities. The 

careless, easy-going nature that led them into trouble.  

But what else? 

Adrian had given me what I needed. Accepted me. Rewarded me for my 

kindness. 

The phone screen had gone dark while I deliberated. I turned it back on and 

tapped inside the message box. Stepped onto the path. He wasn’t asking for anything. I 

wouldn’t give him anything. But maybe, just maybe, I could talk to him when I felt lonely, 

when I wanted to feel accepted again.  

I texted back and then closed my eyes to wait for a response. I had no idea 

where I was going. The roiling in my stomach could be excitement or terror, or a mix of 

both. Nothing was going to be certain again for a long time. 



Adrian replied, and then we talked. On and off throughout the days, we talked. 

We talked about my work, our childhoods. I told him more about being bullied, and he 

told me about going from first grade directly to fourth because of his grasp of math and 

science. Then, about being held back in eighth grade, and graduating high school a 

year early. He demonstrated his grasp of Spanish for me, told me about being arrested, 

and his visits to Canada, Mexico, Italy, and Germany.  

Every little thing I learned about him painted an image in my mind that was 

somewhere between a tortured genius and a delinquent. Just like Nirvana, he seemed 

to do things without any regard at all to his own safety, or legality, literally living his life 

from one moment to the next.  

But, unlike Nirvana, he was genuine and honest. Too genuine, too snarky, too 

nice, too everything. He was a playboy who didn’t play games. You knew exactly what 

you were going to get, exactly what he was thinking and feeling at every moment of 

every day. He was an enigma not because of anything he hid, but because it was 

impossible to figure out how such a man could exist.  

Before I knew it, a few more weeks had passed and we had moved from texting 

to emailing each other every morning and calling each other whenever we had the 

chance. I craved his voice the way I craved air.  

The only thing that ruined this situation, this flirtation -because it was flirting, no 

pretending it wasn’t even though I’d only just lost Nirvana- was the baby. The baby that 

was growing, making me put on a few pounds, giving me nausea in the morning so I 

couldn’t eat until lunchtime when I’d suddenly be starving.  



I tried to put it off, but I had too much of a sense of responsibility. I scheduled a 

doctor’s appointment and then headed out that same morning to go shopping. I still had 

a lot of the money Adrian had thrust upon me at our first meeting. No use holding onto it 

any longer when I could use it to buy baby stuff.  

Easier said than done. 

I stood in the middle of the store at the mall and gawked at the endless rows 

upon rows, shelf after shelf, of items and strange contraptions in pastel colors of every 

shade. Some, I recognized. Strollers, high chairs, stuffed animals. Others, I couldn’t 

even begin to think about their function. 

“Can I help you?” said a sweet, frail voice. 

I turned and found myself looking into the eyes of an elderly saleswoman, who 

smiled knowingly. I was really slumming it today, wearing mascara and black lipstick, 

my hair teased down over one eye, and piercings in every available orifice, but she 

didn’t even seem to notice.  

“Ma’am, to tell you the truth, I don’t even know what I don’t know.” 

“First time?” she asked. 

“Right.” 

“Well, I can certainly help you, young man. What’s your name?” 

“Edgar.” 

She smiled. “Well, Edgar, I’m Cathy. I do love your earrings.” 

I touched my earrings, which were upside down crosses, and wondered if she 

was misunderstanding their meaning. “Thank you, Cathy.” 



“You’re very welcome. You know, I used to be very into metal and punk myself. 

Never got a tattoo or piercing, though. Wish I had.” 

I blinked at the surrealness of this. Did babies give you weird dreams? Because 

this sure as hell couldn’t be reality. “You should get one now. It’s never too late.” 

She chuckled. “Maybe so. But anyway, I can help you, dear. I assume you have 

a budget?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Well, why don’t I show you around the store and help you find the basics?” 

Cathy suggested. “You can add more specific, specialized items as you go along, but 

it’s always nice to know where to start.” 

Relief flooded through my veins. “That would be great.” 

What followed was two hours of intense decisions. Cathy spent a fourth of that 

time showing me around and helping me compile a list of the absolute essentials, 

before she was called away to help with someone else. The other hour and a half were 

spent comparing incredibly similar items and wondering what the hell was the point of it 

all. 

In the end, I bought diapers -the hospital would give me some when I delivered, 

Cathy said, but the more, the merrier- and bottles, bottle cleaning brushes, formula, 

blankets, and a variety of clothes and other accessories that were so tiny they made me 

nervous. After figuring out the approximate total of all that, I discovered I had enough 

left for a cheap bassinet.  

I paid, and left a good word about Cathy with the manager who watched over the 

cash registers.  



I feel better, I realized.  

I was scared and restless and uncertain of everything. My mouth was perpetually 

dry, and my hands shook all the time. But, my arms were full of things that would be 

useful later. I was taking action. Despite being unexpected, I could deal with this whole 

baby thing as long as I took it in stride and made plans; it was the same way I’d 

overcome everything else.  

I shoved the bassinet box into the back of my car and reached up for the trunk to 

close it.  

“Edgar!” 

I jumped and slammed the trunk shut as fast as possible, and spun around with 

my heart pounding in my chest. “Adrian! What are you doing here?” 

Adrian smiled at me, his gaze warm and open and friendly. I swayed a little, 

feeling as if I was falling into their glowing sunny depths. “I told you. Being fancy doesn’t 

satisfy every part of me. I’m here to grab a pretzel and poke around in a few stores.” 

He looked so good in a t-shirt and plain blue jeans that it was almost impossible 

to take my eyes off him. I swayed again, my heart still beating too hard, too fast. My 

vision grayed, a tunnel that narrowed to a pinprick centered around Adrian’s face. 

I wasn’t captivated by his good looks. I was falling out of my body, my thoughts 

fading, drifting sideways.  

I put my hand to my head. My forehead was hot and clammy against my palm. I 

squeezed my eyes shut and willed the dizziness away, willed the sudden churning in my 

stomach to calm down. Not being able to see made things worse and I looked up at 



Adrian again, not really seeing him, only knowing that I had to make some sort of 

excuse. 

“Excuse me,” I said, and turned away. The world spun in a lazy loop; I grabbed 

onto my car with both hands to keep from falling, and then pushed away from it. My feet 

struck the pavement at odd angles. I stumbled, hit the curb, and collapsed across the 

sidewalk. Someone gasped and another person shouted. Who they were and where 

they were, I didn’t know, couldn’t tell. I was blind, my head pounding, waves of pain 

stealing my vision away. 

“I just…” I put my hands down on the concrete. “I just need to sit down for a little 

bit.” 

Someone said something and warmth engulfed my hand, but these sensations 

were far away and then they weren’t there at all, adrift in the gray on a different level.  

I opened my eyes, saw a ring of faces staring down at me, inquisitive, worried, 

simply puzzled. Beyond them was the sky, and a glimpse of the roof of the mall building.  

Oh, god. 

“No, I don’t know if he has any medical problems. Look, he just passed out, 

okay? Can you just send a fucking ambulance?” 

I lifted my head and the world spun, although less severely than before. In the 

lazy, drowsy loops, I saw Adrian through the shoulders of two of the people surrounding 

me. His face was creased with worry, every line standing out in sharp detail. He spoke 

rapidly into the phone as if he could make things happen faster by talking as quickly as 

possible.  



I tried to sit up. My stomach lurched and I gritted my teeth. Don’t puke. Don’t 

puke. That’s the last thing you need right now. Don’t puke. 

“Hey,” said one of my watchers. “You shouldn’t move.” 

I ignored them and pushed through the dizziness to stand up. At least the worst 

of it seemed to have passed, because I could feel the ground properly underneath me. I 

focused on each step as if it might be the last I ever took, closing in on Adrian. He 

turned, a brief flicker of annoyance passing over his features before dissolving in the 

caustic acid of shock.  

“Edgar?” 

I grabbed the phone from his hand. The operator was asking for Adrian to repeat 

the address he’d given. I cut him off. “This is the guy who passed out. I’m fine now, 

clearly. No need to send an ambulance. Have a nice day. Thanks.” 

I hung up and handed the phone back to Adrian, who stared at me as if I’d lost 

my mind. For the first time, he looked his age. I didn’t like that. I hated it, even. Stupid 

fucking me, causing him to worry. 

“I’m fine now,” I repeated, as if repeating it would make it true.  

“Like hell you are!” he exclaimed. He grabbed me with both hands. “What 

happened? What’s wrong with you?” 

I looked over at our audience and shook my head. I regretted it when it caused 

the sick feeling inside me to intensify; clutching at Adrian’s arms, I barely managed to 

keep myself upright. “I can’t explain to you. Not here. Not with…” 

Adrian glanced behind me and narrowed his eyes. He nodded slowly. “I see. 

Come on.” 



He held onto me, supporting me the entire way to the passenger side of my own 

car. I didn’t have the energy to protest at having to ride shotgun in my own vehicle. 

Probably for the best anyway. The last thing we both needed right now was for me to 

screw up in a fast-moving, metal death machine.  

And, I didn’t want to admit it, but looking at all the moving cars going different 

directions probably would have made me pass out again. I felt so awful it was all I could 

do to get to this seat, even with Adrian doing most of the work. 

Adrian went to the driver’s seat and slammed the door shut. I felt the sound 

resonate through my skull and down my spine. My body no longer felt like a single entity 

with multiple parts all working together. Everything felt distant, separated. My heart 

beating and my muscles flexing and my lungs inflating were all acute, distinctly felt, but 

with nothing to do with the other sensations constantly occurring inside me. I was 

shattered. Broken. With everything inside me so dissonant, with my mind so jarred from 

what had happened, there was nothing I could do to stop the truth slipping out through 

the cracks before Adrian even asked.  

“I’m pregnant.” 

Adrian stomped on the brakes, causing the cars behind him to slam on theirs. 

Indignant honks filled the span of silence between us. I looked away and realized we 

were on the other side of the mall now, circling it. Well, that made sense, didn’t it? If he 

took me anywhere, he’d be stranded and would have to call his driver to get him. It was 

just easier to stay in the same location.  

At least he isn’t taking me to a hospital. 

“But we used a condom,” he said.  



“It’s not yours. I…” I swallowed hard.  

We reached a stoplight. Adrian turned to me, his golden eyes very gentle, like a 

lion looking down at a sick cub. “You don’t have to tell me. It’s okay. But at least it 

explains why you were putting a crib in your car when I saw you. I assumed it was a 

present for someone else, but it’s for your baby, right?” 

“It’s a bassinet.” 

“My mistake.” 

The stilted exchange made me wince. This wasn’t like us. Not at all. I hadn’t even 

known there was an us to begin with, but there it was. “I haven’t been with anyone else 

since we met at the casino. But, that was the night my ex broke up with me. It’s his. But 

I didn’t know at the time. I found out the same day we went on our date.” 

“Holy shit,” Adrian muttered. “You beat up two assholes while pregnant.” 

“Well, all I really had to do with the first guy was shove him.” I shivered despite 

what I’d said. I hadn’t thought about things in that way. If things had gone wrong, I’d 

have lost the baby before I even knew I had it.  

I wrapped my hands protectively over my stomach. Fuck that. No more taking 

risks until this kid was out of me. I might not have wanted it, but it was mine and I wasn’t 

going to let anything happen to it. I’d raise it right and show it how to be kind to 

everyone while still knowing how to protect itself from danger. An Edgar 2.0. 

“You weren’t planning to use the baby as leverage against me, were you?” 

Adrian asked. We were on our second circuit of the mall by this point. 

I felt a little like I’d been slapped. “No! I didn’t think I’d be talking to you or 

anything after that.” 



“And you weren’t going to use me to rebound after your ex broke up with you?” 

“No, of course not! Please, Adrian. I didn’t have any sort of betrayal or double-

crossing in mind at any point, okay? I just had fun with you. It was nice talking to 

someone who didn’t have a hidden agenda. Who just…cared.” A lump formed in my 

throat. We weren’t dating. We weren’t anything to each other. At the same time, I didn’t 

think I could bear to lose him so abruptly. If we were going to part ways, I didn’t want it 

to be like this, with unanswered questions and bad feelings to stain the memories. 

Silence until we were starting a third lap of the mall. Adrian said, “I don’t know 

how I feel about this.” 

“You aren’t the only one.” 

He smiled a little. It didn’t last long, but my hopes rose anyway. “I did want to 

have another date with you.” 

“You never asked.” 

“I never convinced myself. Eddie, I don’t sleep with the same person twice. I 

don’t encourage personal connections with my lovers. It’s just not who I am. I like sex. 

Not responsibility.” He turned into the parking lot, slowed the car to a crawl. “There’s 

even a phrase for when I’ve got my eye on someone I want to sleep with. It’s called 

being locked in. I always get what I want.” 

I listened, unsure of what to think. He was telling me more or less what I’d 

already known about him, just with a bit more detail.  

“I decided I wanted you. And I got what I wanted. According to my track record, 

that should have been the end of it. I should have moved on with the rest of my life like I 

always do. But…” His voice cracked. “I couldn’t. I wanted more of you. You’re so 



interesting and unique. I liked our time together more than I’ve liked any date in as long 

as I can remember. But I couldn’t make myself cross that line. My own line. I didn’t know 

if it was the right thing to do.” 

Adrian parked my car right next to his truck. We were in a quieter section of the 

parking lot, surrounded by a lot of empty space. No one was going to bother us here, 

although I almost wished they would. Anything to prolong where I thought this 

conversation was going.  

“I bet knowing I’m pregnant helps you make up your mind,” I offered. 

“Fuck, no. It doesn’t. It makes it harder.” Adrian slapped his hand on the steering 

wheel. “I don’t know what I’m going to do with you. With my life. Nothing is going the 

way I want it to anymore, and I just don’t know.” 

Neither do I. 

  



Chapter 7 – Adrian 

 

I summoned a taxi to take Edgar home, and arranged for his car to be taken back 

to his apartment later. I didn’t trust him to drive after the way he fainted, but neither did I 

trust myself to take him there. My thoughts were too confused right now and it wouldn’t 

be right for either of us if I let my decisions be influenced by whatever was happening in 

the heat of the moment. I drove myself home to my penthouse, avoiding my bedroom 

because I imagined I could still smell him, smell the sex in the air. Instead, I grabbed a 

cup of coffee and went out to sit on the balcony. The air was warm, almost muggy, and 

shimmers of heat poured up from every surface. The skyscrapers undulated from side 

to side as if in some sort of swaying dance, and the roads wavered in some unnerving, 

melting way, like a Salvador Dali painting. An appropriate view, I supposed, seeing as 

how my life had turned rather surreal, as if at the hands of that mustachioed genius.  

About the only thing I could be certain of was the reason Edgar kept his shirt on 

while we had sex. He couldn’t be very far along in his pregnancy, but he had wanted to 

be sure I wouldn’t see any sign. 

I rested my arms on the balcony railing and studied the traffic, cars and people 

interwoven in a sort of controlled chaos. So structured, despite all appearances 

otherwise. So many unspoken rules were being followed. Everything had its place.  

I lived my life defying those rules, breaking laws, ignoring conventions. I did 

whatever the hell I wanted. I liked being my own man, outside the box society would 

have put me in. 



So why, why did these doubts form inside me? Why did they persist despite all 

my efforts to ignore them, to pretend they were nothing more than momentary slips? It 

had started when I became a CEO, I had no doubts about that. Why? 

You know why. You’ve thought about the reason before and knew it was true. 

This is no time to pretend. It’s more than just your life on the line. That’s the difference.  

I sighed and put my forehead down on my arms. Yes, that was the difference. 

The day I became CEO, my days of fun were limited by responsibility, by the heavy 

weight of accountability which I had never learned how to deal with. I had tried to ignore 

it, continued to make my own rules, but the world wasn’t made for me. The world wasn’t 

made to do whatever the hell I wanted it to. The rules I never followed, the paths I 

deliberately never chose, they were all now required for success.  

By ignoring them, I was losing money, losing employees. I was causing problems 

and fixing none of them. And I had ignored that too, while all the time doing everything I 

could to keep from admitting I was wrong.  

There were people counting on me. I was failing them, had been failing them for 

a very long time now, and it was all catching up with me.  

As for Edgar, it was the same thing on a smaller scale. Continuing to date him 

would have been accepting a personal responsibility, putting pressure on me to act a 

certain way. A way that I wanted, to be sure. But the responsibility? Didn’t want that.  

I’d managed to have a little of both by talking to him through the phone, but that 

was a temporary solution to a very permanent problem. 

And now I knew he was pregnant and that brought a whole new level of duty. 

There was no telling what was going to happen in a month, or a year, but dating him 



now meant accepting his pregnancy and even taking part in it. When he gave birth, it 

would be implied that I accept the child. One could not be had without the other.  

I didn’t ever want a kid.  

I didn’t want a family, a spouse. 

I didn’t want a company.  

I wanted to keep my lifestyle. 

And I wanted Edgar. 

Something has to give, I thought, and tilted my head back to look at the pale blue 

sky. Something had to give, and it wasn’t going to be the company. When I failed and 

lost everything, someone else would have it. 

It wasn’t going to be Edgar. He wasn’t going to change, nor did he need to. His 

sweetness, his sense of humor, formed a perfect balance to his feisty nature and 

strength. I had never known an omega like him before. He was special. It would be an 

awful thing for him to change because of what someone else wanted. Myself included. 

It had to be me. 

I closed my eyes, everything inside me on the cusp of falling from a great height. 

A fall I would never return from. Unimaginable, unknowable things waited for me at the 

bottom. 

I could turn back and continue going on my way as I always had done, but that 

path suddenly looked dark and gloomy. Lonely. And I did know what awaited me at the 

end. The fangs of society, waiting to bite me in the ass and devour everything I 

depended on. 



“I need to change,” I whispered. Tears stung my eyes. I placed my hand over 

them, trying to hold them back even as they trickled unfettered beneath my fingers. 

They were cold on my cheeks.  

I had to change. To get the things I wanted, I was going to have to do what I 

didn’t want. That was the way of life, and I was finally going to have to conform.  

More tears came. I choked on them, sobbed, imagined the whole city could hear 

my sorrow. The idea made me choke down the next gasp. I brushed the tears away, 

pulled in a deeper breath and let it out. My lungs trembled, but they obeyed. My heart 

ached, a mournful throb like I’d lost a best friend. I was falling, tumbling through the air, 

and I was so afraid of it. I didn’t know anything about this. I didn’t know what to do. I 

didn’t know what obstacles awaited or how to overcome them.  

But I know someone who does.  

I wiped my face to get rid of the last of the tears and pulled out my phone to call a 

number I had often called before, though not in such a serious context.  

Four rings, and then a moment of static and a hesitant voice. “Adrian,” Chris said, 

his voice crisp and professional.  

“Chris,” I said. “Chris, you haven’t quit yet, right?” 

“You actually caught me in the middle of writing my letter of resignation.” His 

voice was bland, emotionless. “As if you’d actually read it.” 

“Throw it away.” 

“What?” 

“Throw it away!” I almost shouted. I cleared my throat, tried to calm down. “You 

were right. You always were, every time you tried to talk me into…” Shit. I couldn’t even 



remember. “You were right, okay? I need your help. Is it too late? Can I still save the 

company?” 

“You want to save it? Because it would be a whole hell of a lot easier to hand it 

over to Lucius.” 

“No. I don’t care about easy or hard. Just tell me if it can be done, dammit.” 

“If you’re willing to meet up with me and your other senior staff members, sure. 

It’s going to require a lot of changes. A lot of work. But, it should be possible.” 

“How soon can we arrange this?” 

Chris said nothing for a moment. Then, he asked, “You’re actually serious, aren’t 

you?” 

“I can confidently say that this is the most fucking serious I’ve ever been.” 

“Well, give me a few days to arrange it with everyone and get it on their 

schedules. But, you and me, let’s meet in your office tomorrow at, say, eight a.m.? And 

we’ll talk.” 

“Okay. Okay, good.” I relaxed a little. Having something to look forward to helped 

me to feel steadier. I was taking action, which was something I knew well. “Thank you, 

Chris. Thank you so much.” 

“Hey, don’t mention it, okay? This is my job. I’ll be happy to actually do it.” 

I had a feeling I’d be hearing things like that a lot in the coming days, so I tried 

not to let it hurt me. “I’ll see you tomorrow, then.” 

“Sure. Just don’t change your mind before then or I really will quit.” Chris 

laughed. A joke, a threat, a promise.  



I hung up and squared my shoulders. I was Adrian Locke, and I did not change 

my mind. This meeting was locked in, and that was all there was to it. 

I won’t talk to Eddie yet. I want to know what I can offer him instead of making 

empty promises.  

I took my coffee cup back inside and went into my office, and was hit in the face 

by a thick odor of dust and dead plants. Back when I first took over Adrian Enterprises, I 

had this storage room turned into an office and then never used it at all except to show 

off to interested lovers.  

I turned on the light. The bulb flashed blue as it popped and went out. I settled for 

turning on my desk lamp instead and sat down in front of my computer. It hummed 

loudly as it woke from its long slumber, before settling into a quiet purr. I opened up my 

business email and started to read the thousands upon thousands of unread messages, 

making notes about certain things I didn’t understand so I could have Chris clarify. The 

notebook I was using filled up at an alarming and daunting rate.  

I kept going. I was going to do this right. 

The next day, I got to my office half an hour early and installed a new coffee pot 

on the bar counter, and set it to brew. I rearranged my notes, turned my computer on, 

and waited with my heart in my throat for Chris to arrive.  

Five minutes to eight, I straightened up in my chair and folded my hands on my 

desk: a posture Father often adopted when listening to important information. 

Right on the dot, the door to my office opened and Chris stepped inside. He 

sniffed around, glanced at the gurgling coffee pot, and then at me. His eyebrows rose 

so high they almost disappeared into his hair. Then, he laughed.  



“You look like a school principal about to tell me my child did something bad.” 

I let out the breath I’d been holding. “I guess I’ll have to work on that. You want 

some coffee?” 

Chris moved over to the bar and frowned. “Did you bring mugs?” 

“Uh…” 

He shook his head. “Never mind. We’ll use these Styrofoam cups, like the 

common folk.” He held up one of the cups in question. “Reminds me of my intern days.” 

“Well, I tried.” 

“You did. I never thought I’d see the day.” Holding two cups of steaming coffee, 

Chris came back to the desk. He set one down in front of me and dropped a handful of 

sugar and individual creamer cups in the middle. “Before we get started, I want to say 

that this doesn’t mean you have to stop being yourself, Adrian. You aren’t your father 

and you’re never going to be. That’s fine. We all love you, you know?” 

More fucking tears in my eyes. When did I turn into such a crybaby? 

“You’re a great guy. You should run things how you think you should.” Chris 

tapped a sugar packet on the desk for emphasis. “But hopefully, the difference will be 

that you listen to advice and take everything into account before you make those 

decisions. That’s what we’re here for, okay?” 

“Okay,” I whispered. I coughed, pretended to have something stuck in my throat 

that wasn’t a knot of emotion. I picked up my coffee cup, the warmth soothing against 

my hand. “I don’t know if it’s going to be important, but I made notes about things I don’t 

understand. Explain them to me?” 

Chris smiled. A real smile. “That’s as good of a place to start as any.” 



What followed was an entire day of endless explanations and example problems 

that made me feel as if I was back in high school again. The sheer quantity of 

everything that had to be considered at one time was overwhelming. For everything I 

learned, there were a dozen other things connected to it that I would also have to learn 

about. How the shit did people do this every day without having a breakdown? 

When we broke for lunch, Chris told me that having everything memorized wasn’t 

the way to go. I just needed to be aware and to have some general idea of things. My 

advisors would help me from there. In time, I would begin to absorb knowledge in the 

same way a child learns their first language: in small, incremental steps that would 

eventually come together in a way that made sense.  

I hoped so. I really did. I didn’t care that I’d be treated like a kid, guided around 

by the hand. In fact, I was relieved. Guidance was what I needed, and a shit ton of it. 

Later on that night, I received several emails. One was from Lucius, saying he 

had heard the news about my change of heart and wanted to talk with me. I put that one 

on the back burner for now. As much as I wanted to reunite with my brother, it wasn’t 

going to be easy to face him. 

The other emails were from senior members of the company who all expressed 

interest in having that joint meeting with me and Chris. My heart full of hope and 

anticipation, I emailed every single person to thank them and tell them how much I was 

looking forward to it. 

And when we did have that meeting a few days later, I felt like I had when I was 

six years old. Already in third grade, where I belonged, but missing so much. Unable to 

grasp some things. Trying and trying to tie my own shoes with fingers too chubby and 



small to do the job right, no matter how many times the adults repeated the steps for 

me. 

Maybe someday, I’d get there. If I tried and kept trying, everyone would work with 

me. Adrian Enterprises would level out and might even be restored to a better condition. 

As that happened, I could give duties to top employees and have them carry them out in 

my stead, creating a more streamlined process.  

I left the meeting and went straight to my office, locked the door, and called 

Edgar.  

He picked up on the first ring. “Hello?” 

I spoke fast, not wanting to lose my momentum. “Don’t talk, Eddie. Just listen. I 

know it’s premature to think about things like this, but I’ve learned I need to spend more 

time preparing for the future. I want to date you. I want another date with you. I want to 

see where this can go between us. Please, give me that chance. Give me the chance to 

act on these feelings. They’re stronger for you than they’ve ever been for anyone else.” 

I had more to say, but ran out of breath. Panic clenched my gut and I rushed to 

speak more. 

Edgar cut me off. “What about the baby? That doesn’t seem like something that’s 

your style.” 

“Fuck my style,” I exclaimed. I clenched my hand into a fist. “My style is broken. 

My life is broken. I need to change. You, the baby, it’s a package deal. I know I can’t 

have one without the other. I will even deal with the father if I have to.  Shit, we might 

not even get that far. But if we do… If we do, I would be with you every step of the way.” 

“I don’t need anyone to take care of me. Especially not Nirvana.” 



I guess Nirvana’s the father. So he isn’t in the picture at all? 

“I know you don’t. I’m the one who has to be taken care of.” I shook my head. “I 

had my first real meeting with people from my own company today and they treated me 

like a child. The way I deserve to be treated. I… I know I can’t offer you anything in that 

regard. But I want to do something for you. I want to make sure you’re happy.” 

“Adrian. Is this for real?” 

“Yes. Yes, it is. I don’t know where you and I will go, but I’d like to find out.” I 

closed my eyes and took a deep breath, steeling myself. “Eddie, will you go out with me 

again?” 

There was a beat of silence, during which I felt my heart drop down into my 

stomach.  

“Yes. But if I don’t feel comfortable with how things are progressing…” 

I winced. Always a possibility. “If that ever happens, I’ll understand.” 

“Good. Thank you. So, knowing you, you already have a place picked out for our 

date?” Edgar’s voice was warm, accepting, exactly the way I remembered. My heart 

lifted back to where it belong and I smiled.  

“Yes, I do. We’re going to the doctor.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“You passed out,” I pointed out. “I might not know much about pregnant people, 

but I don’t think passing out is good.” 

“I already have an appointment scheduled. It’s tomorrow.”  

“I’ll come with you, and take you to lunch afterward.” 

“I’m going to want ice cream,” he said, a note of playful warning in his voice.  



“I’ll buy you the entire ice cream parlor.” 

He laughed. “Knowing you, you would. Okay. It’s a date. Pick me up at nine, 

please? The appointment is at 10:30. I’m going to need to get there early to fill out 

forms.” 

I agreed and then we hung up. I spun around in my chair and looked out the 

window at my gorgeous view as if I was seeing it for the first time. 

I’m here, I thought, and nodded to myself. I’m here. Let’s do this shit. 

  



Chapter 8 – Edgar 

 

Adrian held my hand tight, clutching my fingers. I wasn’t sure who he was trying 

to console more: me or himself. I didn’t mind either way and held onto him just as firmly 

while Dr. Gooding looked at the results of my blood test. This was our second visit so 

far this week. I normally wouldn’t have seen him for another month because I was still 

very early in my pregnancy, but the mention of my passing out -and other moments of 

dizziness since then- had concerned the doctor so much he had me come back as soon 

as the results of the test were in.  

“Everything here looks fairly good,” Dr Gooding said. “Great, even. Exactly within 

the parameters for a young man your age. Except for this.” He tapped the paper. I saw 

numbers, not that they meant anything to me. “Your blood sugar levels were very low. 

Did you fast before the test?” 

“You told me not to,” I said.  

“Correct. So, you didn’t?” 

I tried not to be exasperated. He was only making sure and this had to be 

important if he was pushing it so hard. “I didn’t fast.” 

“Then what this tells me is that your pregnancy may be affecting your body’s 

natural ability to maintain your blood sugar levels.” 

Adrian leaned forward. “He’s diabetic?” 

“While pregnancy diabetes is common, it doesn’t seem to be that severe yet.” Dr. 

Gooding stroked his beard and turned his attention back to me. Whenever Adrian 



spoke, the doctor was always dismissive like that. He didn’t seem quite comfortable with 

me having a baby daddy twice my age. Not that Adrian was the baby’s father, of course.  

As for me, I didn’t mind the assumption. 

“We’ll need to watch and see what happens. I’d like to see you again in two 

weeks for another test to see if anything has changed. In the meantime, you need to be 

more careful. Make sure to eat something at least every two hours to maintain glucose 

levels. If that doesn’t help, we may have to put you on medication.” 

I didn’t like the idea of taking any medicine with the baby inside me, unable to 

have any say in what it was exposed to. “Okay,” I agreed. “Every two hours.” 

“I have many expectant patients who take to carrying granola bars with them 

everywhere they go, just in case. You might look into doing the same. Any questions?” 

I had none and neither did Adrian. 

Dr. Gooding shook my hand, ignored Adrian, and saw us out to the desk to 

schedule the two-weeks appointment. While the receptionist read off dates and times, 

Adrian produced a pocket calendar and flipped through the pages. He glanced at me 

and held the book out to show me.  

“I’m free that Thursday.” 

I had to smile. He really was taking this whole thing so seriously. “Let’s do that, 

then. Thursday at 11:45.” 

Once the appointment was made, Adrian linked his arm through mine and led me 

out through the parking lot to where he had parked his new truck. It was exactly 

identical to the last one, except it didn’t smell of cigarette smoke. And neither did Adrian, 

although I caught a whiff coming from his clothes every now and again. He had quit. For 



me, for the baby. When he told me that, a wave of hormones had washed over me and I 

cried. He was stopping an addiction, a habit, for me and there was no guarantee we’d 

even be together for long. It meant he chewed nicotine gum like crazy and was 

spending money on patches to try and fight the urge, and shredded everything he could 

get his hands on to give his fingers something to do; it meant he cared for me in a way 

no one else ever had before.  

Adrian opened the door for me and then went around to the driver’s seat. He 

wriggled his fingers on the steering wheel, stroking over the bumpy texture. “You know, 

it’s been about two hours since the last time you ate.” 

I laughed and smiled over at him. “You’re going to drive me crazy with that, aren’t 

you?” 

“Doctor’s orders.” He glanced over his shoulder while backing out of the parking 

space. “You’re doing all the hard work, making that baby from scratch. The least I can 

do is pretend to be helpful.” 

“If you want to be helpful, take me to someplace where I can get fajitas. I have a 

craving.” 

“Are you even far along enough to have cravings?” 

“Hey, at least I’m not wanting to eat dirt like Britney Spears.” 

Adrian peeked at me out of the corner of his eye. “It’s almost surreal hearing 

someone like you say that name. It’s just not right.” 

I pushed at his shoulder and settled back in my seat, aware now of my stomach 

growling at the prospect of food. Just because I was pregnant didn’t mean I was going 



to give up the things that I loved. Even if maternity clothes didn’t come in goth fashion, 

I’d find a way.  

Adrian took me to lunch and I got my fajitas, as promised. There weren’t that 

many other people in the restaurant, so we had an entire section all to ourselves. We 

ate and joked and talked about the future in vague terms. Separately. I talked about 

mine and he talked about his, as if the two were never going to have anything to do with 

each other. I didn’t really mind. I didn’t have anything figured out yet, and there was 

plenty of time for that, wasn’t there? All I had to do right now was work, go on dates with 

Adrian when he came calling, and make sure I ate.  

Simple.  

I was happy. 

*** 

 

“I have something to show you.” 

I looked up at Adrian as we walked out of the doctor’s office together, two weeks 

later. Careful monitoring of my eating habits had been working for me, so Dr. Gooding 

conceded that I wouldn’t have to go on medication at this point in time. It was a cause 

for celebration, so we were going to have another lunch date.  

“What is it?” I asked, leaning toward him to rub my thigh on his. 

He slid his hand down to my ass and gave it a teasing little squeeze that made 

me jump. “Well, it’s a surprise. It’s at my place. You’ll have to come with me if you want 

to see it.” 

“Is it your bed? Because I’ve already seen that a few times.” I grinned up at him. 



He laughed and patted my ass, and opened the door of his truck for me. “I can 

show you that too, if you want. But that’s not it.” 

“Give me a hint.” I slid up into the seat. 

“I don’t think so,” he said, cheer in his voice. He shut the door, as if declaring an 

end to my questioning.  

I watched him walk around the front of the truck, swaggering through the summer 

warmth. My groin tingled and I squeezed my legs together to try and quiet my arousal. I 

hadn’t realized until recently that my hormones could make me horny, not just 

emotional. Some days, it was as if I couldn’t get enough blood to my brain to think 

properly because of the constant erections.  

Adrian got in on his side and reached over to place his hand on my lap. He 

rubbed me with the flat of his palm. I squirmed and arched my back, pressing myself 

against him.  

“Is the surprise an orgasm?” I gasped. 

“Nope.” He withdrew his hand to drive and then replaced it a few moments later, 

curling his fingers around the bulge in my black jeans. He worked his fingers up and 

down over my length and I gasped again as lust surged uncontrollably inside me. I 

pushed my dick on his hand and he gripped me more firmly. Heat stirred in my groin, 

sparks of pleasure coalescing into the beginning of a blaze. I leaned my head back and 

moved my hips, and closed my eyes to get lost in the sensations.  

Times like this, nothing else mattered. Reality fell away, hardships evaporating, 

leaving only myself and Adrian in a comfortable vacuum. 



Times like this, I would have done anything for him if he only he asked. But, he 

never did. He never wanted anything from me except companionship, dates, 

conversations. Nothing had changed between us except that he seemed somehow 

more mature than before, as if he had decided to slow down and enjoy things instead of 

jumping on to the next opportunity as soon as possible. His sincerity, his focus, all the 

other things that had made me so enjoy his company before, were still the same now.  

Sometimes, it was all I could do to make myself leave him at the end of a date, or 

go home after recovering from sex. He was almost becoming a part of me, in a way 

Nirvana never had been. Part of me in the same sort of way the baby was. I couldn’t 

imagine not having him. 

Adrian tightened his grip on me a little more and then let go entirely. I opened my 

eyes and looked over at him, protesting. “Why did you stop?” 

“Because we’re here!” he laughed.  

I looked out the windshield and saw it was true. The entire ride from the doctor’s 

office to his building had been just a blink for me, a moment composed entirely of 

sexual desire. I was still throbbing, still filled with need, on the very edge of release. If I 

so much as tightened my muscles a little too hard, it would be enough to make me 

come. 

Don’t want that. 

I breathed deeply and forced myself to relax, defying my body’s needs. I could 

wait a few more minutes. However, the moment he was finished showing me whatever 

he wanted to show me, all bets were off. 



Adrian led me through the lobby and into the elevator. The moment the doors 

shut, he turned to me and wrapped his hands around my shoulders. I practically 

collapsed against his chest, clutching handfuls of shirt material. I lifted my hand and 

pursed my lips, thrusting my nose against his. His mouth curved in that beautiful, 

roguish smile I knew so well, having seen it and felt it on my body dozens of times by 

now. He lowered his head and pressed his lips to mine. I pressed in closer. He did the 

same, flicking his tongue between my lips.  

He pulled back. I grabbed his shirt tighter and yanked him to me. “Where do you 

think you’re going?” I demanded.  

Laughing, Adrian leaned his head back, staying out of reach of my lips. 

“Pregnancy makes you so impatient, did you know that?” 

I growled a little and stood on the tops of his feet to try and reach his mouth. He 

laughed again and wrapped his arms around my waist. I slung my legs around him and 

pressed quick, hot, wet kisses all over his face and neck, everywhere I could reach. His 

cock pushed against mine. Our bodies strained to be together despite the layers of 

clothes separating us. Alpha and omega, drawn together as was always meant to be. 

The elevator doors opened with a soft ding and Adrian stepped out. I clutched his 

shoulders and kissed him fiercer, lip-biting his neck and sucking on his skin, desperate 

to taste him. He nuzzled his cheek on mine and made a soft sound, a deep and rustic 

purr. I growled back, and then I was being lowered, his face out of my range once 

again. I scrambled to get my feet on the ground and stood up. We were in his 

penthouse now; the vast rooms no longer felt as empty and impersonal to me as they 

once had, what with all the time Adrian and I had spent in them together.  



Adrian took my hand in his broad one. “Come on. Two seconds for me to show 

you something, and then we can fuck.” 

I burned at the promise and slid my fingers into the gaps between his, where they 

fit so well. “Fine, but it better be worth it.” 

“I hope it will,” he murmured. Rather than explain himself, he held my hand 

tighter and started to lead me down the hallway to the right. My heart skipped a beat as 

we neared his bedroom, and then slowed with disappointment as we passed it. We 

went past his office, the bathroom, the closet, all the way down to the spare bedroom at 

the very end. 

“The surprise is in here?” I asked. 

Adrian opened the door and ushered me inside. I stepped through and he 

followed after, and shut the door behind us. My heart started beating faster and I didn’t 

know why.  

He faced me and placed his hands on my shoulders, as he had done in the 

elevator. The difference now was how soft he held me, as if he was afraid for some 

reason of hurting me or… 

…or keeping me. 

His golden eyes were solemn, his face devoid of any hint of humor or mischief. 

He was the most serious I had ever seen him and it took my breath away without even 

knowing why.  

“The surprise is here,” he said, looking right into my eyes. “Edgar, I want you to 

move in with me. The feelings I have for you, they aren’t going to stop anytime soon. 



They’ve only been growing and growing, and each time I see you I feel as if I can’t bear 

to let you out of my sight.” 

Is this really happening? This can’t be happening. 

“I feel as if meeting you was the kick in the ass I needed. The direction I needed 

to take my life in.” Adrian swallowed hard. “For the first time, I have a purpose and it’s 

you. Please move in with me. This room is yours if you want it. I’ll help you take care of 

the baby. Sometimes, I imagine it’s mine. I know it isn’t, but I get to thinking about all the 

cute baby clothes and how much it will look like you, and I know I want it to be. Even in 

some small way.” 

“Adrian…” I trembled. “Is this for real? This isn’t a joke?” 

“This isn’t a joke. Move in with me. I’ll help you. I’ll make sure you have 

everything you need. Because I think I’ve fallen for you. And I know I need you.” 

“I can’t take this room,” I whispered.  

Adrian staggered as if he’d been struck. He shook, a tree in a hurricane, about to 

be stripped of leaves and branches before being thrown to the ground. 

I stepped closer to him and took his face into my hands. I touched my forehead 

to his and looked into his eyes, saw myself reflected in them. We were two of a kind. 

Two outcasts making their own rules, just doing the best they could.  

I knew what I had to do. 

“I can’t take this room,” I repeated, “but the baby can. Let’s make it a nursery. 

I’ll… I’ll sleep with you. Where I belong.” 



Adrian pulled me into his arms and buried his face in my hair. I gripped his 

muscular back, felt his heart beating in time with mine. I had no idea how we were going 

to make this work. I just knew I wanted it so much that my entire body ached. 

Still holding me tight to his warm, strong body, Adrian took me to his bedroom 

where I belonged. 

  



Chapter 9 – Adrian 

 

Several months passed, bringing more changes than I ever could have imagined.  

Adrian Enterprises began to make a profit again, clawing its way out of the red 

and into the black. I still wasn’t equipped to be a CEO and everyone was more aware of 

that now than ever, with my constant questions and lack of knowledge; however, as 

Chris had said I would, I felt myself starting to grasp basic concepts. It began with 

routines and learning what was expected, and how to recognize if differences were 

good or bad. The progress snowballed. Reporters gathered outside the main company 

building to try and speak with top employees, or catch a glimpse of me so they could 

ask what had changed. It got so bad I had to have the police called on no less than 

three occasions. Bets were made in the break rooms about when the reporters would 

lose interest, and when I’d call the cops again.  

Things like that, the bets, the joking, the light atmosphere, were what reassured 

me I wasn’t losing track of myself in the midst of all this. I didn’t want to be some stuffy 

boss with a ton of work codes and so far it hadn’t happened. I figured if I did ever start 

to take a turn for the worst, Edgar would tell me to knock it off.  

Another change involved Lucius. That brother of mine, who always disapproved 

of me so strongly, now called or emailed at least once a week to check up on me and 

express his pride. Whether he was interested in my company’s progress or my own was 

a mystery. I just knew it was nice to talk to him without having him judge everything I 

did. 

Summer deepened, gave way to fall.  



And Edgar got big. 

I turned my head to look at his sweet sleeping face, absent of any makeup and 

accessories. As much as I adored his darker look, I really liked times like this when it 

was just him with nothing to prove, no mask to hide behind.  

I liked every part of him, from his swollen ankles to his round belly. Even when he 

was grouchy, he was too cute to get annoyed with. I pictured his pink lips all pouty, his 

cute nose crinkled up, and reached out with my arm to pull him closer to my body. He 

was very warm, so warm I almost didn’t need to the extra blankets to keep warm on 

these chilly fall nights. He fit against me so perfectly, as if he belonged. 

Which he did. 

Maybe I had known it ever since he saved me that day in the casino. Something 

had definitely attracted me to him, whether it was simple gratitude and adrenaline or a 

sense more along the lines of fate. Either way, since then, I had been his, and he had 

been mine. 

And always would be. 

I pressed my lips to Edgar’s warm cheek and closed my eyes, breathing in the 

clean scents of his skin. The better environment I had been inspired to create for him 

was benefitting me as well. I woke up happier. I had more energy. Even when times 

were hard and I craved a smoke, or an extra drink, experienced a sharp urge to go off 

and do some crazy shit, I was strong enough now to resist because of him.  

I’m locked in, now. Locked into this life. This love. I looked up at the ceiling, 

ribbonned with cold silver moonlight. Someone take away the key and toss it in Lake 

Michigan, because I never want to escape. 



Wait. What was that thought? 

This love. 

No use denying it any longer.  

I whispered to Edgar, hoping he might hear me in his sleep, “I love you.” 

Edgar opened one eye, startling me. “It’s about time you said it,” he murmured. 

Heat rose to my cheeks. “You were awake?” 

He opened his other eye and glared up at me. “How am I supposed to be asleep 

when you’re yanking me all over the bed?” 

Happiness soared inside me and I leaned over and kissed him, savoring the 

taste of his lips because I would never, ever get enough of him. “Now you’re up, can I 

tell you something else?” 

Edgar smiled against my mouth and wrapped his arms around me. “What?” 

“I want to name the baby Malcolm Raven.” 

Edgar leaned back and stared at me. “I get Malcolm. That’s your dad. But 

Raven?” 

I ducked my head and shrugged. “So he can celebrate his goth roots.” 

He laughed and squeezed me tighter. “We’ll talk about this more in the morning. 

But, I like it.” 

Thank God. I’ve spent weeks working on that. 

I draped my leg over him and we cuddled together, his face against my shoulder. 

I closed my eyes again and let sleep come over me, knowing I would need my rest to 

face whatever else tomorrow had in store for me. 

I could hardly wait to find out. 


